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ABSTRACT 
Since the early 2000s, the number of leadership education programs in the United States 

has more than doubled (Riggio, Ciulla, & Sorenson, 2003; International Leadership Association, 

2015), and yet little attention has been paid to the role of cultural responsiveness in leadership 

education.  Cultural responsiveness is vital to the future success of leadership studies programs 

because they, just like all higher education, act as cultural capital-building mechanisms. If 

greater attention is not paid to the experiences of students from diverse backgrounds, leadership 

studies programs will continue to perpetuate the existing social order, ultimately undermining the 

goal of creating leaders capable of creating positive sustainable change. 

The present study focuses on the nexus between cultural responsiveness, leadership 

education, and cultural capital. It seeks to answer the following research questions: (1) What do 

leadership educators identify as cultural responsiveness in their instruction? (2) What classroom 

experiences do leadership students identify as honoring their multiple, intersecting social 

identities? and (3) Where do reports of cultural responsiveness among leadership studies 

instructors and students converge, and where do they diverge? 

Answering the first research question required semi-structured interviews with 17 

leadership instructors to uncover their efforts toward cultural responsiveness. This information 

was used to create a survey to gauge student experiences. The second research question was 

addressed through descriptive quantitative analysis of survey data administered to over 60 

undergraduate leadership students. The final question was answered through inferential 

quantitative analysis of survey information.  

Findings and results revealed substantial evidence of cultural responsiveness within the 

leadership studies program under investigation. Instructors’ social identities, personal histories, 

professional preparation, and academic training impacted their cultural responsiveness abilities. 

Similarly, nuanced leadership education philosophies, unique motivations, and varied paths to 

leadership education impacted how instructors approached students’ cultural and academic 

development. Course syllabi, textbooks, assignments, and speakers were just some of the ways 

instructors infused cultural responsiveness into their distinctive styles of leadership education.  

Moreover, a broad spectrum of pedagogical choices characterized instructors’ capacity 

for cultural responsiveness. Augmented by the theory-to-practice-to-theory framework of the 

Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies, instructors were empowered to teach and 
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change courses so as to enhance cultural responsiveness. The survey resulting from instructors’ 

reports demonstrated reliability and validity for use in the present study and captured students’ 

perceptions of cultural responsiveness. Results of quantitative analyses indicated students 

perceived their instructors as culturally responsive across numerous facets of education. 

Perceptions varied by student identities and among the courses in which they were enrolled. 

Future research should focus on intersections of social identities, the unique experiences 

of transfer students, and supporting courses. Practice implications include careful consideration 

of cultural responsiveness among students from diverse religious backgrounds, transfer students, 

and nontraditionally-aged students. Curricular implications should include focusing on the 

culturally responsive leadership learning environments created in Leadership in Group and 

Communities, Latinx Leadership, and Peer Leadership.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
Our deeply fractured society needs leadership that draws people together now more than 

ever. However, there is widespread disagreement regarding how to best prepare leaders to solve 

today’s adaptive problems. Among institutions of American higher education, the field of 

leadership studies is relatively new but rapidly growing. Between 2003 and 2014, the number of 

recorded leadership certificate and degree programs in the United States has more than doubled 

from 1000 (Riggio, Ciulla, & Sorenson, 2003) to over 2000 (International Leadership 

Association, 2016), with even more striking growth patterns in other nations. The majority are 

found within or between departments of social sciences, humanities, professional, and applied 

areas of the academy. However, during this period of rapid proliferation, very little attention has 

been paid to the “…simultaneous cultivation of the academic success and cultural identity of 

ethnically diverse students” (Gay, 2000, p. xiv) within the discipline. By neglecting these aspects 

of leadership education, colleges and universities fail to equitably prepare future leaders for the 

adaptive problems of an increasingly diverse and fragmented society. 

The multicultural education movement sought to develop inclusive materials and 

strategies with respect to changing student demographics (Banks, et al., 2001; Hollins, King, & 

Hayman, 1994). Within the multicultural education movement, cultural responsiveness has 

emerged to support the achievement of all students while concurrently identifying, utilizing, and 

nurturing the social identities students bring to their learning environments. Despite calls for the 

cultivation of leader identity and leadership capacity among students from diverse backgrounds 

(Guthrie, Bertrand Jones, Osteen, & Hu, 2013), little if any effort has been made to examine the 

role of cultural responsiveness in leadership education. This study attempted to address this 

shortcoming of the field and subsequent gap in the literature. 

Culturally Responsive Leadership Education 

Undergraduate leadership education programs, across the country and around the world, 

have grown exponentially in recent decades (Harvey & Riggio, 2011; Guthrie & Jenkins, 2018), 

however; only lately have the experiences of students from diverse backgrounds in leadership 

education programs been given scholarly focus. The most significant collection of these concerns 
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can be found in Guthrie et al.’s (2013), Cultivating Leader Identity and Capacity in Students 

from Diverse Backgrounds. However, despite the authors’ focus on the national, institutional, 

curricular, and co-curricular contexts of leadership education, relatively little discussion centered 

on leadership educators’ cultural responsiveness when teaching diverse populations of students. 

This study more fully explored the relationship between leadership educators’ perceptions of 

their own cultural responsiveness and the experiences of their diverse leadership studies students. 

Purpose of the Study 

The present study focused cultural responsiveness, defined by Gay (2000) as an approach 

to pedagogy, “…using the cultural knowledge, prior experiences, frames of reference, and 

performance styles of ethnically diverse students to make learning encounters more relevant and 

effective for them” (p. 29). This pedagogical approach was examined in relationship to 

undergraduate leadership education. Specifically, this study incorporated elements of culturally 

responsive teaching theory, cultural capital theory, and approaches to leadership education to 

explore the experiences of both leadership studies instructors and undergraduate students in a 

particular postsecondary environment. Leadership education is just one component of leadership 

learning; however, as the focal aspect of the study, I provide a brief history of leadership 

education and describe a prototypical model for college-based leadership studies programs for 

context. Similarly, culturally responsive pedagogy is comprised of complex modes of 

interactions between learners and educators not deeply studied or applied in modern leadership 

education programs. Moreover, I consider cultural capital as a contributor to, and by-product of, 

higher education generally and leadership education specifically. Due to its importance to the 

present study, it will be more fully elucidated and the interconnections between these concepts 

are more fully detailed in the second chapter. 

The present study’s goal was to better understand the complexity of cultural 

responsiveness expressed by instructors and experienced by students within a particular 

leadership education program. Additionally, these findings support recommendations regarding 

leadership educators’ training, practice, and self-evaluation of culturally responsive teaching, 

while underscoring the need for additional research and important revisions to institutional 

policies.  
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Leadership educators who are aware of changing student demographics might call into 

question leadership theories, models, approaches, and values vis-a-vis the mainly White, male, 

Anglo-Saxon, Protestant, heterosexual, cis-gendered, middle- to upper-class populations upon 

which they were developed and validated. The present study sought to explore leadership 

educators’ approach to teaching students from diverse backgrounds. I first determined the 

elements of teaching leadership educators perceived as expressions of responsiveness through 

semi-structured personal interviews. Those perceptions were then compared to the extant 

literature on the topic to determine the areas of overlap and discrepancy between identified 

instructor practices and those recommended by other scholars. Both information sources were 

combined in a survey instrument which was administered to enrolled undergraduate leadership 

studies students to determine if and how these identified elements, as well as any others indicated 

by the participants, occurred in their leadership education experiences. Finally, I elucidated areas 

of alignment and discrepancy between the instructors’ perceptions, the students’ experiences, 

and the heretofore established recommendations.  

As a result of conducting this inquiry, new information about cultural responsiveness 

among leadership studies at the focal institution was uncovered. Through personal interview, 

evidence was discovered regarding how leadership educators leveraged their social identities, 

personal histories, leadership educator identities, professional preparation and training, as well as 

a variety of teaching philosophies, tools, and pedagogies toward cultural responsiveness. 

Furthermore, estimations measured by a novel survey instrument with demonstrable reliability 

and validity show the significant overlap between instructors’ intentions and students’ 

perceptions of cultural responsiveness. However, given the variations in these perceptions, 

recommendations are offered regarding the selection, training, and development of instructors, 

the development of new courses, the expansion of existing leadership classes, and enhanced 

feedback and evaluation mechanisms for individual courses as well as the entire focal Certificate 

program. Taken together, the present study directly answers the research questions posed and 

offers guidance applicable to many existing programs of leadership studies, as well as 

recommendations for the development of new academic programs. 

When institutions of higher education truly prepare future leaders of society, those 

emerging leaders are equipped to lead in a diverse world (Guthrie et al., 2013). Since leading 

involves creating influence dynamics between individuals who intend substantive and purposeful 
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change (Rost, 1991), leadership students need appropriate tools to build relationships across 

difference, find areas of interest convergence, as well as motivate and sustain changes beyond 

the superficial. Leadership educators are uniquely positioned to help emerging leaders develop 

the knowledge, skills, and values necessary to initiate and sustain positive social change. 

However, more information is needed regarding responsive leadership education practices, 

perceptions of cultural responsiveness among leadership studies students, and evaluation of 

leadership education environments along dimensions of cultural responsiveness. 

Significance of the Study 

Many modern American colleges and universities claim they are preparing leaders of 

tomorrow (Chunoo & Osteen, 2016). However, leadership can be considered in a variety of 

ways, and those considerations exert differential influences on how leadership is taught, 

developed, and evaluated within higher education contexts. I believe leadership is not entirely 

positional; it is process- (Heifetz, 1994; Heifetz & Linsky, 2002) and relationship- (Rost, 1991) 

oriented. As such, when purporting to develop leadership among undergraduates, educational 

efforts should carefully consider a variety of intra- and inter-personal factors. Given the diversity 

of modern society, robust approaches to leadership education will be the only solution to 

persisting social problems. 

Systems of education in general, and institutions of higher education in particular, are 

important settings where socialization occurs. Harro (2000) offered one way of understanding 

the socialization process. The Cycle of Socialization (Harro, 2000) has, at its core, 

overwhelmingly negative feelings and experiences, which fundamentally influence how 

individuals are expected to think, act, and feel to adapt to the demands of contemporary society. 

Fortunately, this cycle is interruptible. Critical incidents, which are necessary to interrupt the 

cycle, can liberate people from its effects. Environments and experiences which are validating 

and nurturing to various social identities help create conditions where critical incidents occur. 

Without culturally responsive pedagogy, leadership education will continue to operate as part of 

the cycle; producing patterns of inequity and injustice in the classroom, and in society at large. 

Theoretical Framework 

The study at hand was grounded in theories of culturally responsive pedagogy (Gay, 

2000) and cultural capital (Coleman, 1988). Gay (2000) described culturally responsive teaching 
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as possessing five characteristics: validation, comprehension, multidimensionality, 

empowerment, transformation, and emancipation. Validation in instruction honors the 

differential cultural legacies shaping students’ attitudes, behaviors, and beliefs, regarding the 

processes and content of learning. Comprehension means instructors are committed to assisting 

diverse students sustain their social identities and connections to their sociocultural groups and 

communities of origin, as well as in developing a sense of connectedness to one another and 

acquiring an orientation toward success. Multidimensionality in culturally responsive teaching 

means, “…curriculum content, learning context, classroom climate, student-teacher 

relationships, instructional techniques, and performance assessments…” (p. 31) are all 

characterized as both validating and comprehensive.  

Culturally responsive teaching is also empowering; it bolsters students’ morale, provides 

social and cultural capital, reinforces an expectation of personal and collective achievement, and 

celebrates accomplishments. Additionally, it is transformative by explicitly valuing students’ 

cultural heritages and leverages those traditions as resources to shape learners into “social 

critics” (Gay, 2000, p. 34), who can subsequently become active agents of social change. Finally, 

culturally responsive teaching emancipates students from the constraints of the dominant 

culture’s perspectives on knowledge and ways of knowing. Through culturally responsive 

teaching, students learn to apply new knowledge, critically reflect on earlier learning, and act in 

accordance with values shaped by their culturally salient traditions. 

Cultural capital (Coleman, 1998) refers to the collective social assets retained by an 

individual which impacts their social mobility. It is described as existing in three forms 

(embodied, objectified, and institutionalized), each of which exert differential impact on the 

ability to navigate a stratified society. Cultural capital plays a role in all aspects of education, 

including the college experience. A better understanding of cultural capital in leadership 

education will lead to improvements and refinements in the leadership learning of all 

undergraduates, with particular benefits for students from diverse backgrounds. Therefore, the 

present study examines the accumulation of cultural capital, in all its forms, as it is transmitted to 

students from leadership instructors. 

Leadership education, culturally responsive pedagogy, and cultural capital are linked in a 

meaningful way. The knowledge, skills, and values obtained and clarified through leadership 

education represent a form of cultural capital acquired by leadership students in college. This 
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form of capital pays social dividends in postsecondary contexts and post-college life. However, 

when this cultural capital is transmitted without concern for preexisting social inequities among 

students, leadership education does little more than reproduce extant social injustices. Figure 1 

below depicts this relationship. In this illustration, key elements informing the present study are 

clearly illustrated: 1) Leadership education contains a host of elements, some of which overlap 

with tenets of culturally responsive pedagogy and others of which overlap with cultural capital. 

Similarly, culturally responsive pedagogy can be used across a wide variety of academic 

disciplines, including leadership education, and it undoubtedly impacts the networks of available 

resources. Moreover, students enter college with differential cultural capital, which can be 

impacted by their leadership learning, as well as the use of culturally responsive pedagogy in 

their postsecondary educations writ large. 

 
Figure 1: Relationships between Cultural Capital, Culturally Responsive Pedagogy, and 
Leadership Education 
 

The present study was most concerned with exploring the overlapping area between all 

three elements – namely Capital Building, Culturally Responsive Leadership Education. 

Arguably, leadership studies has the potential to be the most egalitarian pathway of cultural 

capital transmission to students when it is guided by culturally responsive pedagogy. In some 

respects, the present study holds up a mirror to the focal leadership studies program, and in doing 

so, find ways to position culturally responsive pedagogy at the heart of the cultural capital 

Culturally 
Responsive 
Pedagogy

Cultural 
Capital

Leadership 
Education

Culturally Responsive  

Leadership Education 
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building already taking place in these environments. By accomplishing this task, approaches to 

teaching leadership can be reshaped for institutions of higher education to more effectively and 

efficiently fulfill their missions of producing socially critical leaders. 

Research Questions 

Based on the work of Gay (2000) and Coleman (1988), this study sought to examine the 

role of culturally responsive teaching and pedagogy in leadership education by answering three 

research questions. Specifically, the first research question guiding the inquiry was: What do 

leadership educators identify as cultural responsiveness in their instruction? In order to address 

this question, sub-questions were developed, including, what are the social identities of 

instructors in the focal leadership studies program; do leadership educators construct identities 

around their instructional role, and if so, what do those identities consist of; what philosophies do 

leadership educators hold related to their teaching, how do leadership educators’ personal, 

academic, and professional histories inform their pedagogical stances, what do they use to 

manage their classrooms in culturally responsive ways, and what challenges exist to more 

effective culturally responsive leadership education. The second research question was: Which 

classroom experiences do leadership students identify as honoring their multiple, intersecting 

social identities? The third and final research question was: Where do reports of cultural 

responsiveness among leadership studies instructors and students converge, and where do they 

diverge? Three major steps were taken to address these questions: assessing the perceptions of 

educators in an undergraduate leadership certificate program regarding cultural responsiveness in 

their modes of instruction, obtaining reports from students in the same leadership program 

regarding their experiences of cultural responsiveness, and conducting comparisons of learner 

and educator experiences to understand the role of cultural responsiveness in leadership 

education. 

Answering the first research question involved semi-structured personal interviews with 

leadership instructors organized toward uncovering their attitudes, expectations, and teaching 

philosophies, as well as gaining insight regarding the materials, assignments, and assessments 

used to promote cultural responsiveness in their courses. This information was used to construct 

a survey instrument to determine how well student experiences aligned with instructor interview 

narratives. The final research questions were addressed through open-ended qualitative questions 
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which were offered alongside the quantitative questions, modified from those asked of leadership 

studies instructors in the interview stage. Comparative analysis of student and instructor 

responses uncovered convergence and divergence in reports of cultural responsiveness in 

leadership studies among participants. Chapter three more fully details the focal leadership 

studies program, the obtained samples, as well as the data collection and analysis strategies 

which comprised the overarching study design. 

Methodology and Methods 

A mixed methods approach (Johnson, Onwuegbuzie, & Turner, 2007) was employed to 

answer the aforementioned research questions. Specifically, an exploratory sequential mixed 

methods design (Creswell, 2014) was used; qualitative data collection and analysis preceded and 

informed quantitative data collection and analysis. Semi-structured qualitative in-depth 

interviews with leadership studies instructors were conducted to answer the first research 

question and the obtained responses informed the instrument used to investigate the second 

research question. A constant comparative method (Lincoln & Guba, 1986) and reflective 

journaling (Ortlipp, 2008) enhanced credibility and trustworthiness in the qualitative phase.  

The themes identified in the qualitative phase were used to construct closed-ended, 

Likert-type quantitative questions, which were administered to leadership students via an online 

survey. Student responses underwent latent factor analysis for validation, as well as reliability 

analyses, to demonstrate the integrity of the survey instrument. Survey results were analyzed by 

traditional student social identity classifications to uncover significant differences in cultural 

responsiveness perceptions by demographic factors, ultimately answering the second research 

question. 

Florida State University (FSU), was selected as the focal institution since it offers an 

undergraduate certificate in leadership studies; a program jointly managed by the Leadership 

Learning Research Center (LLRC) and the College of Education. As a flagship public institution 

with a leadership studies program, FSU represented an ideal location for the present study. The 

Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies (“the Certificate”) is an 18 credit academic 

leadership studies program available to all degree-seeking undergraduates at FSU (Guthrie & 

Bovio, 2014). The Certificate purports to develop student leader identity and leadership capacity 

through experiential- and service- learning initiatives, framed within a social change paradigm 
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(Center for Leadership & Social Change, n. d. a). A Leadership Certificate designation appears 

on the academic transcript of students who complete all requirements upon graduation. 

Instructor of record participants were recruited from the Certificate’s teaching staff in the 

summer of 2017. Among the five core courses, seven individuals served as instructors of record 

during the 2017 calendar year. Additionally, certificate electives or “supporting courses” are 

offered each semester. To assess the viewpoints of a discrete cohort of instructors, core course 

instructors were interviewed once at the beginning of the investigation period, along with those 

instructors who taught supporting courses through the Certificate.  

Student participants were recruited from the population of undergraduates enrolled in at 

least one leadership studies core course, or within-program supporting courses, in fall 2017 

semester. Students enrolled in multiple leadership studies courses within one semester were 

asked to select one of their leadership courses and respond to all questions with that selected 

course in mind. The student survey was administered online at the start of the ninth semester 

week and concluded at the end of the 10th instructional week, and administered in accordance 

with all pertinent university survey policies (Florida State University Policy, 2014).  

Communication with participants occurred primarily through their institutionally 

assigned email addresses. In accordance with Human Subjects Committee requirements, 

recruitment messages included the reasons participants were selected, the research questions 

driving the study, and an informed consent document. Sample members were also reminded 

about the voluntary nature of their participation, as well as informed they could withdraw at any 

time without negative consequences. Participants were not be compensated for their cooperation. 

Findings and Results 

The leadership educators represented a range of social identities, with most identifying as 

non-Hispanic White or European American women. All held advanced degrees, mainly in higher 

education. Most had been the recipients of leadership education earlier in life, but relatively few 

were formally trained as educators. Identities, course tools, teaching philosophies, and various 

pedagogical strategies emerged as ways instructors incorporated cultural responsiveness into 

their courses. Finally, the theory-to-practice-to-theory framework of the LLRC provided an 

important foundation used by instructors to link leadership learning to cultural responsiveness. 
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The leadership students also represented an array of social identities, with most also 

identifying as non-Hispanic White or European American women, as well as either Christian or 

Catholic. Results from the survey instrument constructed specifically for use with the current 

study indicated students in the aggregate agree with their instructors’ assertions of cultural 

responsiveness in the classroom.  However, significant differences in these perceptions were 

detected by student social identities, with declines in scores associated with certain marginalized 

identities. Future research into the phenomena of cultural responsiveness using this original 

survey should focus obtaining a larger and more diverse sample of students, analyzing the results 

along interactions of predictor variables, and evaluating the underlying predictive model for 

parsimony. Nonetheless, the results and findings of this mixed methods phenomenology yielded 

information to improve the quality of leadership education by empowering instructors and 

reducing barriers for students.  

Terms 

The terms described in the following section are used throughout the dissertation. They 

were drawn from an array of disciples and may have contentious meanings within their subjects 

of origin. The definitions provided are how they are intended to be taken in the remainder of the 

document. 

• Cultural Capital: “…can exist in three forms: in the embodied state, i.e., in the form of 

long-lasting dispositions of the mind and body; in the objectified state, in the form of 

cultural goods (pictures, books, dictionaries, instruments, machines, etc.), which are the 

trace or realization of theories or critiques of these theories, problematics, etc.; and in the 

institutionalized state, a form of objectification which must be set apart because... it 

confers entirely original properties on the cultural capital which it is presumed to 

guarantee” (Bourdieu, 1986, p. 241). 

• Culturally Responsive Pedagogy: “…using the cultural knowledge, prior experiences, 

frames of references, and performance styles of ethnically diverse students to make 

learning encounters more relevant to and effective for them” (Gay, 2000, p. 29). 

• Culture: “…a dynamic system of social values, cognitive codes, behavioral standards, 

worldviews, and beliefs used to give order and meaning to our own lives and the lives of 

others” (Gay, 2000, p. 8). 
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• Leaders: “…the individuals...with or without positions of authority, working together to 

tackle tough problems…” (Guthrie et al., 2013, p. 14). 

• Leader Capacity: “…the input and output of college and university leadership 

development experiences” (Guthrie et al., 2013, p. 37). 

• Leader Identity: “…a student’s own theory about who he or she is as a leader and how 

the student thinks of himself or herself and his or her role in relation to the world” 

(Guthrie et al., 2013, p. 31). 

• Leadership: “…an influence relationship among leaders and followers who intend real 

changes that reflect their mutual purposes” (Rost, 1991, p. 102). 

• Leadership Education: “…college-based leadership development programs…offered as 

part of the college’s or university’s regular curricular offerings…usually lead[ing] to 

some sort of major or minor in the subject…” (Riggio et al., 2003, p. 227). 

Summary 

Institutions of higher education purport to create future leaders capable of positive 

sustainable change in society. However, it is unclear within the context of leadership studies how 

well or how often culturally responsive teaching and learning occurs. The present study sought to 

uncover the role of cultural responsiveness in leadership education among diverse college 

students. Using information from leadership educator interviews and survey data from leadership 

studies students, the study uncovered areas of alignment and discrepancy between the 

perceptions of educators and learners regarding cultural responsiveness. Taken together, the 

results of this study fuel recommendations for future teaching, research, program design, as well 

as evaluation and assessment of leadership studies programs. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
This study sought to examine the role of cultural responsiveness in leadership education 

among diverse college students. Specifically, it explored how leadership educators demonstrated 

cultural responsiveness in their teaching. Then, I examined students’ perceptions regarding their 

instructors’ accounts. Finally, by comparing the reports of leadership educators and students, I 

uncovered the depth to which learner experiences aligned with educator intentions. Findings 

highlighted areas of improvement for the focal leadership education program, with additional 

recommendations for overall program design, research, and continued quality enhancement. 

However, concepts integral to the study must be explained and connected to one another before 

continuing. The following chapter serves to describe leadership education, culturally responsive 

pedagogy, and cultural capital as they informed this study. 

Leadership learning is a complex phenomenon involving elements of knowledge, 

training, education, development, engagement, observation, and metacognition (Guthrie & 

Osteen, 2012; Guthrie & Jenkins, 2018). Each of these facets differentially contribute to 

leadership learning; therefore each is briefly described and contextualized among the others. As 

leadership education experiences are the focus of this study, a brief history of leadership studies 

is provided to illustrate how the field has taken shape. Finally, a prototypical model for college-

based leadership studies is presented as an indicator of how many programs may be structured.  

Likewise, culturally responsive pedagogy is a collection of nuanced interactions between 

students, teachers, and practices which occur within classrooms (Gay, 2000). Each facet of 

culturally responsive pedagogy is also delineated to draw distinctions between them and in 

service of the argument each should be actively cultivated in programs of leadership education. 

Finally, cultural capital is reviewed both as a contributor to, and by-product of, postsecondary 

leadership education. A clear understanding of how these elements fit into this study is essential. 

Taken together, the literature reviewed in this chapter supports the conceptualization of 

leadership learning and education as exercises in building cultural capital (McCallum & 

O’Connell, 2009; Galli & Mueller-Stewens, 2012) that currently disadvantage students from 

diverse backgrounds. However, the application of culturally responsive pedagogy to leadership 

education may make such capital transmissions more egalitarian. By examining the areas of 

convergence and divergence between leadership educators and students along dimensions of 
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cultural responsiveness, I identified imbalances in cultural capital transmission by social 

identities and provided recommendations for practice, program design, and future research.  

Leadership Learning 

Given this study’s focus on phenomenon of leadership education from various 

perspectives, it is vital to clarify what is meant by the term ‘leadership learning’. Subsequently, 

leadership learning must be situated among other related concepts such as training, observation, 

development, and engagement. Furthermore, a brief review of the history of leadership studies is 

useful in understanding the current state of the field and to recognize relevant influences on how 

it has taken shape. Finally, careful consideration must be given to recommendations of 

prominent leadership scholars regarding how leadership studies programs should be constructed 

to maximize student success.  

Leadership learning is central to the work of student affairs and academic affairs 

divisions within American colleges and universities (Dugan, 2006; Thompson, 2006). 

Institutional mandates increasingly focus on creating global leaders, which Chunoo and Osteen 

(2016) purport require realigning the purpose, mission, and context of postsecondary education 

with student leadership learning. To do this, Astin and Astin (2000) recommended renewing 

focus on social responsibility in collegiate leadership learning. Comprised of training, education, 

development, knowledge, observation, engagement, and metacognition, leadership learning 

involves development through recursive interactions of theory and practice (Roberts, 2007).  

Leader identity development and leadership development are also integral to leadership 

learning. Helpfully, Guthrie et al. (2013) drew clear distinctions between, “[l]eader development 

[which] focuses on individual students’ capacity and identity, with or without formal authority, 

to engage in the leadership process…[and]… leadership development…[as]… a collective focus 

on a group’s relationships and process” (p. 15). Therefore, leadership learning is a dynamic, 

multi-faceted, and integrated set of occurrences where individuals are influenced in a variety of 

ways by numerous experiences. Thus, investigating leadership education and its connections to 

leader identity and leadership development, should be a focus of leadership scholarship and is 

subsequently a direct aim of this study. 
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The Leadership Learning Framework 

Elements of the leadership learning framework (Guthrie & Jenkins, 2018), such as 

training, education, development, and engagement are often used interchangeably (Ayman, 

Adams, Fisher, & Hartman, 2003; Wexley & Latham, 1991), but each has distinct applications 

and implications. Scholars (Nadler, 1984; Roberts & Ullom, 1989; Guthrie & Jenkins, 2018) 

have provided descriptions for each of these terms with accompanying guidelines for their use. 

These recommendations have been adopted within leadership education scholarship (Ayman et 

al., 2003), consequently informing this study. 

Nadler’s (1984) definition of training as “…learning related to the present job…” (p. 18) 

places emphasis on enhanced performance on a specific and time-limited task. Additionally, he 

defined education as “…learning to prepare the individual for a different but identified job…” (p. 

19); drawing an important distinction between the immediacy of training and the deferred 

usefulness of education as an investment in human capital. Furthermore, Nadler (1984) offered a 

future-oriented and person-centered definition of development as “…learning for growth of the 

individual but not related to a specific present or future job” (p. 22). The personal growth 

emphasis, coupled with the minimization of jobs and tasks, distinguished development from 

training or education. These distinctions are echoed by Roberts and Ullom (1989) who applied 

these concepts directly to leadership education, while adding the notion of leadership 

engagement – the application and practice of leadership skills (from training), knowledge (from 

education), and values (from development) to solve problems or change conditions.  

The interdisciplinary study of the complex interactions between leaders and followers is 

at the heart of leadership knowledge (Guthrie & Jenkins, 2018). Leadership learning, in its most 

basic form, is the acquisition of information and insights about leadership. Subsequently the 

leadership learning processes which connect learners to this information and these insights, “…is 

cognitive in nature and places a heavy emphasis on knowledge acquisition and mental 

processing,” (Guthrie & Jenkins, 2018, p. 62). Work on the role of observation in learning is not 

new (see: Bandura, 1977), however, its connection to leadership learning is understudied. Within 

a leadership context, observation includes socio-cultural vicarious learning experiences; 

situations where individuals acquire new useful information by paying attention to the processes 

and outcomes experienced by others. Finally, leadership metacognition encompasses the, 

“…reflective, systemic, organizational, analytic, evaluative, adaptive, processual, mindful and 
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complex aspects of leadership learning” (Guthrie & Jenkins, 2018, p. 62). Awareness and 

mindfulness of one’s own leadership learning are the hallmarks of leadership metacognition; it is 

making sense of one’s own leadership.  

In sum, these seemingly similar terms have been differentiated in the literature along 

dimensions of duration, outcome, and intended application. Training is narrowly focused on 

improvements in performance on the present task or sharpening of an acutely needed skill. 

Education is broadly concerned with human capital enhancements which may or may not 

translate into immediate gains for learners. Development focuses on even longer periods of 

reflection, integration, and an individual’s growth. Engagement requires the effective use 

training, education, and development benefits. Knowledge is the content of leadership. 

Observation is how we learn from the experiences of others. Metacognition is an epiphenomenon 

which draws together all of these elements. 

A Brief History of Leadership Studies 

Leaders and leadership have been studied throughout the course of human history. 

However, the seeds of contemporary leadership education in the United State were sewn 

predominantly by American social science researchers around the start of the 20th century 

(Riggio et al., 2003). Almost simultaneously, the burgeoning industrial sector of the American 

economy began to heavily subsidize management research; many of these projects became the 

foundations of today’s leadership studies programs (Ciulla, 2000). However, funding for the first 

methodically rigorous investigations into leadership came from the national government in the 

1940s with the aim of improving warfare proficiency (Nelson & Wright, 1992). Three decades 

later, the first ground-breaking review of the then-extant literature on leadership was produced 

by Ralph Stogdill (1974) in the classic Handbook of Leadership: A Survey of the Literature, 

which is still in circulation today.  

Formative research in the field of leadership studies came from scholars in large public 

universities and small liberal arts colleges (Riggio et al., 2003) such as the Ohio State Leadership 

Studies (Shartle, 1979), the Michigan Studies of Leadership (Katz, Maccoby, & Morse, 1950), 

and James MacGregor Burns’ (1978) Leadership. The Ohio State studies focused on leader 

behavior toward meeting the needs of subordinates in organizations. Findings led to the 

development of two important leadership constructs; initiating structure - a task-oriented 

approach to leadership - and ‘consideration’ which is a person-centered leadership approach 
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(Shartle, 1979). This groundbreaking work led to the creation of the Leader Behavior 

Description Questionnaire (LBDQ) as well as the Supervisor Behavior Description 

Questionnaire (SBDQ); both of which are still used in organizations across a variety of economic 

sectors. Similarly, results from the Michigan Studies of Leadership gave rise to three 

foundational leadership constructs: production- and employee-centered leadership, along with 

the assertion that managing transactions, and not systemic transformations, was at the heart of 

leadership (Katz et al., 1950). Perhaps most notably, Burns’ (1978) Leadership emerged around 

this time and has evolved into universally-accepted reading material for leadership scholars. As a 

keystone of the transformational leadership approach, it was revolutionary during its initial 

release and continues to enjoy wide adoption among leadership education programs in the US. 

The contributions of early leadership studies scholars (e.g., Bass, 1985; Fiedler, 1964, 

1978; Hollander, 1978; Lewin, Lippitt, & White, 1939), as well as higher education associations 

and foundations, were pivotal in the establishment of early academic programs of leadership. In 

1976, the first survey of the field, Leadership Programs in Higher Education, was produced by 

the American College Personnel Association (APCA). Additionally, “[t]he number of sessions 

on leadership at the American Educational Research Association (AERA) conferences doubled 

between 1985 and 1995,” (Riggio et al., 2003, p. 225), and the Center for Creative Leadership 

initiated the first Leadership Education Conference. Furthermore, additional funding for 

leadership education became available from sources such as the W. K. Kellogg, Ford, and 

Carnegie foundations.  

In 1981, the James MacGregor Burns Academy was established and it continues to offer 

a wide array of leadership studies opportunities (Komives, et al, 1991). In 1992, the Jepson 

School of Leadership Studies at the University of Richmond was founded as the first 

independent degree-granting school of Leadership Studies (University of Richmond, n. d.). The 

number, and types, of leadership studies options available to modern-day learners have never 

been greater or more varied. Single- and double- undergraduate degrees, majors, minors, 

certificates, and graduate degrees in leadership studies can be found across the country and 

around the world (Honan, 1998). Clearly, the formal study of leadership has come of age in the 

academy; however; it continues to face challenges in establishing comprehensive and integrated 

instructional models drawing from the highest-quality research, pedagogy, and practices. This 

study meets those challenges directly. 
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Undergraduate Leadership Studies 

Programs of undergraduate leadership studies focus on developing students’ leadership 

potential by imparting knowledge, skills, abilities, and offering opportunities for values 

clarification. However, these undertakings can be accomplished in many ways. Some programs 

are guided by discipline-specific leadership approaches (e.g., those found in Business or 

Engineering), while others take a multidisciplinary approach (Rost & Barker, 2000; Welch, 

2000). A third vein of leadership studies programs are rooted in liberal arts philosophies where 

broad educational experiences are prominently featured (Gardner, 1990). Despite these varied 

underlying orientations, a common set of guidelines for collegiate leadership education programs 

are essential to the longevity of leadership studies as an academic pursuit. To these ends, Riggio 

et al. (2003) leveraged what was already known about effective leadership education, in 

conjunction with demonstrably effective educational practices, and well-established pedagogical 

principles for undergraduate education to offer six fundamental guidelines for all leadership 

studies programs. Those recommendations are briefly recounted in the proceeding paragraphs. 

A Multidisciplinary Perspective. As discussed previously, scholars from an assortment 

of disciplines have contributed to the current state of leadership scholarship and practice. Just as 

comprehensive leadership scholarship is informed by cross-disciplinary research, effective 

leadership education programs should strive to incorporate as many disciplinary perspectives as 

reasonable (Connaughton, Lawrence, & Ruben, 2003). Multidisciplinary approaches to 

leadership education provide students with wider ranges of knowledge when compared to single- 

discipline programs. Evidence from cognitive psychology suggests multi-perspective 

presentations of information enhance undergraduate learning (Bowman, 2009; deWinstanley & 

Bjork, 2002; Halpern, 2004). 

Academic Authorization. Leadership studies should be recognized as an academic 

endeavor (Leithwood, Seashore Lewis, & Anderson, 2004). As such, the completion of 

leadership studies programs should be officially documented on academic records akin to 

institutional treatment of similar credentials (e.g., majors, minors, certificates, etc.). Riggio et al. 

(2003), however; drew distinctions between leadership programs offered by undergraduate 

student affairs offices and those offered via academic departments. They regarded the former as, 

“…pure leadership development programs…” (p. 228), arguing they should not be considered 

leadership studies programs, despite their added value to student development. For purposes of 
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the proposed study, I align with this distinction and support the caveats it represents, including, 

“[i]f leadership studies is truly an emerging discipline – and we believe it is – then academic 

credit must be offered, as well as academic authorization” (Riggio et al., 2003, p. 228). Such a 

caveat necessitates the separation of student affairs leadership development programs, their 

facilitators, and their participants, from consideration in this study. 

Anchored by Theories, Practice, and Research. Leadership studies curricula should be 

deeply sourced in foundational theories of leadership, present relevant examples of leadership in 

practice, and highlight both historic and emerging trends in leadership research (English & 

Anderson, 2005). Faddish (Birnbaum, 2000) approaches to leadership should be forsaken in 

favor of theories, concepts, applications, and empirically-tested approaches to leadership and 

leading. Furthermore, Riggio et al. (2003) advocated for consistency between the findings of 

leadership research and leadership studies curriculum and pedagogy. Examples of such 

alignment include infusing pedagogy and curriculum with opportunities to develop, “…effective 

and ethical decision making, [the] ability to think critically, and interpersonal skills” (Riggio et 

al., 2003, pp. 228-229) as prominent features of leadership education programs. Moreover, 

leadership is simultaneously a content-driven discipline and an applied field (Mumford, Zaccaro, 

Harding, Jacobs, & Fleishman, 2000); therefore, leadership studies programs should attend to the 

development of leadership skills and experiences to produce balanced undergraduate leaders. 

Prominent Experiential Learning. The proliferation of leadership studies programs can 

be attributed to rising student interest in the topic and gains students may expect studying 

leadership will have on their future careers and development as agents of social change (Riggio 

et al., 2003; Waters, Marzano, & McNulty, 2003). However, these expectations are only realistic 

to the extent to which they are met with experiences constituting adequate preparation for those 

intended outcomes. The impact of experiential learning in higher education can be traced as far 

back as the work of Dewey (1938; 1958), and is supported by more recent conceptualizations 

and operationalizations (Kolb, Boyatzis & Mainemelis, 2001). Considering leadership as a 

discipline where formalized opportunities to apply learning are as important as the learning itself, 

it is imperative to create opportunities for learners to practice as well as acquire knowledge.  

Brungardt, Gould, Moore, and Potts (1997) asserted “liberal learning” is an important 

component for any successful leadership studies program, to the degree classroom-based 

learning and experiential opportunities (e.g. research, internships, employment, and/or service 
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learning commitments) are integrated with one another. Furthermore, case studies, role-playing 

simulations, and improvisational activities designed to illustrate leadership tenets promote 

learning by creating structured opportunities for students to apply concepts to situations 

mimicking real-world conditions, as well as increase students’ motivation by making preparation 

entertaining yet relevant to life beyond college (Halpern, 2004; Riggio et al., 2003). 

Embodiment of Leadership Values. Despite their varied locations in the academy, and 

the myriad disciplines of their faculty, most leadership studies programs cannot escape the 

influence of values related to social responsibility and global awareness (Riggio et al., 2003). 

Institutions of higher education in general, and leadership studies programs in particular, expect 

students to engage their local campuses and surrounding communities. These expectations may 

extend beyond the undergraduate years and into learners’ post-college careers and lives (Kuh, 

Kinzie, Schuh, & Whitt, 2011). Subsequently, models of service-learning (Eyler & Giles, 1999) 

and servant leadership (Greenleaf, 1977) are popular among contemporary leadership studies 

programs. By extending the value of service and leadership to a global scale, leadership studies 

programs embody global awareness values. Recent research has focused on the role of service-

learning in the production of global leaders (Pless, Maak, & Stahl, 2011), social and emotional 

intelligence in global leadership (Alon & Higgins, 2005; Ng, VanDyne & Ang, 2009) and the 

establishment and assessment of global leadership competencies (Jokien, 2005). In these ways, 

values related to awareness and responsibility have a deep footprint on leadership education. 

Producing leaders capable of solving adaptive problems (Heifetz, 1994; Heifetz & 

Linsky, 2002) in an increasingly internationalized world forces leadership studies programs to 

face philosophical and practical imperatives in incorporating global awareness among their 

students. Despite offering service-learning opportunities and intern positions abroad, stronger 

efforts are required to learn from students, faculty, and practitioners from other cultures. 

Especially given the mostly Western-, and predominantly American-, based literature in the field 

(Yukl, 1981) a considerable amount of progress remains to be made in balancing the 

representation in leadership scholarship (and therefore, in leadership studies programs as well) of 

individuals from other cultures; an area this study directly addresses. 

A Focus on Outcomes. Since its inception, there has been fervent resistance regarding 

the prospect of teaching leadership (Cronin, 1984; Gunn, 2000; Halberstam, 2004). Largely, this 

resistance can be organized into three arguments: some critics regard leadership as too complex 
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and abstract to be effectively taught, some opponents contend leaders are born and not made, 

while other detractors assert leadership can only be learned through direct experience. 

Consequently, to demonstrate the utility of leadership studies programs, outcomes assessments 

are vital (Riggio et al., 2003). However, there is a relative dearth in the literature of evaluations 

of this type. A W. K. Kellogg Foundation investigation (Zimmerman-Oster & Burkhardt, 1999a, 

1999b) elucidated some positive leadership outcomes for program graduates, and an evaluation 

project from Fort Hays State University’s program also suggested success in attaining outcomes 

of leadership studies programs (Brungardt & Crawford, 1996), but these two efforts are not 

nearly enough to demonstrate consistent causal relationships between leadership studies program 

activities and their intended outcomes.  

An important, but potentially neglected, concern when assessing the impact of leadership 

studies programs is how undergraduate leadership education may act as an arena of social 

reproduction (Willis, 1975); reifying the social position and opportunities of elites (Riggio et al., 

2003). Therefore, it is important to consider whether leadership studies programs are accessible 

to those who would not otherwise consider themselves as leaders and to provide equitable access 

to all students. The cultural capital perspective described later in this review will be used to 

frame this study and inform its ability to address inequities in leadership learning. 

Taken together, the reviewed literature clarified what is meant by leadership learning as 

well as briefly recounted the history of the development of leadership studies, with 

recommendations from the extant body of knowledge regarding of how leadership studies 

programs should be constructed, implemented, and evaluated. While these elements inform this 

study, considerations of the role of cultural responsiveness among leadership instructors and 

students is notably absent in the existing literature. In the next section, the core tenets of 

culturally responsive teaching are presented.  

Culturally Responsive Pedagogy 

Culturally responsive pedagogy is best understood by carefully examining its role in the 

essential elements of most educational experiences: the identities of teachers, the teaching 

process, and the classroom climate (Brown, 2007). Philosophically, culturally responsive 

pedagogy is rooted in the belief student learning cannot be separated from culture, identity, and 

context (Gay, 2002). Teaching within a culturally responsive framework requires cultural 
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knowledge, culturally relevant curricula, cultural caring, a sense of community, communication, 

and coherence (the last of which is referred to as ‘congruity’ in the literature; see: Gay, 2002).  

Additionally, culturally responsive pedagogy calls for schools to be transformed into 

responsive environments (Chamberlain, 2005) and for individual classrooms to be examined and 

managed in culturally responsive ways (Weinstein, Tomlinson-Clarke, & Curran, 2004). 

Currently, the most actionable suggestions regarding culturally responsive pedagogies come 

from research on differentiated instruction in K-12 education (Santamaria, 2009). While these 

recommendations are helpful, they require considerable revisions to be applied to higher 

education generally and specifically in leadership studies. Taken together, the existing 

scholarship on culturally responsive pedagogy provides a multifaceted framework for cultural 

responsiveness; each of which are detailed in the following sections. Since sparse evidence exists 

to connect culturally responsive pedagogy and postsecondary leadership studies, this project 

bridges those concepts. 

Culturally Responsive Teachers 

Culturally responsive teachers operate from an understanding of culture and cultural 

identity as important shapers of student learning (Montgomery, 2001; Stoicovy, 2002). These 

beliefs are expressed through attitudes and behaviors demonstrating respect for psychological, 

social, and cultural characteristics of their students (Gay, 2010; Sparks, 1994; Villegas & Lucas, 

2002). This is challenging when learners retain social identities markedly different from one 

another, as well as from those of their teachers. This is further complicated when educators lack 

the training and experience to provide instruction in a responsive manner. Restated plainly, 

aspiring culturally responsive teachers cannot teach what they do not know (Howard, 1999). As 

such, “…culturally responsive teachers must be prepared to understand the cultural 

characteristics and contributions of different ethnic groups (King, Hollins, & Hayman, 1997; 

Smith, 1998)” (Brown, 2007, p. 57) so they can teach what they do know.  

Accepting the previous premise as true raises important questions about the knowledge, 

skills, abilities, and values needed by in-training instructors, as well as the most effective ways of 

imparting them. Gay (2002), Villegas and Lucas (2002), and Ladson- Billings (2001), among 

others, have provided examples of characteristics necessary to culturally responsive instruction. 

Ladson-Billings (2001) advocated for a focus on student academic achievement, the attainment 

of cultural competence, and the development of a sociopolitical awareness as essential 
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components of culturally responsive teachers. Wlodkowski and Ginsberg (1995) and Ginsberg 

and Wlodkowski (2009) named four conditions for learners and instructors to co-create: the 

creation of inclusive learning climates, the development of attitudes through personal reflection, 

the incorporation of student and teacher identities and values in enhancing meaning, and the 

culturally responsive validation of student competence.  

Gay (2002) identified five essential elements of culturally responsive teachers, including: 

possessing a culturally diverse knowledge base, designing culturally responsive curricula, 

demonstrating cultural caring, establishing cross-cultural communication strategies, and 

establishing congruity in classroom settings. Villegas and Lucas (2002) denoted six traits as 

integral to culturally responsive teachers: sociocultural consciousness, affirming views of 

students from diverse backgrounds, willingness and ability to bring about inclusivity-oriented 

change, promoting of learners’ knowledge construction, knowledgeable about students’ lives, 

and accepting of the challenge to be culturally responsive.  

Despite varied conceptualizations of culturally responsive teachers, some common 

elements standout; namely, an ability and willingness to seek out and use knowledge of cultural 

diversity and respect for the value of different ethnic groups as an intrinsic part of teaching and 

as a defining characteristic of the learner-instructor relationship (Gay, 2002). Notably absent 

from the extant scholarship are recommendations of how best to transmit these elements to in-

training and in-service teachers who seek to improve. Furthermore, while this scholarship is 

readily applicable to the postsecondary educational sector, there are no examples in the research 

literature of high impact practices specifically related to culturally responsive teaching in 

leadership education environments. This study addresses these practical shortcomings. 

Culturally Responsive Teaching 

Much like teachers, culturally responsive teaching has been conceptualized by education 

scholars in a variety of ways. Nieto (2004) defined it as teaching which “…necessitates inclusion 

and authenticity…” (p. 353), underscoring an introspective and self-reflective imperative for 

teachers to learn about and respect their own heritages as well as those of their students. Gay 

(2000) described culturally responsive teaching as practices which, “…simultaneously develops, 

along with academic achievement, social consciousness and critique, cultural affirmation, 

competence, and exchange; community building and personal connections; individual self-worth 

and abilities; and an ethic of caring” (p. 43), illustrating the robustness of a seemingly simple 
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concept. When considered in conjunction, these definitions share undergirding principles of 

embedding academic knowledge, skills, and resources in the lived experiences of learners and 

instructors so they may gain added personal salience, greater appeal, and are learned more 

comprehensively (Gay, 2000; Brown, 2007). Subsequently, there is evidence of gains in 

academic achievement among students from diverse backgrounds when cultural and experiential 

lenses are considered (Arslan & Yigit, 2016; Au & Kawakami, 1994; Gay, 2000; Ladson-

Billings, 1994, 1995). The operationalization of culturally responsive teaching offered by Gay 

(2002) is the most comprehensive practical approach to preparing teachers for culturally 

responsiveness instruction; the five key elements of her description informed this study. 

Cultural Knowledge. Hallmarks of effective teaching include mastery of content 

knowledge and proficiency in pedagogical skills (Gay, 2002). Arguably, understanding the 

cultural characteristics and historical contributions made by members of different racial and 

ethnic groups is part of the knowledge instructors should possess (Au & Kawakami, 1994; 

Hollins, King, & Hayman, 1994; King, Hollins, & Hayman, 1997; Ogbu, 1992; Smith, 1998). 

Gay (2002) provided specific examples of what this knowledge set might entail: 

…teachers need to know (a) which ethnic groups give priority to communal living and 

cooperative problem solving and how these preferences affect educational motivation, 

aspiration, and task performance; (b) how different ethnic groups’ protocols of 

appropriate ways for children to interact with adults are exhibited in instructional 

settings; and (c) the implications of gender role socialization in different ethnic groups 

for implementing equity initiatives in classroom instruction (p. 107). 

The second requirement for developing a knowledge base for culturally responsive teaching per 

Gay (2002) involves advancing instructors’ understanding beyond passing familiarities with the 

accomplishments of a few, highly-recognizable individuals from diverse racial and ethnic groups 

in discrete areas and obtaining nuanced verifiable information regarding cultural particularities 

of specific diverse groups. Inconsistencies in obtained knowledge can be resolved by acquiring 

more information about the contributions of members from different social groups to a wide 

variety of disciplines and greater exposure to extant multicultural education theory, research, and 

scholarship. Gay (2002) suggested these steps can be completed by all prospective instructors by 

enrolling in courses on the contributions of diverse groups to their intended content areas as well 

as supplemental instruction in multicultural education as a part of teacher preparation programs. 
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Culturally Relevant Curricula. Three types of curricula are regularly present in most 

classrooms: the formal curriculum, the symbolic curriculum, and the societal curriculum. Each 

offers opportunities for cultural responsiveness. The formal curriculum (Gay, 2000) is comprised 

mainly of instructional strategies endorsed by governing entities of educational systems. The 

symbolic curriculum (Gay, 1995) includes images, artifacts, symbols, icons, mottos, rituals, and 

other elements used to transmit knowledge, skills, abilities, and values to students. The societal 

curriculum encompasses stereotypes, expectations, and impressions about diverse groups 

depicted in the media (Cortes, 1991). Culturally responsive teachers make alterations to formal 

curricula and materials to improve overall inclusiveness, raise awareness among students 

regarding the power of the symbolic curriculum, and incorporate, “…thorough and critical 

analyses of how ethnic groups and experiences are presented in mass media and popular culture” 

(Gay, 2002, p. 108). Culturally responsive teachers understand how popular images of 

marginalized groups are distorted to fit pre-existing social narratives; the effects these depictions 

have on society writ large (as well as on individual members); how formal curricula can be used 

to interrupt these influences; and “…how to teach students to be discerning consumers of and 

resisters to ethnic information disseminated through the societal curriculum” (Gay, 2002, p. 108) 

so they may become change agents, social critics, and critical learners. 

Cultural Caring in Learning Communities. Pedagogical actions are evaluated 

alongside culturally responsive curriculum designs when teaching in a culturally responsive 

manner (Gay, 2002). Instructors can use students’ cultures and experiences to widen their own 

bandwidth regarding academic and personal success – a process referred to as “cultural 

scaffolding” (Gay, 2002, p. 109). However, culturally sensitive caring must be demonstrated by 

teachers before cultural scaffolding can take place. Cultural caring places “…teachers in an 

ethical, emotional, and academic partnership with ethnically diverse students, a partnership that 

is anchored in respect, honor, integrity, resource sharing, and a deep belief in the possibility of 

transcendence” (Gay, 2000, p. 52). Thus, culturally responsive teachers understand cultural 

caring as an active orientation toward high expectations of achievement, leveraging creative 

initiatives to increase the likelihood of academic success for students from diverse backgrounds.  

Building community among diverse learners is another essential element of culturally 

responsive teaching. Culturally responsive teachers appreciate how different learning styles may 

interfere with academic efforts and affect the attainment of important student outcomes (Brown, 
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2007). Furthermore, they understand how to design communal learning environments to foster 

holistic and integrated learning. Taking learning beyond the walls of the classroom, culturally 

responsive teachers assist students’ understanding via the moral, ethical, and political dimensions 

of their learning (Ladson-Billings, 1995), thereby creating an onus to ultimately participate (and 

potentially lead) social change initiatives toward greater social justice. 

Cross-Cultural Communication. Determining what students from diverse backgrounds 

know, can do, as well as what they are capable of knowing and doing, depend on how 

proficiently instructors communicate across differences (Gay, 2000; 2002). However, cultural 

encoding (Cazden, John, & Hymes, 1985) veils accurate assessments of students’ abilities and 

capacities. Cultural encoding occurs when intellectual thoughts of students from different ethnic 

groups are influenced by socialization processes (Harro, 2000). Culturally responsive teachers 

decipher this encoding to effectively instruct students from diverse backgrounds. Subsequently, 

teacher preparation programs bear the responsibility to equip prospective instructors to 

understand and appreciate how varied communication styles reflect cultural values and shape 

individual student learning behaviors, as well as to empower instructors to communicate in ways 

more consistent with cultural responsiveness without risking cultural appropriation. 

Cultural Congruity in Instruction. Gay (2002) believed, “[c]ulture is deeply embedded 

in any teaching; therefore, teaching ethnically diverse students has to be multiculturalized” (p. 

112). One possible avenue for multiculturalization in teaching involves establishing continuity 

between the presentation of ethnic groups in society and the cultures of schools (Spindler, 1987). 

Cultural characteristics provide the criteria for determining how instructional strategies should be 

modified for ethnically diverse students. Shade (1989) suggested the internal structure of ethnic 

learning styles includes at least eight key components (which are configured differently for 

various groups): preferred content; ways of working through learning tasks; techniques for 

organizing and conveying ideas and thoughts; physical and social settings for task performance; 

structural arrangements of work, study, and performance space(s); perceptual stimulation for 

receiving, processing, and demonstrating comprehension and competence; motivations, 

incentives, and rewards for learning; and interpersonal interactional styles. Culturally responsive 

teachers contextualize these factors in particular, although all facets of educational processes 

should be carefully examined. 
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The elements proposed by Gay (2002; 2005) and others are not intended as a panacea nor 

are any of the proposed concepts assumed to be static. As national and international perspectives 

regarding who students from diverse backgrounds are and how proficiently instructors are being 

prepared to teach in increasing globalized and intercultural settings continue to evolve, the ideas 

contained in the previous sections will need to be revised and adapted. However, these 

suggestions form a thorough foundation for this study. Effectively applying the tenets of 

culturally responsive teaching to postsecondary leadership studies program requires considerably 

more information; obtaining this information is a primary aim of this investigation. 

Culturally Responsive Classroom Management 

Weinstein et al. (2004) argued shortcomings of multicultural awareness are partially to 

blame for teachers’ difficulties with classroom management, especially given the changing 

demographics of US enrollees. Furthermore, they explained how conceptualizations and 

operationalizations of reasonable classroom behaviors are influenced by cultural norms and how 

conflicts may result from cultural mismatches between learners and instructors. The purpose of 

this section is to review how culturally responsive classroom management (CRCM) is described 

in the extant literature, while highlighting five essential components prominently detailed by 

scholars in this area. Although originally intended for the K-12 educational sector, these ideas 

have important implications for cultural responsiveness in postsecondary leadership studies 

programs, and therefore informed the present study. 

Awareness of Ethnocentric Biases. Teaching success with students from diverse 

backgrounds can be directly tied to instructor’s self-awareness regarding “…motives, beliefs, 

biases, values, and assumptions about human behavior” (Weinstein et al., 2004, p. 29). Logically 

following, culturally responsive teacher preparation programs aid aspiring instructors in 

exploring their own cultural identities, as well as pervasive dynamics of Whiteness 

(Frankenberg, 1997; Jacobson, 1999; Roediger, 1991, 2007) and White Privilege (McIntosh, 

1998). Tomlinson-Clarke and Ota Wang (1999) described a cultural competency training model 

designed to assist in-training teachers by offering introductions to cultural knowledge and 

awareness, shared experiences and personal reflection, and opportunities to practice CRCM. By 

using the tenets of this model, assumptions, expectations, and biases can be named and 

confronted while exploring cultural content. 
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Appreciation of Diverse Backgrounds. Awareness of ethnocentrism is a necessary but 

insufficient element of effective educational practices for students from diverse backgrounds. 

(Sheets, 1996). Teaching success also requires instructors to cultivate knowledge of students’ 

cultural backgrounds as the foundation for cross-cultural communication skill development 

(Weinstein et al., 2004). However, some educators may be reluctant to approach cultural factors 

out of fear of overgeneralizing differences between groups (McLaren, 1995) and disregarding 

within-cultural-group heterogeneity. Given the intersectionality of social identities, the nuanced 

representation of culture in our educational institutions, and the limited resources available to 

teacher preparation programs, it may be unrealistic to expect preservice teachers to be provided 

with all the cultural content knowledge, skills, and opportunities to practice which are vital to 

multicultural competence (Villegas & Lucas, 2002). Even so, in-training and in-service 

instructors can exert personal agency (Ford, 1992) to learn culturally responsive ways of 

inquiring about students’ cultural backgrounds, educational experiences, norms, and values. 

These conversations are even more important in postsecondary environments where 

undergraduates are expected to question some of their long-held beliefs as part of various 

identity development processes (Patton, Renn, Guido, Quaye, Evans, & Forney, 2016).  

Sensitivity to Social Dynamics. Culturally responsive classroom management is also 

grounded in an understanding of schools as centers of social reproduction (Collins, 2009; 

Giroux, 1983; Lareau, 1987). Educational institutions are constructed upon mechanisms that 

perpetuate social inequalities and often mirror the discriminatory practices of larger society. 

Culturally responsive classroom management requires sensitivity regarding how adherence to 

majority group norms are reflected in institutionalized expectations, how “…differences in race, 

social class, gender, language background, and sexual orientation are linked to power” 

(Weinstein et al., 2004, p. 31), and how the contemporary characteristics of the K-12 education 

system (e.g., student-tracking, resource allocation, standardized and high-stakes testing) can 

marginalize particular portions of students while arbitrarily advantaging others in the years 

leading up to college. Additionally, CRCM necessitates reconsidering institutional policies and 

procedures which reinforce systemic discrimination (Banks, 1993), and how instances of student 

noncompliance or defiance may be culturally reflective expressions of agency (Macedo & 

Bartholomé, 2000). Teachers who intend on implementing CRCM in their classrooms must 

consider their role in reproducing environmental dynamics which deny some students’ authentic 
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expression to create innovative ways of overcoming resistance, respect students’ personal 

agency, and build connections across difference. 

Culturally Responsive Classroom Management Readiness. After developing an 

awareness of ethnocentrism, appreciation of students’ cultural backgrounds, and sensitivity to 

broader social influences, culturally responsive teachers consider issues of egalitarianism in 

classroom management practices. Careful consideration of how management strategies and 

tactics can advance or inhibit equitable access to learning can be uncomfortable. However, 

engaging in this process on an ongoing basis may result in cultural diversity becoming the lens 

through which instructors view classroom management strategies (Weinstein et al., 2004). 

Fortunately, Weinstein et al. (2004) offered three suggestions for moving toward culturally 

responsiveness in classroom management:  

First, we need to monitor our behavior in terms of equitable treatment (Nieto, 2000) … 

Second…we need to question traditional assumptions of ‘what works’ in classroom 

management and be alert to possible mismatches between conventional management 

strategies and students’ cultural backgrounds…Third, we need to consider when to 

accommodate students’ cultural backgrounds and when to expect students to 

accommodate (Grossman, 1995) … (p. 32). 

This final consideration is of special note, as it refers to the concept of mutual accommodation 

(Berry 2001; Nieto, 2000; Williams, 1977). Mutual accommodation occurs when instructors 

leverage students’ cultural backgrounds and prepare students to succeed in key areas of academic 

progress; homework completion and quality, class participation, effort, and attendance (Guskey, 

2006). Largely reflective of the “cultural capital” (Bourdieu & Thompson, 1991) of schools and 

schooling, teachers can explain the value of accommodating in culturally responsive ways. 

Helping students become proficient and critical at the same time is the goal of CRCM, which is 

as valuable in postsecondary settings as in institutions of primary and secondary education. 

Caring Classroom Communities. Students are not merely passive recipients of 

teachers’ actions (Sheets, 1996; Sheets & Gay, 1996; Wu, Pink, Crain, & Moles, 1982). Instead, 

they reciprocally shape, and are shaped by, occurrences in the classroom. When interacting with 

instructors, students from diverse backgrounds either “…resist or cooperate, ignore or 

acquiesce—and the key factor determining which option they choose is often their perception of 

the teacher’s caring” (Weinstein et al., 2004, p. 33). A considerable amount of attention has been 
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focused on reforming teacher education along dimensions of content mastery and pedagogical 

underpinning, however; a growing movement is attempting to redirect momentum toward the 

critical role of teachers who care for and about students (Merton & Morris, 2002). Even though 

perception of teacher caring is critical to the success of students from diverse racial and ethnic 

backgrounds (Katz, 1996; Rogers & Renard, 1999; Valenzuela, 1999, Wentzel, 1997; 1998), 

interactions between teachers and students can be stressful, anxiety-provoking, and even abusive 

in the most extreme cases (Weinstein et al., 2004). Culturally responsive classroom management 

requires instructors to become familiar with and actively employ strategies to express “…cultural 

caring…” (Gay, 2000; 2002), to create a “…caring community of learners…” (Battistich, 

Watson, Solomon, Lewis, & Schaps, 1999) where students feel validated, accepted, and 

welcome. 

To conclude the conversation around CRCM, it is important to touch upon structural 

diversity among institutions of postsecondary education. A clear message from the literature 

reviewed is that recruiting more students, professors, administrators, and staff members from 

diverse backgrounds can only assist instructors from dominant backgrounds in examining and 

interrupting their own culture-bound expectations, enhance learning about the nuances within 

and between dissimilar cultural groups, examine pedagogical orientations to foster and affirm 

inclusivity, and to practice the cultural caring needed to transform content delivery into 

meaningful education. The findings from this study includes recommendations toward improving 

structural diversity in leadership education programs. 

Cultural Capital 

Cultural capital exists in three forms: the embodied state (within an individual), the 

objectified state (within inanimate objects), and the institutionalized state (within social 

structures) (Bourdieu, 1986). In the embodied state, cultural capital takes the form of attitudes, 

beliefs, patterns of behaviors, and personal preferences. In the objectified state, cultural goods 

(art, music, food, books, technology, machines, equipment, etc.) are where cultural capital is 

amassed. In the institutionalized state, cultural capital is generated and maintained from power 

structures within a society; most notably from educational qualifications, where it “…confers 

entirely original properties on the cultural capital which it is presumed to guarantee” (Bourdieu, 

1986, p. 241). In this way, cultural capital obtained through academic pursuits, like leadership 
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education, can be self-perpetuating and self-reinforcing; the more cultural capital possessed, the 

greater the likelihood of success and continued collection of all forms of cultural capital. This 

study is concerned with the accumulation of cultural capital in all its forms and how they are 

transmitted to students from leadership studies instructors; not only the types and volume of 

transmission, but also inequities that may exist by important student demographic characteristics. 

Cultural capital plays a role in all aspects of the college experience. Studies demonstrate 

how cultural capital influences college choice (Reay, Davies, David, & Ball, 2001), the transition 

from high school to college, as well as persistence in college, especially among students from 

racial and ethnic minority backgrounds (Nora, 2004), choices regarding program of study 

(Davies & Guppy, 1997), and the attrition of college students (Longden, 2004), While a strand of 

the multicultural education literature focuses on what counts as cultural capital (Olneck, 2000), 

these discussions continue to neglect the role of cultural capital in leadership education. The 

present study rectifies this oversight. By better understanding the role of cultural capital in 

leadership education, culturally responsive pedagogical approaches to leadership studies can be 

improved and refined to enhance the leadership learning experiences of all college students, with 

particular benefits for students from diverse backgrounds. 

Summary of Leadership Education, Cultural Responsiveness, and Cultural Capital 

Leadership learning is an exercise in building cultural capital. Through leadership 

education specifically, students develop knowledge and skills, as well as gain clarity regarding 

values, integral to the development of both their leader identities and their leadership capacities. 

By using these elements to engage in the mutually beneficial relationships, which are 

characteristic of post-industrial leadership (Rost, 1991), they simultaneously create and reinforce 

social networks in addition to gaining greater access to the resources available via these 

networks. Subsequently, students who enter leadership education with greater cultural capital, 

and represent backgrounds which have historically benefitted from social reproduction (Lareau, 

1987) build robust social networks faster than those who do not benefit from those privileges. 

When leadership education lacks a culturally responsive orientation, students from 

diverse backgrounds are disproportionately disadvantaged regarding cultural capital. Bourdieu’s 

(1986) theory of cultural capital helps to explain this inequity since, “…the class-based 

socialization of culturally relevant skills, abilities, tastes, preferences or norms that act as a form 
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of currency” (Winkle-Wagner, 2010, p. 5) is not equally distributed among students from diverse 

backgrounds prior to the college experience. Furthermore, when these norms are not learned in 

students’ college environments, nor are they transmitted to these individuals by faculty, staff, or 

peers, the absence of such capital leads to the perpetuation of social inequities. Therefore, the 

creation of leaders who are equitably equipped to solve adaptive social problems requires 

programs of leadership studies to adopt culturally responsive pedagogical stances. 

Culturally responsive leadership educators are those instructors who teach leadership by 

leveraging students’ cultural knowledge, incorporating their prior experiences, attending to their 

culturally-based frames of reference, and acknowledging their differential classroom 

performance styles. Furthermore, culturally responsive leadership educators adapt the curricula 

of their courses to the cultural learning styles of the students who enroll in their courses. These 

instructors care about, and work toward, the leadership and the cultural identity development of 

their students simultaneously. Additionally, these instructors communicate leadership 

knowledge, skills, and values across difference effectively. Finally, culturally responsive 

leadership educators bridge representation of ethnic groups in society and the cultures of their 

programs, departments, divisions, and institutions to improve the leadership learning of their 

students. Finding leadership educators who teach from a culturally responsive perspective are 

incredibly rare, however; the present study is primarily concerned with uncovering such 

phenomena in a specific undergraduate leadership studies program. 

Culturally responsiveness in leadership education means instructors prepare their students 

to lead and act as agents of social change. Committing to proactive stances on equality in, access 

to, and opportunities for student leadership requires culturally responsive leadership educators to 

reduce ethnocentric bias in their classrooms and increase social support for their students. By 

opening new and innovative pathways for students from diverse backgrounds to develop 

authentic forms of cultural capital, instructors assist institutions of higher education in more fully 

realizing their promise of preparing tomorrow’s leaders. 
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CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY AND METHODS 
The present study attempted to answer three research questions: (1) What do leadership 

educators identify as cultural responsiveness in their instruction?; (2) What classroom 

experiences do leadership students identify as honoring their multiple, intersecting social 

identities?; (3) Where do reports of cultural responsiveness among leadership studies instructors 

and students converge, and where do they diverge?  To answer these questions, a postsecondary 

institution with an undergraduate certificate in leadership studies was selected for investigation. 

The focal institution of higher education, Florida State University (FSU), retains the Carnegie 

classification of Extensive Doctoral / Research institution (Florida State University, 2016a). 

Started in 1851 as the West Florida Seminary, FSU enjoys a history as one of the oldest 

postsecondary educational institutions in Florida, originally serving as a seminary, then as a 

military academy, and later as a women’s college, before becoming a coeducational university in 

1947 (Florida State University, 2016b). FSU’s mission and vision centers on, “…excellence in 

teaching, research, creative endeavors, and service…” while simultaneously engendering, “…a 

climate of inquiry, engagement, collegiality, diversity, and achievement…” (Florida State 

University, 2016c). Over 75% of FSU’s more than 40,000 students are undergraduates, with 

more women (54.8%) than men, and a considerable number of students (27.2%) from racial and 

ethnic minority backgrounds (Florida State University, 2016d). FSU offers Bachelor’s degrees 

across 88 disciplines in a variety of locations; in addition to the main campus located in 

Tallahassee, FSU maintains branch campuses in Panama City, Sarasota, and the Republic of 

Panama (Florida State University, 2016e). Given its unique history, mission, curricular offerings 

and demographics, Florida State University represented an ideal setting for this research project. 

Methodology 

A mixed methods approach was used to answer the research questions. Mixed methods 

research is considered a relatively new and nuanced approach to empirical investigations. 

Creswell (2014) described mixed methods research as, “…an approach to inquiry involving 

collecting both qualitative and quantitative data, integrating the two forms of data, and using 

distinct designs that may involve philosophical assumptions and theoretical frameworks” (p. 4). 
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Creswell also endorsed the value of qualitative and quantitative methods as yielding better 

responses to complex research questions when used in combination.  

Furthermore, Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) detailed the various strengths and 

weaknesses of quantitative, qualitative, and mixed approaches to research; remarking the latter 

liberates the researcher from the confinements of a singular research paradigm, creating 

opportunities to overcome limitations of purely quantitative and/or qualitative approaches, 

ultimately resulting in “…more complete knowledge necessary to inform theory and practice” (p. 

21). A succinct definition of mixed methods research, and the one used in this study, was offered 

by Johnson et al. (2007): 

Mixed methods research is the type of research in which a researcher or team of 

researchers combines elements of qualitative and quantitative research approaches (e.g., 

use of qualitative and quantitative viewpoints, data collection, analysis, inference 

techniques) for the broad purposes of breadth and depth of understanding and 

corroboration (p. 123). 

To more fully understand how and why a mixed methods approach is appropriate for this study, 

it is important to clarify language used in reference to mixed methods approaches, review the 

emergence of mixed methods, enumerate the timing of data collection as well as the relative 

emphasis given to each data type, provide a rationale for the value of a mixed methods approach, 

and describe in greater detail the type of mixed methods design to be used in the proposed study, 

as well as identify limitations of this approach. The following sections accomplish these tasks. 

Disambiguation of Terms  

Many different phrases are used interchangeably with the term mixed methods (Creswell, 

2014). Integrative studies, syntheses, multimethod approach, and mixed methodology have each 

been used in literature across the social sciences to describe inquiries leveraging both 

quantitative and qualitative methods (Bryman, 2006), regardless of the timing or the relative 

emphasis placed on either pure approach. However, recent studies have more consistently used 

the term, “mixed methods” (Tashakkori & Teddlie, 2010) to describe approaches like those used 

here, therefore; I will refer my approach as such. 
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A Brief History of Mixed Methods 

The origins of mixed methods research have been traced to social scientists of the early 

20th century who believed qualitative and quantitative perspectives were needed in concert to 

address complex research questions (Johnson, et al. 2007). Campbell and Fiske (1959) were 

among the first to describe triangulation; the use of multiple research methods to disentangle an 

underlying topic of study from the methods being employed. Denzin (1978) delineated four 

approaches to triangulation: (1) using various data sources; data triangulation, (2) employing 

different researchers; investigator triangulation, (3) adopting diverse perspectives; theory 

triangulation, and (4) applying multiple methods; methodological triangulation. Within 

methodological triangulation, Denzin also distinguished within-methods triangulation (either 

multiple qualitative or multiple quantitative methods) from between-methods triangulation (both 

quantitative and qualitative approaches). This study follows Denzin’s between-methods 

triangulation, explicitly expecting, “…the bias inherent in any particular data source, 

investigators, and particular method will be canceled out when used in conjunction with other 

data sources, investigators, and methods…” resulting in a “…convergence upon the truth” (p. 14) 

about the role of cultural responsiveness in leadership education. 

 Around this same era of methodological development, Sieber (1973) focused on 

combinations of methods in project design, data collection, and data analysis stages of the 

research process, whereas Rossman and Wilson (1985) pointed out the potential benefits mixed 

methods retained in resolving seemingly paradoxical interpretations of data and conclusions 

arising from purely quantitative or qualitative studies of the same phenomena of interest. 

Furthering progress in this arena, Greene, Caracelli, and Graham (1989) identified five broad 

rationales for mixed methodological studies: (1) triangulating different methods of inquiry, (2) 

complementing results between methods, (3) using the results from one method to help inform 

the other method, (4) initiating discovery of paradoxes and contradictions, and (5) expanding the 

range and depth of inquiry by leveraging different components.  

Similarly, Sechrest and Sidana (1995) provided four additional reasons for using mixed 

methods: (1) verification of findings, (2) estimation of potential error in measures, (3) 

monitoring of data collection, and (4) meaning-making in data analyses, interpretation, and when 

drawing conclusions. More recently, Collins, Onwuegbuzie, and Sutton (2006) identified further 

rationales for mixed methods research, including enhancing both the depth of participants’ 
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responses and the breadth of participants’ experiences with the focal phenomena (participant 

enrichment), increased trustworthiness of measures (instrument fidelity), additional opportunities 

to determine the coherence of the focal phenomenon (treatment integrity), and enhancing the 

significance of the data, its interpretation, and utility of findings (significance enhancement). 

This study sought all these benefits and leaned on their underpinning logic in its rationale. 

 The modern research world is characterized by qualitative, quantitative, and mixed 

methods studies, each of which differentially contribute to the repository of human knowledge 

(Johnson, et al. 2007). Briefly reflecting on how mixed methods came to be, and quickly 

recounting historical and contemporary rationales for its use, makes clear how this study benefits 

from adopting such an approach. Using both qualitative interview and quantitative survey data, 

allowed this study to achieve data triangulation which reduced inherent bias and enhanced its 

ability to uncover paradoxical truths about cultural responsiveness in leadership education. 

Additionally, the combination of methods allowed results from one method (instructor 

interviews) to inform the other (student surveys), expanding the understanding of the focal 

phenomenon from both perspectives. Finally, considering the results and findings of both 

approaches to inquiry comprising this study enhanced my ability to make meaning of the role of 

cultural responsiveness in leadership education and improved my capacity to provide 

recommendations for additional research, institutional policy, and pedagogical practice. 

Exploratory Sequential Mixed Methods 

Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) identified several types of mixed methods approaches. 

Drawing from this work, Creswell (2014) identified and discussed three basic mixed methods 

designs in terms of data collection, data analysis, interpretation, and limitations. Per the 

typology, this study utilizes an exploratory sequential mixed methods design, since it, “…first 

begins by exploring with qualitative data and analysis and then uses the findings in a second 

quantitative phase” (Creswell, 2014, p. 225).  

 Furthermore, in an exploratory sequential mixed methods design, qualitative data 

analyses can be used to develop a reliable and valid instrument. Specifically, Creswell (2014) 

stated, “[t]he development of an instrument can proceed by using the quotes to write items for an 

instrument, the codes to develop variables that group the items, and themes that group the codes 

into scales” (p. 226). This study mirrored these recommendations. Creswell cautioned, however, 

scale development must include steps to evaluate “…item discrimination, construct validity, and 
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reliability estimates” (p. 226). I used statistical tests of validity (principal components factor 

analysis), and reliability (Cronbach’s alpha analysis) to address these recommendations in this 

study. Creswell also remarked participants in the qualitative step should not be included in the 

quantitative follow-up; this study circumvents that issue entirely by drawing its samples from 

mutually exclusive populations. 

 Moreover, in data analysis, Creswell (2014) admonished researchers to “…pay careful 

attention to the qualitative data analysis steps and determine what findings to build on” (p. 227). 

As the section below will describe in greater detail, first- and second- cycle coding strategies 

(Miles, Huberman & Saldaña, 2014) were employed during the qualitative data analysis process. 

Additionally, a constant comparative method was used to enhance credibility and trustworthiness 

(Lincoln & Guba, 1986) in the qualitative data analysis step to address Creswell’s concerns. 

 Concerning data interpretation, Creswell (2014) emphasized the sequential nature of the 

study should dictate the order of data interpretation. In the study at hand, this entailed 

contemplation of the qualitative findings prior to the quantitative results. Considering the 

quantitative instrument and results were directed by the qualitative findings, no alternative 

sequence of data interpretation was possible; however, great care was taken to ensure the areas of 

convergence and divergence in the findings and results were clearly described to prevent 

confusing issues of methodology with the role of cultural responsiveness in leadership education. 

Limitations of Mixed Methods Approaches 

Although combining qualitative and quantitative methods within a single study 

compensates for shortcomings within either approach, mixed methods studies have their own 

limitations. Foremost, conducting this exploratory sequential mixed methods study involved a 

significant amount of data collection. Not only did the research questions posed here require the 

narrative reports of leadership instructors, they also depended upon the responses of 

undergraduate students. While there were relatively few instructors, their accounts of cultural 

responsiveness were carefully considered to retain information salient to student survey 

construction. Likewise, it was imperative to have as many students as possible in the respondent 

pool to detect statistically significant differences among response patterns. Furthermore, to 

conduct both the qualitative and quantitative data analysis phases successfully, I had to be 

sufficiently educated and trained to work with such data (Creswell, 2014); prerequisites met by 

my doctoral coursework and assistantship responsibilities. Johnson and Onwuegbuzie (2004) 
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also remarked mixed methods studies are often more time- and resource- intensive than purely 

qualitative or quantitative investigations. As participants were not compensated for their 

participation, the minimal costs associated with the study were paid out-of-pocket by the 

researcher. Additional funding was procured through the W. Hugh Stickler Memorial 

Dissertation Award, helping to offset the cost of interview recording transcription. Furthermore, 

I had access to necessary technological resources (NVIVO for qualitative data; STATA for 

quantitative data) through my institution. Finally, the potential for conflicting results (Tashakkori 

& Teddlie, 2010) are also limitations of mixed methods studies in general; however, uncovering 

conflicting results between instructor and student perspectives regarding cultural responsiveness 

in leadership education was an intended and expected outcome of the study.  

Research Design 

To answer the first research question, semi-structured qualitative in-depth interviews with 

leadership studies instructors were conducted. These interviews uncovered instructor approaches 

to cultural responsiveness by exploring attitudes, expectations, and orientations to teaching 

leadership, as well as delineated the materials, assignments, and assessments instructors used to 

promote responsiveness in their courses. Appendix A includes the invitation these participants 

received for the study. The reports obtained through these interviews answered the first research 

question, and formed the basis of the second research question’s examination. 

To address the second research question, a survey instrument containing closed-ended 

Likert-type questions derived from instructor’s interview responses was administered to 

leadership studies students. Appendix B includes the invitation message these participants 

received for the study. The student responses on these items were subject to latent factor 

analysis, determining how well student response patterns aligned with instructor interview 

narratives. Reliability analyses were used to assess the relative strength of each construct 

discovered. Through these approaches, student perceptions of inclusion in their leadership 

studies course were obtained, meeting the present study’s second and third aims. 

In the following sections, additional details are provided regarding the study context, the 

intended participants, and the overall study design including information regarding the data 

collection and analysis strategies. Throughout the remainder of this chapter, great care was taken 

to connect the research questions with the various elements of the study which provided 
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empirically-derived answers. Taken together, this study significantly contributed to the 

understanding of culturally responsive pedagogy in leadership education among diverse students. 

Study Context 

 The Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies (“the Certificate”) is an 18 credit, 

interdisciplinary, multidimensional, and experiential program open to all degree-seeking 

undergraduate students at the focal institution (Guthrie & Bovio, 2014). The institution of 

investigation was reaccredited by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) in 

2005. As part of the reaccreditation process, a quality enhancement plan (QEP) focused on the 

leadership education and development of undergraduate students was developed. A keystone of 

the QEP was the establishment of a leadership studies certificate, to be administered by the then-

named Center for Civic Engagement and Service (now referred to as the Center for Leadership 

and Social Change). At inception, the certificate was designed around six courses: Introduction 

to Leadership Theory and Practice, Leadership and Action in Groups and Communities, 

Leadership for Change, Leadership in Community Settings I and II, as well as a supporting 

course. The proposal for the Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies was approved in 

April 2005 for initial implementation in the fall 2005 academic year. Between academic year 

2007-2008, and 2016-2017, a consistent pattern of enrollment growth occurred, as depicted in 

Appendix C. 

 According to its administrators, “[t]he Certificate program prepares students for 

leadership in multiple contexts and uses practical experience and service-learning projects to 

frame leadership learning within the context of social change.” (Center for Leadership & Social 

Change, n.d.a). A full list of the courses required for the Certificate, as well as a brief description 

of each, can be found in Appendix D. Summarized briefly, successful completion of the 

Certificate requires students to take and pass (with a grade of C or higher): Leadership Theory 

and Practice (LDR 2101), Leadership in Groups and Communities (LDR 2162), Leadership and 

Change (LDR 3215), Leadership Experience (LDR 3263), and Leadership and Complexity (LDR 

4105) as well as a supporting course of their own choosing (Center for Leadership & Social 

Change, n. d. b). Any course offered through the leadership studies program not required for the 

Certificate may be used as a supporting course. Furthermore, students have online access to a list 

of pre-approved supporting courses not offered directly by the leadership studies program (see: 

Center for Leadership & Social Change, n. d. c). Moreover, students can submit a course from 
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anywhere in the institution’s curriculum to the Certificate’s director for evaluation as meeting the 

supporting course requirement.  

Completion of the Certificate is recorded as a notation on students’ academic transcripts. 

Per the organizers, other benefits associated with Certificate participation include: opportunities 

to acquire leadership knowledge, skills, and values which may help on the collegiate path and 

subsequent career development, additional enhancement to any other program of study, exposure 

to social change leadership, and opportunities for practical service-learning experiences. (Center 

for Leadership & Social Change, n. d. a).  

In addition, students in other co-curricular programs, such as the Garnet and Gold 

Scholar Society, or the Service Scholar program, can leverage coursework in the Certificate to 

meet their respective program obligations. The Garnet and Gold Scholar Society (GGSS) is a 

curricular and co-curricular program that recognizes student engagement in the areas of 

leadership, internships, service, internationalization, and research (Garnet & Gold Scholar 

Society, n. d.). Participants in the GGSS receive a medal at the time of their induction, 

personalized mentoring during their time in the program, and a special recognition at graduation. 

Despite not being a certificate program, successful GGSS participants also receive a designation 

on their academic transcripts. The Service Scholar Program is a four-year co-curricular 

commitment where those involved are required to complete: 

“…a minimum of 75 service hours per semester, participate in individual and group 

service projects, attend regular meetings, engage in coursework tailored to each year in 

the program, and promote community participation among their peers. The program 

includes an annual $2,400 scholarship, which is automatically renewed each year, 

provided requirements are met.” (Center for Leadership & Social Change, n. d. d). 

Service Scholars must also maintain a minimum 2.75 cumulative GPA each year to continue 

participation. Both GGSS students and Service Scholars may use leadership certificate 

coursework to meet their requirements; members of the former can use a wide variety of 

leadership studies courses when leadership is selected as a focus area, while scholars in the latter 

may use the service hours collected in Leadership in Groups and Communities, as well as in 

Leadership Experience (when a service project is completed) to meet their service hour 

requirements.  
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Study Procedure 

Participants were contacted via their institutionally assigned email addresses for 

recruitment into the research project. The recruitment narrative detailed the reasons participants 

were selected, the questions the project attempted to answer, and an informed consent document. 

Participants were reminded of the voluntary nature of participation and of their ability to 

withdraw from the study at any time without negative consequences immediately prior to data 

collection (verbally before instructor interviews and on the student survey before encountering 

the first question). No compensation was provided to participants in this study. Appendix E 

contains consent forms and human subjects approval documents. 

Participants  

Participants for the study came from two distinct groups: leadership studies instructors 

and students enrolled in leadership studies courses. The perspectives of members of both groups 

were necessary to investigate cultural responsiveness in the focal leadership education program. 

Additionally, as the researcher responsible for the proposed study, I was a participant insofar as 

the research would not exist without my direct intervention. However, I bring a series of 

perspectives, opinions, and biases which must be named and accounted for as part of my 

obligation to the responsible conducting of research. The following section provides a general 

description of the groups represented in the proposed study as well as an account of how my 

involvement may have impacted data collection, analysis, and interpretation. 

 Leadership Instructors. Instructor participants were recruited from the Certificate’s 

teaching staff. Instructors of record were those individuals identified in the official enrollment 

system (myFSU) and course management system (Canvas) of the university as bearing primary 

responsible for course activities. As such, these individuals were responsible for delivering 

instructional content, evaluating student progress, and reporting students’ final grades in 

accordance with university-, college-, department-, and program-specific policies. In addition, 

these individuals served as advisors, mentors, or coaches for students in official or unofficial 

capacities.  

Many courses also allowed second-year master students in the higher education program 

to act as teaching assistants for practicum course credit. Since these individuals may not impact 

the leadership learning environments in the same way as the instructors of record, these 
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individuals were excluded from the intended instructor sample. Acting as authority figures, 

knowledgeable agents, and sources of feedback, guidance, and evaluation, the leadership studies 

instructors arguably impacted the leadership learning environments within the Certificate in 

profound ways, and capturing these impacts was of central importance to the investigation. 

Among the five core courses, eight individuals served as instructors of record during the 

2017 academic year. There were three sections of the first sequential course, Leadership 

Theories. One was taught by a full-time doctoral candidate, while the remaining two sections 

were taught by an off-site student affairs leadership educator. Leadership in Groups and 

Communities, the second sequential course, was taught by one full-time, second year doctoral 

student in the higher education program through their graduate assistantship. The third course in 

sequence, Leadership and Change, was taught by three individuals; one was a full-time doctoral 

student, another was a full-time returning doctoral candidate, and the third was the immediate 

past Vice-President for Student Affairs. Leadership Experience, which is the fourth Certificate 

course sequentially, was taught by a doctoral candidate as part of a graduate assistantship. The 

final course in sequence, Leadership Complexity, was taught by the Director of the Center for 

Leadership and Social Change; an administrator within the Division of Student Affairs at the 

focal institution. Ideally, students’ progress through these courses sequentially and in discrete 

semesters. However, neither are guaranteed as students self-select into courses given their 

personal preferences and in accordance with other academic planning. Certificate policy prevents 

undergraduates from enrolling in more than two courses with the LDR- prefix in the same 

semester. Nonetheless, the wide variation of instructors, approaches to pedagogy, and relative 

positions within the university led to a wide bandwidth of knowledge, skills, and abilities with 

attendant implications for cultural responsiveness in their leadership classrooms. 

In addition, several electives or “supporting courses” were offered through the 

Certificate. Successful completion of the Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies 

mandates students complete the five required courses as well as select and complete an 

additional approved supporting course. Students have the option of choosing a supporting course 

already offered via the Certificate, selecting a pre-approved course from elsewhere in the 

university’s curriculum (a list is maintained on the Certificate’s website) or submitting a 

proposed course from anywhere in the university’s course offerings for evaluation as a suitable 

supporting course. Judgments regarding suitability of proposed supporting courses are made by 
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the faculty director of the Certificate. Due to subject matter heterogeneity in supporting courses 

beyond the ones offered through the Certificate, and subsequent confounds such variation 

represents, the present study considered the perspectives of only those instructors who taught 

supporting courses through the Certificate. 

To capture the perspectives of a complete cohort of instructors, those who taught core 

courses anytime during calendar year 2017 were interviewed during summer 2017. Appendix G 

contains the interview protocol used. In spring 2017, five supporting courses were offered, 

representing a total of 8 instructors: Peer Leadership (3 sections), Leadership through Intergroup 

Dialogue (2 sections), Leadership and Sustainability in Action (1 section), Leadership in Film (1 

section), and Student Affairs Leadership (1 section).  The six instructors who were aniticapted to 

teach in Fall 2017 (those for Leadership in the Digital Age, Peer Leadership, Leadership for 

Social Justice, Black Male Leadership, Leadership and Empowerment, and Leadership in Film) 

were also invited to participate. Two additional supporting courses were offered in fall 2017 – 

Latinx Leadership and Gender and Leadership – but these instructors already received invitations 

to the sample from their responsibilities teaching core Certificate courses. In summer 2017, one 

supporting course (Global Leadership; 1 section, online) was offered, and this instructor was 

invited to participate. A maximum of 20 instructor interviews could have been conducted; 17 

instructors participated in the final instructor analytic sample. Demographic characteristics for 

the instructor sample can be found in Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1. Instructor Demographic Characteristics (n=17)  

 n % 

Gender   

 Woman 12 70.59 

 Man  5 29.41 

Race   

 Non-Hispanic White or European American  9 52.94 

 Black, Afro-Caribbean, or African American  3 17.65 

 Latino/a/x or Hispanic American  2 11.76 

 East Asian or Asian American  1  5.88 

 Multiracial  1  5.88 
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Table 3.1 Instructor Demographic Characteristics (n=17)  - continued 

  n % 

 Other  1  5.88 

Highest Degree Attained   

 Master's Degree 13 76.47 

 Doctoral or other terminal degree  4 23.53 

Field of Study   

 Higher Education (Administration / Leadership / Personnel) 15 88.24 

 Counseling Psychology  1  5.88 

 Education (General)  1  5.88 

Cumulative Years of Teaching Experience   

 ≤1 Year  4 23.53 

 2 Years  3 17.65 

 3 Years  1  5.88 

 4 Years  1  5.88 

 5 Years  1  5.88 

 5 – 10 Years  5 29.41 

 >10 Years  2 11.76 

Primary Job Activity   

 Student Affairs Administration  9 52.94 

 Teaching  5 29.41 

 Research  2 11.76 

 Other  1  5.88 

Leadership Education (Undergraduate)   

 Yes 10 58.82 

 No  7 42.18 

Leadership Education (Masters)   

 Yes  9 52.94 

 No  8 47.06 
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Table 3.1 Instructor Demographic Characteristics (n=17)  - continued 

  n % 

Leadership Education (Doctoral)   

 Yes 11 64.71 

 No  6 35.29 

 

Instructor interviews took place between June 6 and June 26 of 2017. Per the academic 

calendar set forth by the focal institution’s Office of the Registrar, the end of the seventh week of 

any non-summer semester is the deadline for students to select the grading classification for their 

courses (letter-graded or satisfactory / unsatisfactory), the last day to drop a course or withdraw 

from the university without receiving a grade, as well as the date by which financial aid 

deferments expire. As such, the student survey was administered starting the eighth week of the 

semester and remained open until the 10th semester week. It should be noted here that the 

academic calendar was altered during fall 2017 due to a hurricane which led to the loss of one 

full instructional week. As such, the eighth instructional week of the semester was the ninth 

calendar week chronologically (October 23 – November 3, 2017). 

Leadership Students. Student participants were recruited from the population of 

undergraduates enrolled in leadership studies core courses and within-program supporting 

courses in the Fall 2017 semester. During the Fall 2017 semester, 510 students were enrolled in 

38 sections of LDR courses. These numbers do not reflect students taking multiple courses 

within the same semester, however; the students accounted for in these enrollment data suggest 

the largest possible sample would be 510 individuals. Sixty-one students participated in the final 

student analytic sample. Demographic characteristics of this sample can be found in Table 3.2. 

 

Table 3.2. Student Demographic Characteristics (n=61)  

 n % 

Gender   

 Woman  43 70.49 

 Man  18 29.51 

Race   

 Non-Hispanic White or European American  33 54.10 
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Table 3.2. Student Demographic Characteristics (n=61) - continued   

  n % 

 Latino/a/x or Hispanic American  19 31.15 

 Black, Afro-Caribbean, or African American   4  6.56 

 Other   5   8.20 

Religion   

 Christian 22 36.07 

 Catholic 21 34.43 

 Atheist / Agnostic / Secular 10 16.39 

 Other   7 11.48 

 Prefer not to Disclose   1  1.64 

Year in School   

 Freshman  2  3.28 

 Sophomore 30 49.18 

 Junior 14 22.95 

 Senior 14 22.95 

 Other  1 1.64 

Course   

 Leadership Theory & Practice  6  9.84 

 Leadership & Change  5  8.20 

 Leadership in Groups and Communities  5  8.20 

 Leadership Experience  1  1.64 

 Leadership & Complexity  2  3.28 

 Leadership & Empowerment 11 18.03 

 Latinx Leadership 14 22.95 

 Peer Leadership 15 24.59 

 Emerging Leaders   1  1.64 

 Gender & Leadership   1  1.64 

 

Students enrolled in more than one leadership studies course within the focal semester 

were asked to select one course and respond to survey questions with that course in mind. 
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Students were not allowed to complete the survey more than once. Duplicate responses, and 

incomplete cases were removed from the final analytic data set by casewise deletion (Cox, 

McIntosh, Reason, & Terenzini, 2014). Program policies prevent students from taking more than 

two leadership studies courses in the same semester. Appendix G contains the student survey 

instrument. While longitudinal data may be helpful in determining the overall experience of 

students in the leadership certificate at the focal institution, such inquiry is beyond the scope of 

the present study.  

The student survey was administered via the Qualtrics system at the start of the eighth 

semester week (due to the seventh week deadline as noted previously) and concluded by the end 

of the 10th week. The two-week timeframe was selected to accommodate variations in student 

schedules without losing a sense of urgency. In order to augment the number of student 

respondents within the intended recruitment period, individual leadership studies instructors 

were contacted and I asked to administer the survey in-person during one of their regularly 

scheduled class sessions. Four instructors allowed to me administer the survey in person and 

students were advised to use their personal electronic devices to complete the survey.  

The Role of the Researcher. I am a doctoral candidate enrolled in the higher education 

program at the focal institution. For the past four years, I have been a graduate assistant with the 

Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies; I have been the graduate teaching assistant (and 

subsequently, the instructor of record) for Leadership in Groups and Communities in the Fall 

term of 2013 and in the Spring term of 2014. Additionally, I taught Leadership Experience in 

summer 2014, and served as co-instructor of Leadership Theories and Practice in Summer, 2016. 

Moreover, I have been a graduate research assistant with the Certificate from the Fall of 2014 

until the time of this writing. As a member of the Certificate staff, I have had extensive contact 

with leadership studies students, instructors, and administrators, including my continued role as 

an advisor for the Certificate. Furthermore, the coordinator of the Certificate is my major 

professor and chairperson of my doctoral committee. 

As a scholar-practitioner of color, I have a vested interest in improving educational 

conditions for individuals from diverse backgrounds. I have had many educational experiences 

where my social identities have provided both unearned advantages as well as unearned 

challenges. My own leader identity and leadership development have been profoundly shaped by 

both types of experiences, as well as by the experiences of others I have learned from 
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vicariously. It is my deepest desire to improve the conditions under which students obtain their 

college degrees, and the impetus for the current study is borne out of that drive. 

As the sole researcher for this dissertation, I take my responsibility to navigate my 

personal and professional obligations in accordance with the responsible and ethical conduct of 

research very seriously. I recognize and state plainly I am simultaneously loyal to the team with 

whom I work as well as deeply respectful of my own path and the paths of others I have walked 

alongside as I try to make the road smoother and more equitable for those who will come after. 

In some regards, these simultaneous biases may hold one another in check, improving the 

expectations that neither will unduly affect the conceptualization, operationalization, and 

execution of the proposed study. 

To further account for personal biases, I used a reflective journal to “…consciously 

acknowledge those values” (Ortlipp, 2008, p. 695) which may have influenced my ability to 

make decisions and draw conclusions. The critical self-reflection gained by using a reflective 

journal did not ensure complete objectivity on my behalf as researcher, however; it is my intent 

to make as transparent as possible my own thoughts, feelings, opinions, and experiences as part 

of the implementations of the research design. Finally, as articulated by Ortlipp (2008), I also 

believe “[k]eeping and using reflective research journals can make the messiness of the research 

process visible to the researcher who can then make it visible for those who read the research…” 

thereby augmenting the proposed study’s “…methodological rigor and paradigmatic 

consistency” (p. 704). 

Study Design 

To answer the first research question, qualitative, in-depth interviews were conducted to 

determine leadership studies instructors’ perspectives on how cultural responsiveness was 

incorporated into their courses, including the curation of instructional materials and practical 

approaches to instruction. To determine the breadth and depth of students’ experiences of 

cultural responsiveness in leadership studies classes, and subsequently address the second 

research question, a quantitative survey constructed from their instructors’ responses to interview 

questions provided valid and reliable estimates of students’ perceptions of their leadership 

learning environments. Finally, the research question devoted to uncovering convergence and 

divergence among leadership studies instructors and students regarding cultural responsiveness 

were addressed through analyses between instructors’ accounts obtained during the in-depth 
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interviews and student responses on survey questions. Due to the use of these varied methods, 

the present study takes a decidedly mixed methods approach to answering the research questions 

posed. Additional details regarding each method are contained in the following sections. 

Qualitative, In-Depth, Interviews. As a qualitative data collection method, semi-

structured in-depth interviews determined the elements of teaching leadership studies instructors 

identified as culturally responsive. As experts within their content areas of leadership studies, 

each individual instructor had unique yet thoughtful approach to responsiveness. The instructors 

themselves represented a wide array of backgrounds which undoubtedly influenced their 

philosophies of and approach to teaching, as well as the instructional materials they employed. 

In-depth interviews seek to ascertain information about such elements, which fundamentally 

addresses the first stated research question. 

Qualitative interviews are also necessary when behavior, feelings, or how people 

interpret the world around them cannot be directly observed (Merriam, 2009). Since teaching 

involves both intra- and inter-personal dynamics, semi-structured, in-depth interviewing 

techniques provided access to instructors’ assumptions and expectations which would not 

otherwise be explicit. As cultural responsiveness in teaching may be intrinsically tied to an 

individual’s worldview, value system, and personal history, interviews were one way of drawing 

out those implicit influences.  

Additionally, in-depth interviews maximize information collection when working with a 

relatively small group of participants. Seventeen of 20 leadership studies instructors were 

interviewed. Each interview lasted between 30 and 90 minutes, with an average length of 

approximately 48 minutes. Affording this length of time to each instructor respondent allowed 

for detailed and nuanced investigations into manifestations of cultural responsiveness in courses.  

Finally, semi-structured interviews allowed for a range of responses which may not be 

accurately captured using quantitative tools. The first research question is largely exploratory in 

nature, and therefore necessitates an inductive approach to seeking an answer. The assumption 

underlying this portion of the project is that instructors represent diverse and varied approaches 

to cultural responsiveness in their courses. To gain insight into those ways and means of 

expressing inclusivity, respondents had to be allowed to express themselves in non-reductionistic 

ways or through methods involving a deductive approach. By allowing leadership studies 

instructors to provide unfettered expression of their thoughts and feelings regarding the role of 
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responsiveness in their leadership teaching, within bounds appropriate to the present study, the 

interviewing technique used maximized the array of confirmable topics from student responses 

in the quantitative closed-ended and qualitative open-ended survey items. 

Qualitative Data Analysis. Data analysis for transcribed interviews included member 

checking, descriptive analysis, as well as first-cycle and second-cycle coding. Descriptive coding 

as portrayed by Miles et al. (2014) is a way of indexing and categorizing basic topics associated 

with qualitative data appropriate for social environments. As leadership studies courses are social 

environments, this strategy was appropriate for information organization and categorization. By 

comparing descriptively coded information within and across leadership studies instructor 

interviews, I constructed a narrative of their perspectives on cultural responsiveness. 

Qualitative data analysis was conducted using NVivo 10 software for Windows which 

“…supports qualitative and mixed methods research…. [and is] designed to help …organize, 

analyze and find insights in …interviews, [and] open-ended survey responses…” (QSR 

International, n.d.) akin to the data collected in this study. As the present investigation was 

concerned with instructors’ approaches to cultural responsiveness, such data organization was 

vital to obtaining answers. Second-cycle coding, or pattern coding, required sorting through 

descriptive-coded materials to identify similarities among phrases, articulated concepts, or 

patterns of comparable responses. Patterns in the data reflected those articulated by Miles et al. 

(2014): categories or themes, causes and/or explanation, relationships among people, and 

theoretical constructs. The specific content related to each of these themes was similar to the 

major elements of the aforementioned theoretical framework.  

First- and second- cycle coding schemes changed and evolved over the course of the data 

analysis process due to the constant comparative method used to improve credibility and 

trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba, 1986) throughout the project. Once values and patterns were 

identified, the structure of the qualitative data was used to construct closed-ended, Likert-type 

quantitative questions and open-ended qualitative questions which were administered to the 

leadership studies student sample.  

Quantitative, Closed-Ended, Survey Items. Surveys, as a quantitative data collection 

strategy, also granted significant advantages to the present study. Surveys are designed to 

provide a, “…numeric description of trends, attitudes, or opinions of a population by studying a 

sample of that population” (Creswell, 2014, p. 155). Since the present study was interested in 
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describing leadership studies students’ perspective of cultural responsiveness in their leadership 

studies courses using a sample of the intended population, a survey design was appropriate. 

Additionally, participant responses were evaluated for validity and reliability. Closed-

ended questions on the student survey were derived from information obtained during personal 

interviews with leadership studies instructors. However, constructing survey items in such a 

manner did not guaranteed an accurate representation of the underlying phenomenon being 

investigated. Principal components factor analysis on survey response items provided the study 

with information supporting the survey’s ability to measure underlying constructs (Osborne & 

Costello, 2009). Furthermore, although items may have collaboratively measured a latent factor, 

there are no guarantees that the items with a similar factor loading will retain a consistent 

response pattern over repeated administrations. Scale reliability analyses provided measures of 

how related response patterns among items along a common scale or factor tended to be across 

members of the sample. These numerical representations of validity and reliability reinforced the 

value of the survey instrument used and strengthened the overall study design. 

Furthermore, surveys can be adapted for use in a variety of contexts with diverse 

populations, increasing the potential for additional confirmatory examinations. Likert, and 

Likert-type scales have enjoyed a long history in social science research as a widely-accepted 

measure of attitudes (Likert, 1932). As such, the survey items derived for investigation can and 

should be adapted by others for use with leadership studies students alongside appropriate 

validity and reliability analyses for their responsible use and interpretation. To the extent the 

closed-ended, Likert-type survey used in the present study may be adaptable for other rigorous 

scholarly pursuits, they represent a meaningful contribution to the field of higher education. 

Quantitative Data Analysis. Data analysis of student survey responses included factor 

analyses to determine underlying response patterns, yielding insights regarding broad domains of 

student experiences. I hypothesized leadership studies student response patterns on closed-ended 

survey items would validate the question domains from the leadership studies instructors’ 

qualitative interviews. Student responses were not expected to organize into domains different 

from those espoused from their instructors; however, the response patterns of students uncovered 

by the statistical analysis highlighted important differences between student and teacher 

experiences of cultural responsiveness in leadership education. 
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The scales obtained from the student quantitative data were then compared to the 

instructor narratives from which the questions originated to determine areas of convergence and 

divergence. Instances where student response pattern scales and instructor interview data 

domains aligned were identified in the results as high impact practices (Kuh, 2008) to the extent 

they described conditions leadership studies instructors intended on being culturally responsive 

and students experience them as such. Student response scales which did not have a 

corresponding instructor interview domain were considered unintended consequences; those 

elements represented experiences students identified as potentially inclusive but instructors did 

not think of accordingly. Finally, instructor interview domains which did not align with the 

quantitatively-derived scales represented missed opportunities, or efforts receiving the energy of 

leadership studies instructors which were relatively invisible to leadership studies students. 

Organizing the findings and results in such a fashion provided natural avenues into discussions 

of future research directions as well as implications for practice and institutional policy. 

The survey results were also analyzed by student social identities (e.g., race, gender, year 

in school, etc.) to determine differential perceptions of cultural responsiveness, as well as among 

subordinate constructs (as determined by factor analysis) by social groupings. Since leadership 

students and instructors are intersectional beings who bring their whole selves into the leadership 

teaching and learning environment, cultural responsiveness may be experienced differentially by 

salient social identity. Given the goals of the study at hand, simply controlling for student 

demographic characteristics was not adequate to address the research purpose; understanding the 

impact social identities have on the student experience in a leadership course, and among 

leadership courses across the Certificate, was of great importance. 

Summary of Methodology, Methods, and Design 

The present study attempted to answer three specific research questions: (1) What 

elements of practice do leadership educators identify as expressions of cultural responsiveness in 

their approach to teaching; (2) What classroom experiences do leadership studies students 

indicate as honoring their multiple and intersecting social identities; and (3) Where do 

perceptions of cultural responsiveness among leadership studies instructors and students 

converge and diverge from one another?  To answer the research questions, a mixed methods 

approach was undertaken. Although a relatively newer approach to study, mixed methods is 
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nonetheless a timely research paradigm for responding to complex questions of social 

phenomena (Johnson & Onwuegbuzie, 2004), with the potential to yield results which can be 

triangulated to enhance trustworthiness and legitimacy. 

Florida State University was chosen as the focal institution due to its flagship status in the 

state of Florida, its long-standing dedication to excellence in higher education, and its 

commitment to educating leaders through its Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies. 

The Certificate itself represented an ideal context due to its alignment with the recommendations 

for leadership studies programs established in the literature. Within the Certificate, instructors 

were interviewed regarding their approaches to culturally responsive pedagogy and teaching to 

address the first research question. Next, the instructor’s responses were organized into a survey 

instrument which was administered to leadership studies students. The results of the quantitative 

survey were interpreted using a variety of statistical techniques to assess reliability and validity 

as well as answer the second research question. The final research questions were attended to by 

a comparison of the data obtained from both phases. 

Participant numbers were used to protect identities and real names. The key that 

connected participant identities and numbers was saved on password protected external storage 

drive and kept in a locked cabinet. All printed interview transcripts were kept in a locked file 

cabinet and will be destroyed after three years of creation. All electronic documents associated 

with this study were stored on a password protected USB drive which was kept in a locked 

cabinet. Interviews were digitally recorded and upon completion of transcription member-

checking, the audio files were securely destroyed. Transcriptions, using coded identities, will be 

kept for three years after the completion. 

Taken together, the elements of the proposed study worked in concert to examine the role 

of cultural responsiveness in leadership education. Undoubtedly, areas of congruence between 

instructors and their students resulted in the identification of high impact practices. Similarly, 

areas of discrepancy fueled suggestions for improved practice. Both areas of convergence and 

divergence have implications for practice, research, and institutional policies. 
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CHAPTER 4  

FINDINGS AND RESULTS 
The first research question guiding this study was: What do leadership educators identify 

as cultural responsiveness in their instruction? The answer to this question yielded information 

about the social identities of instructors in the sample, identity construction around their teaching 

positions, how leadership educators’ personal, academic, and professional histories informed 

their pedagogical stances, as well as data on what they used to manage their classrooms in 

culturally responsive ways, and the challenges to effective culturally responsive leadership 

education. The second research question, Which classroom experiences do leadership students 

identify as honoring their multiple, intersecting social identities?, was addressed by frequencies 

and descriptive statistical analyses conducted on data from a survey constructed using the 

findings from the first research question. The third and final research question - Where do reports 

of cultural responsiveness among leadership studies instructors and students converge, and where 

do they diverge? – was largely responded to using the results of inferential statistical analyses of 

the same survey data.  

The findings and results in this section will be presented in accordance with the structure 

previously described; focusing first on leadership educators’ identities, philosophies, and 

histories, before describing their approaches to classroom management and pedagogy, and 

concluding with their self-reported linkages between theory, practice, and pedagogy. Next, the 

characteristics of the leadership student sample will be described, including data on their 

identities, the courses from which they were recruited, and their perception of the attitudes, 

beliefs, behaviors, and values of their instructors vis-à-vis cultural responsiveness. Finally, the 

results of inferential statistical analyses of the student survey data will be presented. 

Several factors characterized the leadership educators who participated in this study. 

Personal characteristics played central roles in how they educated students, including elements of 

professional identity around being a leadership educator and leadership education philosophies, 

as well as their own experiences of leadership studies as students, professional and technical 

training, and their individual pedagogical orientations. These influences were important to 

answering this study’s research questions and ultimately informed how instructors demonstrated 

cultural responsiveness in their leadership classrooms.  
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Leadership Educator Personal Characteristics 

Most members of the leadership educator sample in this study were women 

(approximately 71%) and the majority identified as non-Hispanic White or European American 

(approximately 53%). Given the institutional student composition of women (approximately 

55%) and those who identified racially as White (approximately 67%), there is some congruence 

between the identity compositions of enrolled students and the leadership educator sample. 

Additionally, most leadership educators held master’s degrees (approximately 76%) as their most 

advanced academic credential, with an overwhelming majority originating from programs of 

Higher Education Administration, Leadership, or Personnel (approximately 88%). Furthermore, 

just over half (approximately 53%) identified student affairs administration as their primary 

responsibility at the time of inquiry. The representation of such specific academic and career 

fields raises questions regarding whether or not leadership is being taught from the multi- and 

inter- disciplinary perspective described by the program’s managers.  

Overview of Leadership Educator Identity and Teaching Experience 

Instructors in the sample also articulated constructed identities around the role of 

leadership educator. This identity was described along dimensions of advocacy, mentorship,  

(co-) learner, and expert. Many of these descriptions aligned with the recommendations 

associated with culturally responsive teachers. Accounts of mentorship on behalf of instructors 

of record extended beyond undergraduate students, incorporating the master’s teaching assistants 

who also facilitated leadership learning in the focal courses. Since the original construct of 

cultural responsiveness came from research in K-12 educational sectors, graduate teaching 

assistants were beyond the purview of the theory, however; evidence from this study supports 

graduate teaching assistants as deriving benefits from culturally responsive leadership educators.  

Instructors as experts was another aspect of identity that took different shape in the data 

when compared to how it was described in the literature. Educators who reported incorporating 

being an expert into their leadership educator identities seemed to do so out of fear of not being 

seen as credible or qualified to teach; this may be more of a statement of the neoliberal ‘student-

as-consumer’ culture that has arisen on American college campuses. Regardless of origin, the 

fragile concept of ‘expert’ with leadership educators’ identities was duly noted. 
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When considered by total years of teaching experience, the sample members largely 

aggregated into one of two groups: educators with 2 or fewer years (31%) and instructors with 5 

years or more (40%). Given this disparity, representations of cultural responsive among these 

instructors could appear similar, but for different reasons. It is possible cultural responsiveness 

reports among those with less teaching experience may be due to the relative proximity of their 

own educational experiences (i.e. they have learned to be culturally responsive from their own 

recent teachers who were), while those who have been teaching longer may have developed 

cultural responsiveness from experience. Additionally, educators in the sample who experienced 

leadership education as students themselves outnumbered those who did not at all academic 

levels measured; approximately 59% as undergraduates, about 53% as masters students, and 

almost 65% as doctoral students. Taken together, members of the final analytic leadership 

instructor sample in this study tended to be non-Hispanic White individuals who identified as 

women, and those with degrees in Higher Education, careers as student affairs administrators, 

experienced leadership education in their own academic histories, and retained either 2 years or 

less, or 5 years or more, total teaching experience. While this description may or may not fit 

every instructor participant, it is nonetheless true for the sample in the composite. 

Overview of Motivation, Preparation, and Philosophy of Education 

Leadership educators in the sample represented a diverse set of personal and 

demographic factors as well as rich and nuanced personal histories. These histories were 

characterized by independent motivations, unique career histories, varied academic backgrounds, 

and differential preparations to instruct. Motivations for becoming leadership educators ranged 

from long-standing desires to teach leadership to more recent obligations associated with 

occupational roles at the institution. Similarly, some instructors had been involved with youth 

leadership programs, like 4H, while others encountered leadership education as late as their 

graduate programs or into their first professional positions. Among those who experienced 

leadership as undergraduates, five reported co-curricular leadership development experiences, 

while four more described curricular leadership experiences. Two members of the sample 

experienced both. Eight instructors remarked about their own master’s-level curricular leadership 

experiences, while two described similar opportunities at the doctoral level. Among those who 

described leadership experiences in their masters programs, six held teaching or instruction 
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responsibilities, while four retained an administrative graduate assistantship related to leadership 

education.  

Instructors also represented differential preparations to teach. Three instructors came 

from families where at least one parent was a teachers. Two had opportunities to teach as 

undergraduate students (either formally or through co-curricular avenues), and six had 

experienced graduate teaching preparation through coursework, assistantships, or institutional 

training exercises (e.g., FSU’s PIE Training). Five individuals disclosed that they had no formal 

or informal preparation to teach, including one who cited Google.com as their primary resource 

for instructional advice and guidance.  Despite the relative lack of depth in teaching preparation, 

eight instructor sample members indicated having teaching responsibilities as part of their role in 

student affairs, independent of being a leadership educator through the focal program. Given the 

heterogeneity of teaching preparation among leadership educators in the sample, the focal 

program would be well served to create initial and ongoing training and development 

experiences for their instructors to maintain a minimum quality of experience for students. These 

training exercises could also be informed by the scholarship on culturally relevant teaching and 

learning enhance inclusivity in each course, thereby improving the entire certificate program. 

In addition to personal characteristics, instructors espoused a variety of philosophies to 

education. No singular unified philosophy of leadership education emerged from instructors’ 

accounts, however; a multifaceted set of philosophical tenets were uncovered. Instructor sample 

members regarded their philosophical orientations to teaching leadership as participatory, 

authentic, process-oriented, empathetic, context-driven, and evolutionary over time. These 

orientations closely mirror the values underpinning culturally relevant pedagogy. Furthermore, 

instructors indicated teaching leadership involved balancing power in the classroom; a tricky 

prospect given the bureaucratic structure of the focal program and institution. The work done on 

culturally relevant learning considers these power dynamics, but falls short of resolving them in 

the postsecondary sector. Careful attention should be paid to how instructors resolve this tension 

(and how their students perceive this resolution) if culturally relevant leadership learning is to 

exist. Finally, instructors likened their philosophies of leadership education to identity work and 

social justice education. The extant literature places responsibility for this work upon instructors; 

however, those in the study at hand envisioned students as active participants in identity 
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exploration, social change, and social justice initiatives, offering important avenues in culturally 

relevant leadership learning.  

Leadership Educators’ Identities 

 In addition to the social identities instructors reported, evidence of Leadership Educator 

as an identity was uncovered. Components of leadership educator identity included acting as an 

advocate, a mentor, an ambassador, a learner, and an expert. Many of these elements 

corresponded with descriptions of the educator’s role in the culturally responsive pedagogy 

literature (Gay, 2000; Ladson-Billings, 1995). With respect to acting as an advocate, one 

instructor captured the sentiment of many by describing,  

…although I say, I'm not, like, the traditional student affairs person – I still advocate for 

the students no matter what. I just understand that we need more advocates for students in 

other places outside of traditional student affairs units. So we need them in academic 

affairs, we need them doing policy, we need them in DC, we need them in finance. 

Instructors also likened their role to that of a mentor; both to undergraduate enrollees, as well as 

their second- year master student teaching assistants (TAs). Additional research should focus on 

how master’s TA are learning how to become culturally responsive leadership educators through 

the mentoring provided by instructors of record.  

Themes of advocacy also came across in interviews, with some instructors viewing 

themselves as ambassadors on behalf of students to their home student affairs departments. It is 

not clear if or how students would perceive this advocacy, but instructors seemed to believe their 

in-class experiences with leadership learners augmented their ability to speak to their concerns in 

more administrative areas. 

Tensions seemed to exist among instructors who retained identities as both Learner and 

Expert in the classroom.  Many discussed power dynamics inherent in teaching, their awareness 

of those dynamics, and their intentional efforts to minimize the perceived status differences 

between themselves and their students. However, some traced their need for expertise back to 

desires to be perceived as credible. One such instructor described that desire: 

‘Cause you know how students are, you never know what kind of questions they’re 

gonna ask. And you want to be able to reasonably respond or at least say, “You know, I 

don’t thoroughly know what the answer to that question is, but here’s a resource that I 
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personally found very, very helpful.” And much like I did when I was a newspaper 

reporter, I would delve into background and do research on things, so that you can go into 

a situation and be well-informed. ‘Cause you know, students are not unlike anybody else. 

If you sound stupid, you’re lost. 

Clearly, there are very detailed and nuanced elements of leadership educator identities beyond 

simple demographic characteristics, and some (like Expert and Learner) can be in conflict. While 

leadership educator identity has been more thoroughly explored in other literature (Seemiller & 

Priest, 2015), these findings are nonetheless useful in exploring intersections of educator role and 

culturally relevant pedagogy in leadership education. 

Leadership Educators’ Philosophies 

 Just as aspects of socially constructed identities manifested differentially by instructor, a 

wide range of leadership education philosophies were espoused by interview participants. When 

asked about their leadership education philosophies, instructors provided answers related 

leadership education as participatory processes; requiring authenticity on behalf of learners and 

educators, and stressed the need to meet students where they were developmentally. Speaking to 

the context-driven orientation many instructor sample members retained, one instructor 

described their philosophy as coming from: 

…a couple different places.  One would be just an overarching belief throughout my 

career that’s always been focused on context, that context matters so much and do we feel 

like we belong?  Do we matter?  Do we matter in the space?  And that allows us to do so 

much.  And that all spaces aren’t like that so that we can create those spaces, we have that 

responsibility to create those spaces. 

The theme of leadership education as a contextual experience was echoed by others, either 

explicitly or implicitly. Being context-bound, process-oriented, authentic, and developmental 

were indicated as philosophical elements by instructors, each of which align with 

recommendations in the culturally relevant pedagogy literature.  

Leadership educators also described their philosophical orientations as a balance of 

power, relational, and dynamic. In almost every interview, instructors reflected on how their 

approach to thinking about, and doing, this work evolved over their teaching tenure: 
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I think initially my philosophy was that I had to know everything. Okay, like, you are the 

expert, you are the lecturer, [and] you need to know what you're talking about. And so I – 

that was it in that with students, at least, classroom management, I think it was – I tried 

my best to have each student speak but, at the same time, I didn't facilitate dialogue. I 

didn't know that was part of the process, that in order for them to talk, you needed to help 

facilitate discussion. 

From accounts like this, it became clear leadership educators’ philosophies are dynamic, process-

oriented, and student-focused. Each of these elements have a place in culturally responsive 

pedagogy, and as such, were represented in the survey administered to students. 

Leadership Educators’ Personal Histories 

 Leadership instructors in the sample represented a plethora of identities and philosophies 

informed by personal histories and experiences. These histories encompassed the motivations for 

becoming leadership educators as well as their own experiences with leadership education as 

youth leaders, undergraduates, masters-, and in some cases, doctoral- students. Furthermore, they 

represented differential types and amounts of formal leadership educator training, as well as 

informal professional experiences, which were leveraged into teaching leadership. The 

leadership educator sample was a rich tapestry of personal histories and lived experiences. 

 When asked about their reasons for teaching leadership through the Certificate, 

instructors noted either placing personal value on teaching or possessing a strong desire to teach.  

Others indicated being motivated by a desire to have “…a little bit of everything…” in their 

professional positions, thus actively seeking voluntary opportunities to teach. In contrast, a small 

group of sample members indicated teaching leadership courses was a requirement of their 

positions; requirements they may or may not have been aware of when they were hired. Keeping 

these differential motivations toward teaching in mind was helpful in interpreting the results of 

the student survey, as not all instructors were motivated in the same ways or at the same level for 

their teaching responsibilities. These important differences had consequences for their 

motivations toward being culturally responsive leadership educators. 

In addition to differential motivations, instructors entered leadership education at various 

points in their personal histories. At least one instructor experienced youth leadership through 

involvement with the 4-H program. However, most instructor participants did not encounter 
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leadership until their undergraduate years; two engaged leadership learning primarily through 

their curricula, while three others experienced co-curricular programming. An additional two 

instructors were involved in both simultaneously. Some instructors’ histories with leadership 

education originated in graduate-level experiences; this was true for four instructors while a 

master’s degree program and for one other at the doctoral level. For two additional instructors, 

the very first time they recognized their work as leadership education was in full-time 

administrative positions.   Given these various entry points, it may be unrealistic to expect a 

common level of prowess as leadership educators, or to expect consistent representations of 

cultural responsiveness across instructors and their classes.  

Likewise, instructors in the sample represented different types and levels of preparation 

to teach.  Three came from families with a history of teaching. Somewhat surprisingly, most 

instructors were not formally trained through undergraduate teaching and learning programs, 

although one was, and another had taken practical undergraduate teaching coursework. By 

contrast, four more reported experiencing formal teaching course work at the graduate level, and 

four more cited specific training for graduate TA experiences. Four of the doctoral degree 

holding instructors made remarks regarding preparation they received due to administrative 

assistantships with teaching responsibilities, while six others recounted serving as instructors of 

record in leadership courses while doctoral students. Two instructors in the sample had taken a 

doctoral leadership course and one had written a doctoral dissertation on student leadership. Four 

were prepared mainly by professional development opportunities obtained through student 

affairs roles and positions.  

Of those who indicated professional experiences as their primary means of preparation 

for leadership educator roles, one had held a formal teaching role in the past. Eight more 

individuals had taught within co-curricular contexts, with one citing teaching experiences outside 

of higher- and leadership- education. Five instructors indicated retaining no formal or informal 

preparation to teach leadership, and upon being thrust into those areas, one named Google as a 

primary source of guidance and direction. It should be noted that for the two years prior to this 

study, the LLRC has provided formal training for master’s level TAs (mandatory) and instructors 

(optional) at the start of the academic year; however, the scope of the present study did not 

include master’s level TAs - only instructors of record. Additional inquiry should pursue how, 
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and how well, master’s TA training prepares emerging leadership educators to be culturally 

responsive to undergraduate learning needs. 

Culturally Relevant Classroom Management 

 In the extant literature, culturally relevant classroom management involves a multitude of 

dynamics, structures, and instruments. When asked about some of the more technical aspects of 

teaching, leadership instructors in the sample identified classroom climate, course syllabi, course 

texts and readings, course resources, activities, and discussions, as well as guest speakers, 

assignments, group projects, grading policies, and learning outcomes as potential areas to 

express cultural responsiveness. As such, questions about each of these elements were included 

in the student survey. The remainder of this section will describe how instructors viewed or 

attempted to leverage these opportunities toward cultural responsive in leadership learning. 

Classroom Climate and Course Syllabi 

With respect to the social climate of the classroom, instructors described 

conscientiousness about their use of voice, developing a sense of belonging, and being mindful 

of physical space. Regarding voice, one instructor indicated she thought, “…about my own use 

of voice and am I challenging, critiquing, praising students at not equal level but equitable level”, 

citing examples of in-class interactions as well as the feedback she provided her students on 

written assignments. Another instructor spoke to a desire to engender an inclusive classroom 

climate characterized by a, “…culture where people feel like they belong...” because from his 

perspective, “…people are more willing to experiment and people are more willing to be open 

and authentic…” in the ways he believed were necessary to learn leadership. More than a few 

instructors indicated the physical layout of teaching spaces as a barrier to developing culturally 

responsive classroom climates, with one going so far as to say, “…that’s the one thing I hate 

about teaching … a very large class. We had like 34 people in that class last year but the space 

wasn’t conducive to 34 people. We could barely move…”. Accounts like these indicate either 

smaller class sizes, or more adaptable room configuration would be helpful in promoting 

classroom climates conducive for cultural responsiveness. 

Two instructors noted how their course syllabi represented opportunities for culturally 

responsive classroom management. In addition to establishing the course topics, calendar, and 
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assignments, one instructor described how he used to document collaboratively set norms and 

expectations in his class:  

I have a couple of, like, general rules, which are in the syllabus. Usually the syllabus is 

typically all of the core things that need to be done but from the very first day we have 

community rules, or something like that, that we come up with as a class. And usually I 

have it on a white sheet of paper, I bring it the first couple of classes… [after which it 

was revisited as needed].  

A different instructor also attempted to leverage the power of the syllabus by encouraging 

“collaborative construction” of grading rubrics, presentation criteria, and peer-evaluation 

activities. These few examples illustrate instructors’ creativity in leveraging course management 

documents toward culturally responsive classroom management. 

Course Texts, Readings, and Other Resources 

Another way instructors attempted to incorporate cultural responsiveness was through the 

selection of course texts and readings. Many of the course texts and readings in the core courses 

were authored by those from majoritized racial and gender backgrounds (e.g. White men), while 

the so-called ‘identity-based’ supporting courses prominently featured works from scholars of 

color, women, and women of color. Rather than giving superficial credit to these 

underrepresented scholarly voices, one instructor confronted these issues directly, describing: 

…our two main texts were written by two white men in business…clearly, there are no 

perspectives of people of color or there at least weren’t until we had recently just revised 

that syllabus…And so understanding from day one that even in questioning what the 

system of knowledge was in the pipeline and that you are allowed to criticize or to 

question based on the identities of the people who are giving you that information in a 

very top-down, very colonization, all of these things, right?  

When asked to elaborate on how these sentiments appeared in his course, the instructor 

continued: 

…what a woman of color could be thinking in my class looking at the syllabus and say 

well, do they not think that a voice like mine matters? And so I actually said those words. 

If you are a person of color, a woman of color sitting in here wondering if your voice 

doesn’t matter because you are not on the syllabus, I’m here to tell you that that is not 

true and that’s why we need your voice in this class. 
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From this account, and others in a similar vein, it became clear instructors noticed the lack of 

diversity among authors and named that homogeneity directly. Two instructors of identity-based 

leadership courses noted the challenge of finding textbooks and course readings authored by 

scholars of color as well as those focused on the development of leaders of color. Similarly, an 

identity-based leadership course instructor, in reference to a recently published text on women 

and leadership noted,  

I’m glad that they said “women in leadership” and not “gender in leadership”. But they’re 

just talking about women. So if we’re trying to talk about gender in all of its forms, like 

however it shows up then there is currently not a book that does that well that exists. And 

also there’s not a book that exists that’s about gender and leadership. 

From accounts of these struggles, it became clear the field of leadership education would benefit 

tremendously from more diverse scholars’ writing on how to be diverse leaders. 

Furthermore, instructors specifically selected texts and readings focused on issues of 

diversity, social justice, and critical race orientations. One instructor, who taught a leadership 

supporting course, described her choice texts as so accessible that her students were sharing it 

with personal friends, with one student reading it with his mother. In these ways, the choices 

made by instructors regarding texts and readings seem to have impacts on their students, those 

students’ peers, and their families. As such, questions about course texts, readings, authors, and 

the potential (mis)matches among student identities were included on the student survey. 

Course Activities, Discussions, and Guest Speakers 

Course activities were also avenues for leadership instructors to express cultural 

responsiveness. While fairly traditional course activities were mentioned by instructors (papers, 

presentations, discussion boards, blogs, ice-breakers, and personality inventories), a few 

noteworthy responsive activities were highlighted. In the Latinx Leadership course, students 

completed a written assignment, answering questions designed to help them clarify their personal 

definitions of ‘Latinx’, ‘Leadership’, and ‘Latinx Leadership’. Framed as a “testimonio” by the 

instructor, students have submitted their work in Spanish, representing an opportunity for 

cultural responsiveness that does not traditionally exist in the academy outside of language- and 

literature- courses.  

Similarly, another instructor utilized “PechaKucha”- style presentations in her class, 

which comes from a Japanese dialogic tradition (Klentzin, Paladino, Johnston, & Devine, 2010). 
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Despite a relative dearth of Japanese instructors or students, representation of the tradition 

remained. Finally, another leadership supporting course instructor described a “values contract” 

activity where students, “…list out what their expectations are, not just for me, but for 

themselves. So how do they want to hold each other accountable?” thereby allowing for open 

and authentic conversations around culturally responsive expectations, accountability, and 

values. The activities briefly reviewed here are by no means exhaustive from the reports of 

instructors, however, they are indicative of the range of approaches instructors used to foster 

culturally responsive classrooms. 

Class discussions were cited by instructors as opportunities to be culturally responsive. 

Many talked about the challenges associated with facilitating dialogue, encouraging meaning-

making, and promoting reflection among students of diverse backgrounds. In addition, one 

instructor spoke broadly to the role of productive conflict in discussions, noting the two times 

she would directly insert herself into students’ dialogue was when a topic was being talked about 

in a factually incorrect way, or, 

…when I feel like there’s not enough tension in the conversation. It’s just like yeah, yeah, 

yeah. I’m like no, it’s not that easy. No. No, come on people. Recognize what they are 

actually asking. It’s not that easy. And that is all dependent on who is in the classroom. 

This particular instructor went on to describe her ability to read students’ body language and 

gauge the climate of the conversation in order to motivate students to apply their personal lenses 

and lived experiences to their leadership learning; a process which can be uncomfortable for 

some students, especially those from historically marginalized backgrounds.  

Other instructors told stories of navigating microagressions; those that occurred in the 

classroom, and events unfolding elsewhere that students raised as issues related to leadership. 

More often than not, instructors regarded these student-led conversations as opportunities to 

build trust and express culturally relevant care and concern for their students. Taken together, 

instructors believed they used classroom discussions in culturally responsive ways, therefore; 

questions about culturally responsive classroom discussions were included in the student survey. 

One aspect of teaching mentioned by instructors, but not explicitly named by culturally 

relevant pedagogy scholars, was the inclusion of guest speakers in classes. A number of 

instructors spoke to the value of having knowledgeable presenters:  
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…feedback from the evaluations that I've received, students really like that kind of 

component – having someone else come in. I don't know if they're, like, sick of me. But, 

like, having an outside person come in and kind of teach them a different experience or a 

different concept. They like that”. 

The instructor cited above, while taking part in this study’s interview, reviewed her strategy 

regarding guest speakers. In doing so, she concluded that a panel structure of presenters might 

also aid content delivery and perceptions of cultural responsiveness in her class. In this way, 

participating in the study led to changes in at least one leadership studies course.  

In most cases, instructors who incorporated special lecturers did so with a particular goal 

in mind. For example, an instructor for the Black Male Leadership course described discussions 

led by an associate director of the counseling center, also a Black man, who spoke directly to the 

double consciousness (Du Bois, 2008) faced by Black men in society and on campus, as well as 

the role that social phenomena plays in leadership.  Related to this issue, an identity-based 

leadership instructor disclosed some of the challenges of finding high-quality speakers who are 

well-versed in leadership and issues of cultural responsiveness. Specifically, she intimated: 

I’m having…[the intended speaker]…talk about the complexities of running your own 

business and developing ownership over that space in international contexts but also with 

gender as a space to navigate in these developing countries and it looks like for who she’s 

been told she’s supposed to be…And then I actually, I’m gonna do a call out later on to 

try to explore some other folks’ stories …I want a cisgender man to come in and talk, and 

who can that be from a leadership context but that has really thought about gender, how 

he shows up in spaces and how his gender influences his access to leadership. 

Among courses featuring guest speakers, instructors seemed conscientious of selecting 

individuals who were not only content-experts, but also reflective of a wide array of social 

identities. However, identifying such individuals was challenging, often forcing educators to rely 

upon their personal and professional networks. Despite the limited number of qualified guest 

speakers available, informal student feedback seemed to support their continued use. This study 

provided more formal feedback regarding students’ perceptions of their invited speakers. 

Individual Assignments and Group Projects 

As expected, instructors required their students to complete a number of assignments to 

assess the quality of their leadership learning. Mid-term and final papers, quizzes, reading 
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reflections, and class presentations all featured prominently in most course syllabi. However, 

some instructors had modified the traditional versions of these assignments to meet their cultural 

responsiveness goals. In order to better understand the inner lives of her students, one instructor 

used an “identity autobiography” which, 

…essentially answers the question, "Who am I?" in terms of beginning to understand 

their social identity groups…where are some salient identity groups? Who did you grow 

up with? What was your neighborhood like? And so really answering some of these 

suggested example questions to help filter down, "Who am I?" "What identities do I 

bring," – even challenging the concept of normal, and normal being White most of the 

time. And so, like, "I lived in a normal neighborhood," and really deconstructing that. 

In this way, an otherwise simple introduction assignment was altered to be identity work in the 

context of leadership education. This identity work aids cultural responsiveness because it allows 

students formal opportunities to explore their cultural identities and share that reflective process 

with their peers, and their instructor, who is unique placed to use that information for the 

betterment of all learners. 

 Continuing on the theme of identity work as cultural responsiveness in leadership 

learning space, another instructor described how students were challenged to gain appreciation of 

culture different from their own as part of an “identity plunge” assignment.   

And so the identity plunge is hours that they spend outside of their classrooms engaging 

with their community or communities, depending on what events are occurring or 

happening that allow them to interact with someone from a minoritized group and learn a 

little bit more and write and reflect on, "What was surprising? What was difficult? What 

did you learn? What is your next step after this?" And so it's more that action component 

that students get engaged in. 

Not content to have students explore only their own identities, one particular instructor leveraged 

their ability to craft course assignments to raise cultural awareness and guide students through 

the meaning-making which was expected to occur when relating across social differences. A 

number of other course assignments were named by instructors; Leadership Manifestos, service-

learning projects; leadership journaling, impromptu speeches, and the construction of a 

leadership portfolio. These examples shed light on how course assignments were used to further 

cultural responsiveness among diverse college students. Accordingly, questions about how 
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students’ social identities show up in course assignments, and the nature of the assignments 

themselves, were included in the student survey. 

Group projects figured prominently as instructors recounted their approaches to teaching 

leadership. For purposes of this study, a group project was defined as any assignment completed 

by two or more students involving work conducted outside of the classroom. When asked about 

how instructors went about assigning students to groups for project, one in particular intimated,  

I definitely look at race and ethnicity, thinking about the group itself, and also the gender 

dynamic sometimes, and so – I noticed that this course had fewer males in it and so there 

was just a lot of women engaged in this course and self-identified women, and so I think 

dividing people up based on that was important because I think at one point there was one 

group that – and I'll talk about that for the Social Justice leadership action project – 

results of the group project – but I did that very differently and the course ended up with 

maybe four guys in the same group and so, like, that's good, and I'm glad that that wasn't 

the topic of maybe just sexism. But there were other dynamics, like, that I noticed later 

on when I was more intentional in the group because that was the first time for the 

presentations. 

From this account, and others like it, it became clear that most leadership educators in the sample 

constructed groups for projects with intentionality, rather than forming them at random, or 

allowing students to self-select into groups; both of which could lead to homogenous teams.  

However, instructors also remarked how difficult constructing diverse groups can be 

when students hold both visible and invisible social identities. In some courses, groups were 

established early, which made rebalancing them once more information had become available 

challenging. One supporting course instructor spoke directly to obstacles in forming longer-term 

groups across social differences: 

A lot of it is based on just very minimal information that we get. Some of it is also based 

on getting them to learn about people that are different from them. And really being able 

to provide them an experience with someone that is different from them on various 

levels, whatever that looks like – socioeconomic class, their classification in school, their 

major. Really wanting them to get used to working with diverse populations. Because 

that’s what you get...every single person is going to be different. 
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Additionally, some of the online-only course instructors expressed a desire to move away from 

group projects altogether. Recognizing the difficulties associated with not seeing students face-

to-face, as well as the asynchronous nature of online courses for both the instructor and their 

students, two instructors of online-only courses disclosed contending with tensions between 

giving group assignments to teach the value of teamwork in leadership and making those projects 

manageable in online environments. Nonetheless, as group projects were identified as 

opportunities for cultural responsiveness in the focal leadership studies program, students were 

asked about their group project experiences on their respective survey instrument. 

Grading Policies and Learning Outcomes 

Instructors in the sample incorporated cultural responsiveness in their various grading 

policies. Some considered cultural observances and obligations in their participation policies, 

granting exceptions to university guidelines as appropriate. Two others incorporated peer 

evaluations and 360-degree reviews to teach students how to evaluate each others’ work with 

respect to cultural differences. Instructors also noted how transparency in grading cultivates 

responsiveness. One such instructor indicated: 

…I want to make sure that you have what you need and usually before any assignment is 

due, I always tell them, "How I grade is, I pull up the syllabus and what it says that I'm 

grading on, that's what I grade on." And that's how I do it. I know a lot of other people 

are different. But I can't expect for them to give me something that I don't ask for either. 

Many instructors reported this type of clarity in grading as fostering cultural responsiveness and 

social justice; modeling how rules in society can work when they are fair, consistent, and clear.  

However, a few instructors noted tensions between subjectivity in grading (an effort in 

fairness) with the consistency of rubrics. Among instructors who voiced such concerns, giving 

students a participatory role in apply rubrics to their own and other students’ work seemed to 

resolve the tension, but not eliminate it completely. Given the ways instructors described 

leveraging grading policies and practices as cultural responsiveness, questions about assessments 

and evaluations of student work were included on the student survey. 

As stated by Gay (2000), culturally responsive pedagogy involves developing students’ 

cultural identities and promoting their learning and knowledge acquisition simultaneously. By 

and large, instructors used learning outcomes to maintain a student-focused learning orientation 

that was augmented by the aforementioned efforts toward cultural responsiveness. When asked 
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specifically about gains they hoped their students made in leadership coursework, three 

instructors indicated enhanced leadership knowledge, one advocated for greater capacity to 

promote change, another argued for improved critical thinking skills, and enhanced social 

identity awareness were paramount to two instructors. Two additional instructors explicitly 

wanted students to explore intersections of their social and leader identities, with one remarking: 

… in thinking about outcomes of where we started - I think about the outcomes - and 

what I want them to leave with is, if I had to just nail it down to two things, is that I want 

them to be socially responsible leaders. And I want them to leave with the beginning 

answer to the question, “Who am I?”. 

In these ways, the leadership learning taking in these instructors’ classrooms is intersectional; a 

characteristic heavily implied, if not explicitly stated, by culturally relevant pedagogy scholars. 

 Other learning outcomes expressed by instructors, although not as frequently or deeply as 

those previously reviewed, included recognition of transferrable skills and improved 

employability, augmented capacity for reflection, enhanced writing ability, and a clearer sense of 

academic honesty. Instructors noted the biggest challenge to attaining these outcomes – the 

varied academic disciplines of their students –also added richness and depth to the personal 

composition of their courses. Since the conceptualization of culturally relevant pedagogy 

includes the knowledge and skills students develop in their classes, questions about the learning 

outcomes as described by instructors were included on the student survey. 

Approaches to Pedagogy 

 Aside from the technical aspects of teaching, instructors offered examples of the 

interpersonal dynamics they leveraged to be culturally responsive. Orienting their practices 

toward activism and advocacy, applications of leadership learning, and social- and cultural- 

capital building, instructors used a variety of strategies to enhance the cultural responsiveness of 

their teaching through their approaches to pedagogy. Ultimately, their approaches intended to 

benefit students and acted as authentic expressions of leadership educator values. 

Applied and Experiential Leadership Learning 

Moving beyond acquiring leadership knowledge, instructors emphasized their students’ 

application of leadership learning. Some instructors said they intended for their students to be 

social change agents, while others made remarks about students becoming social critics who lead 
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toward activism and advocacy in their communities. Instructors with these intentions reported 

challenging their students to see the world differently than they had previously, embracing the 

socially-constructed nature of leadership, as well as recognizing and confronting inequities in 

society. In order to do this, instructors deconstructed the social configurations of their 

classrooms, leaned into the experiences of their students, and addressed power imbalances in 

teaching and learning. In these ways, instructors role-modeled activism and advocacy 

perspectives in leadership. Questions about these dynamics were included on the student survey. 

Returning to ideas of applied leadership learning, many instructors noted the importance 

of opportunities to practice leadership as a type of pedagogy itself. The influence of experiential 

learning was apparent in all courses, with particular emphasis in the Leadership in Groups and 

Communities course, as well as the Leadership Experience course.  However, instructor 

investment in applied experiential leadership learning was not limited to these courses; 

instructors of solely online courses placed value on applied experiential leadership learning. To 

examine how these instructor values were transmitted, students were asked questions about the 

opportunities they were given not only to apply leadership skills, concepts, and frameworks, but 

if and how these opportunities represented culturally relevant outlets. 

Identity, Activism, and Advocacy 

Instructors commented on how their own social identities, and those of their students, 

informed their approaches to pedagogy. In some cases, the mere existence of a leadership course 

designed specifically for or about members of a particular social identity group was educational. 

One identity-based supporting course instructor spoke directly to this point by saying: 

…I just want… [the students]…to…feel like they left class and it was, like, "This was 

cool. I learned something different that I could apply universally in that I, as a Latina 

woman, like, I feel validated that, one, there's a class like this for me, and two, that I am 

capable of achieving something greater. Like, my identity is valid. In this literature," 

'cause I feel like that's one of the faults of leadership education is just there's not a lot of 

identity. And I want them to be sure that they see that. 

Per the culturally relevant pedagogy literature, instructors benefit from having experiences where 

they do their own identity work before providing opportunities to help their students with similar 

issues. Identity-based leadership courses may be helpful to both instructors and students in this 

regard as both get to be co-learners of leadership and co-developers of identity.  
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Instructors also made note of the challenges associated with teaching leadership across 

difference. One instructor who identified as a man of color described working with his majority 

White learners as, “…probably a new experience that most of these students are having with an 

instructor that they probably haven't had before. And being aware that – understanding the 

responsibility that comes with that”. Clearly, this type of perspective-taking informed how 

instructors approached their classes and their students. As a salient form of cultural 

responsiveness, students were asked questions about how identity work and instructors’ 

perspective-taking showed up in their classes. 

One of the ways leadership educators enacted pedagogical orientation toward activism 

and advocacy was by challenging historical definitions of leadership. This perspective was 

espoused predominately by instructors of the identity-based leadership courses; this was not 

entirely surprising since many of the identity-based leadership courses were formulated by 

leadership educators who felt as though their social identities and diverse experiences were not 

well represented in the leadership, and leadership education, cannon.  

An instructor of a supporting leadership course described his struggle in balancing the 

need to prepare students with traditional models of leadership while simultaneously being 

culturally responsive as, “…talking to students about leadership or trying to give them an idea of 

leadership based on things that happen[ed] 50, 60, 70, 80 years ago that they may not have any 

connection to”. Similarly, an identity-based leadership course instructor commented, “…we have 

great theories and concepts and stuff like that, but there's more out there – but this is through a 

cultural lens”, remarking how she felt uniquely positioned to give voice to culturally responsive 

leading that otherwise would have gone ignored. As an area of interest to the study, students 

were asked if and how their instructors confronted and challenged historical leadership models. 

Adopting and Adapting Language and Materials 

Another pedagogical choice instructors made with implications for cultural 

responsiveness had to do with code switching (Auer, 2013). One instructor described his 

thinking behind the use of code-switching as a pedagogical tool: 

…everything I do in the class is through a cultural lens. So I might develop it from my 

academic background where it’s like this is what I’m trying to get to them. But then when 

I’m in the classroom, I definitely code-switch. I switch it back to this the best way I can 

relay this what I want from you and that you’ll understand, in my opinion. So I’ll switch 
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– I might change my vernacular, I might change the scenario that sort of fits much more 

of what they are in. 

This internal decision-making was described in similar terms by other instructors in the sample.  

Additionally, they provided examples of effective code switching in student learning: 

…when I made that switch once again, I knew that it wasn’t just for the sake of doing it. 

It’s not like to be a good instructor I had to check an identity box. It was that my students 

were in it whenever we actually had those conversations. And the way that they were 

actually able to tie personal identity and their own working knowledge of privilege and 

oppression in all of those identities... They actually retained more information and to 

conceptualize it in a way where they said…this could also be true for me. And once I 

understand that it could be true for me, this means that this isn’t just curriculum anymore. 

This means that this is real life. And that, I think, should be most educators’ ultimate goal 

is to show their students that this is real life. That it’s not just on a syllabus. 

Three other instructors articulated the dangers of code-switching inappropriately, not wanting to 

run the risk of cultural appropriation.  However, it seemed unclear to even the instructors 

themselves if their intentions behind code-switching, and their idiosyncratic ways of doing it, 

translated to students. Accordingly, questions about instructors’ ability to appropriately code-

switch were included on the student survey.  

 Instructors used varied criteria to make decisions regarding how new and different 

educational materials were incorporated into their courses. Popular media, videos, books, 

articles, activities, and assessment materials were all course elements instructors continually 

evaluated for appropriateness. Recurring justifications for newly discovered resources included 

perceptions of reputability, applicability, and relatability to course content and student lived 

experiences. For example, when evaluating new reading assignments, one instructor considered: 

…the author, the publication. Is a grounded in research? Does it have implications for 

them beyond the course that I can see of value? …One of the articles that I have is on the 

dark side of emotional intelligence…I think it’s a Harvard Business Review. So it has 

credibility for the most part. But it talks about how understanding and recognizing and 

being aware of emotional intelligence can be wielded. 
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Beyond content relevance, instructors also regarded cultural responsiveness as a lens through 

which they evaluated novel course resources. One instructor described his decision to include 

videos from a particular popular online video streaming service: 

MTV Decoded is something that I’ve relied on. We Are Me, too, has some good videos 

that explains and deconstructs some of the issues around immigration, some of the issues 

around code switching and some of those things…. I wouldn’t say I look at all of 

YouTube…I look at specific channels that I know are reliable. 

From these accounts, it was clear instructors used highly nuanced and adaptive perspectives 

when making decisions about course content. Additionally, instructors sought resources which 

would reflect the cultural identities and lived experiences of their students. 

Theory-to-Practice-to-Pedagogy 

 By leveraging the theory-to-practice-to theory-framework of the Leadership Learning 

Research Center, instructors linked issues to theory, practice, and pedagogy in culturally 

responsive ways, creating change in their courses. Taking advantage of formal and informal 

feedback mechanisms, as well as deep and thoughtful reflective practices, instructors reported 

making, and wanting to make, culturally responsive changes to their courses to overcome the 

challenges of teaching and align their values with essential leadership learning elements. 

Managing Expectations, Using Student Feedback, and Reflecting on Instruction 

 For instructors, the alignment of theory, practice, and pedagogy was rooted in setting and 

maintaining expectations. One instructor in particular described how culturally responsive 

expectations can be discussed at the onset of each semester:  

…one of the things that happens is at the very beginning laying out the expectation that 

this is a safe space and that we have to honor everybody stories in that while your story 

might represent the dominant story, that’s not what everybody’s experience has been and 

we have to make space for everybody’s experience to be a part of the conversation. 

Although many instructors echoed this sentiment with respect to students from historically 

marginalized backgrounds, this particular account seemed to take into consideration students 

from historically privileged backgrounds, and stressed the value of honoring a variety of personal 

and social stories simultaneously.  
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Furthermore, instructors noted the maintenance of expectations as a result of how well 

conditions for co-learning had been created. One instructor remarked: “I would love everybody 

to participate vocally every day. I know students won’t. So how do I measure their willingness to 

listen to other people? I don’t even know how to gauge that”. Instructors built their courses 

around clear expectations despite not really knowing how to identify how well those 

expectations, or the conditions to support them, were translated to students. Subsequently, 

students were asked about their culturally responsive expectations sets by their instructors, and 

the factors that support or hinder those expectations being met. 

Additionally, instructors also used both formal and informal feedback processes to align 

leadership theory, practice, and pedagogy. One instructor commented on how she chose to keep 

or discard certain reading materials from her course, 

Even if I really, really like an article, if 100 percent of my students think it was the worst 

thing and they didn't learn anything from it, then why am I keeping it? Or how can I 

change the way I approach it or teach it? 

While this example presented an in-semester way of using students feedback to make decisions, 

many others used formal end-of-term evaluations to assess students’ thoughts, feelings, and 

learning throughout the course. Among those who placed value in end-of-semester evaluations, 

all endorsed the value of during-term feedback processes, including minute-papers, in-class 

polling, short surveys, and debrief sessions. Few instructors’ feedback practices were centered on 

cultural responsiveness; however, all described using feedback to assess students’ perceptions of 

inclusion, relevance, and responsiveness. To check these perceptions, students were asked if their 

instructors seemed to ask for, and take seriously, their feedback. 

Educators also mentioned using various mechanisms of personal reflection to align 

theory, practice, and pedagogy. One instructor described when teaching, “I had a lot of ideas, and 

as I got them, I would write them down. In fact, I still have the note on my phone, and I'll still jot 

stuff down”. The ideas he described related to both the content and process of leadership 

learning, as well as notes on the climate he was trying to create to promote leadership 

development in his course.  

Another instructor, when asked about the alignment of theory, practice, and pedagogy 

described doing, “…a lot of journal-writing on that; I remember doing all these discussion 

boards that were on what that meant. And also the whole how you adapt and change and make 
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things work as you go”. From reports like the previous, it became clear that personal reflection 

was an important and ongoing part of the leadership educators’ experiences. When asked about 

the motivations behind such reflection, one participant captured by the voice of many by stating: 

I always had this concept of wanting to help people understand either how they learn and 

having to figure that out, having it click. Or why they are the way they are and who they 

are… I needed to discover for myself, “Who am I? Who is that person that stares back in 

front of the mirror?”…One of the things that has guided my professional philosophy, that 

teaching philosophy, is helping students discover who that is. 

Reflection, as self-work or the work of students, came across as a means by which instructors 

attempted to check the alignment of leadership teaching, pedagogy, and practice. Student 

perceptions of this alignment, and reflection as a leadership learning tool, was vital to the study.  

The Challenges of Teaching Leadership  

During their interviews, instructors noted a number of challenges associated with 

teaching leadership, some of which had implications for culturally responsive pedagogy. One 

instructor’s remarks centered on the challenge of building authentic classroom communities; 

“…a false sense of authenticity that we created community this semester and we are friends for 

life. Like no we’re not, and that’s fine. We don’t need to be that in order for it to work”. This 

challenge is particularly problematic for students who struggle to find welcoming communities 

around campus; for some, it is entirely possible for the leadership classroom to serve their social 

needs, but when those communities are not authentic, those students remain underserved.  

Additionally, instructors were transparent about balancing a diversity of opinions in their 

classrooms. One participant regarded this balance as, “…understanding that sometimes I have 

the student who has been through multiple leadership classes and I guess are a little bit more 

woke, as people would say, and then I have some who are just, like, ‘Huh?”. Finding ways to 

provide high-quality without leaving those behind who may need more foundational information 

is a challenge for all instructors, but no less so for culturally responsive leadership educators.  

Furthermore, confronting the dynamics of race, gender, and their intersections was 

difficult for some instructors, one in particular described how: 

… servant-minded white women really struggled with a lot of the concepts and didn't do 

many of our readings, but also we had a lot of silence from our Black students….and so 

only one of our students within the classroom who are self-identified as a Black woman 
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was very engaged on the topic, but also was not, like, a facilitator or educator, but had a 

lot to say and sometimes took a lot of space in that process too. 

Creating space for students to make meaning of leadership learning, while they were silent about 

topics salient to the course, was a theme that came up throughout the instructor interviews. 

Managing the silence became an important part of the leadership learning process few instructors 

were prepared to handle in advance. Accountability, accessibility, engagement, and the 

development of strong writing skills were all additional challenges educators reported facing in 

their instructional roles. As such, questions of each of these, as well as the aforementioned 

issues, were included in the student investigation. 

Instructor Agency in Course Changes  

Despite facing these challenges, instructors demonstrated agency in making changes to 

their courses.  Among those who had taught for multiple semesters, course syllabi, reading 

assignments, course activities, and guest speakers were all areas instructors altered between 

semesters to improve the alignment between theory, pedagogy, and practice. With respect to 

syllabus construction, one leadership educator identified as an area for change: 

…the ways that we have very different identities that didn’t appear on that syllabus, 

right? There were women on that syllabus but no women of color. And even some of the 

readings themselves talked about leadership in a way that was very business oriented 

which is what the two main texts are. So we said not only from a social identity diversity 

but also the different kinds of leadership that can be… [areas for revision existed]. 

However, among those who wanted to make changes to their syllabi, many were reluctant to do 

so because they believed many superficial changes, or a few deep structural changes, would 

require approval from the focal institution’s curriculum committee. The prospect of such a 

review seemed to cause significant discomfort to those interviewed. Providing instructors with 

more information about how to change their syllabi appropriately, or how to work with the 

curriculum committee effectively, could have significant implications for how instructors modify 

their courses toward cultural responsiveness. 

 Course readings were also changed over time to enhance leadership learning. One 

instructor remarked: 

…some of the readings I [recently] brought in, like, micro-aggressions because I think 

that talking about micro-aggressions was such a light topic but also important for students 
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to know that there's different forms of micro-aggressions, and so I brought in some of 

those readings and making sure that White Privilege List and – some of the things that I 

brought in were White Fragility talks which were very, very controversial... 

…but necessary given the intended learning outcomes of that particular course. Incorporating 

altered format course discussions, like the aforementioned Pecha Kucha was also a recent change 

deemed necessary in specific classes. The inclusion of guest speakers and panels, where 

previously there had been none, represented changes instructors made over time to improve their 

courses. One of the identity-based supporting course instructors, in particular felt,  

…empowered to make changes to the courses…there was a lot of bringing people in and 

talking about different things and in some cases, that works and in some cases it doesn’t 

work. So maybe it would work better the first year but the second year, people weren’t 

available or different things. So there were certain points where you may have to educate 

yourself on certain topics better in order to facilitate that section effectively. I think it’s 

important to make adjustments off the basis of who you are teaching. 

These kinds of adjustments ranged among instructors from the minute to the grand, with most 

intended changes falling somewhere in the middle. However, since students only take each 

course once, it would be impossible on a cross-sectional student survey to capture their opinions 

on how courses change over time toward cultural responsiveness. As such, questions about 

instructor-led changes between semesters were not asked, but questions about such changes 

within a particular course were included. 

Related to this issue, instructors had clear ideas about what they would do in their courses 

if all restraints were removed. Incorporation of more identity work as a part of leadership was 

mentioned more than a few times, with one core course instructor intimating, “…in my most 

honest desires and wishes to re-create the syllabus, we would be talking about identity just as 

much as we would be talking about the concept of change itself”. Another instructor suggested, 

“…travel[ing] the world, find[ing] out what they wanna do, and making sure that it fits within 

the framework of leadership”. Among those instructors who did not have a master’s student as a 

TA, such support was also desired. Involving students as co-learners and co-graders was 

mentioned by some as a culturally responsive desire. Instructors of online-only classes indicated 

writing-intensive prerequisite courses would also improve their teaching conditions, with one 

claiming, “I would love for them to have a writing course before they come into a situation like 
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this, ‘cause I have to wonder what they’re doing in their other classes when they have to write 

something formal”. Since writing is such a core element in online-only courses, providing 

students with additional writing-based resources could be helpful. Finally, additional class time, 

smaller class sizes, and more modifiable teaching spaces were all wished for by instructors. 

Leadership Student Characteristics 

 Among members of the leadership student sample in this study (n=61), most were 

women (approximately 43%), and a majority identified as non-Hispanic White or European 

American (approximately 54%), and Christian (approximately 36%). The vast majority of 

students were sophomores; a fact perhaps best attributed to the high number of 2000-level 

courses among the Certificate’s offerings. Among courses represented, the highest 

concentrations of students came from supporting courses; specifically Peer Leadership 

(approximately 25%), Latinx Leadership (approximately 23%), and Leadership & Empowerment 

(approximately 18%). Taken together, the student sample was mainly White Christian women in 

their second year of study, enrolled in Certificate supporting courses. While not necessarily true 

of every member of the sample, the obtained results were considered with these representations 

in mind. 

Instrument Properties 

 As an original instrument, the survey used in this study was subjected to exploratory 

factor analysis to determine its validity as well as Cronbach alpha analysis to investigate its 

reliability. As important psychometric properties in quantitative inquires, establishing both of 

these metrics is vital to the interpretation of any obtained results (Smart, 2005). Principal 

component analysis (PCA) on the 60-item instrument yielded 58 retained factors. In other words, 

some evidence existed that each item could be regarded as a unique aspect of cultural 

responsiveness.  However, this solution was identified as a Heywood case (Dillion, Kumar, & 

Mulani, 1987); there may not have been enough variance in responses or a large enough sample 

to satisfy the assumptions of principal factor analysis procedures. A visual examination of the 

reported eigenvalues, however, supported the decision to regard the entire instrument as a single, 

unified scale. Table 4.1 includes truncated results of the 58-factor analysis; additional results are 

available upon request. The survey was also found to be highly reliable (α = .96).  
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Table 4.1 Eigenvalues and Percentages of Variance Associated with Each Survey Component 

Component Eigenvalue Percentage of 

explained variance 

Accumulated 

percentage of 

explained variance 

1 21.45 35.8 35.78 

2 3.878 6.47 42.25 

3 3.597 6.00 48.25 

4 2.738 4.57 52.82 

5 2.474 4.13 56.95 

 

Perceptions of Cultural Responsiveness 

 The second research question is concerned with the experiences of students in their 

undergraduate leadership studies courses. To determine how often students perceived the 

experiences and conditions intended by their instructors, a frequency analysis by survey item was 

conducted. The results of the frequency analysis are found in Table 4.2. Of the 60 items, students 

responded “Strongly Agree”, or its equivalent on reverse-coded items, on 50 questions, which 

was the most frequent response among all items. This findings supports the notion that students 

experience leadership learning as intended by their instructors.   

 

Table 4.2 Response Frequencies by Survey Item 

 Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

Leadership Instructors      

 Social Identities 0 0 3 19 39 

 Race and Class Interactions 0 0 2 19 40 

 History and Culture 0 0 7 25 29 

 Equal Opportunities 0 1 6 21 33 

 Activities / Projects 1 0 6 17 37 

 Stereotyping 1 2 6 11 41 

 Leader & Cultural Identity 0 2 5 16 38 
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Table 4.2 Response Frequencies by Survey Item  - continued 

  Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

 Own Experiences 2 7 6 13 33 

 Vulnerability 2 7 11 11 30 

 Accountability 0 1 5 24 31 

 Cultural Leading 1 1 7 16 36 

 Code-Switching 1 2 13 15 30 

 Deconstructs Power 1 4 9 20 27 

 Co-learner 2 2 8 25 24 

 Campus Events 1 5 8 12 35 

 Self-Reflection (Instructor) 1 3 5 19 33 

 Self-Reflection (Student) 0 0 1 13 47 

 Accessibility 1 1 4 26 29 

 Challenges Ideas 0 4 5 12 40 

 Successful Leader 1 0 2 9 49 

Leadership Teaching      

 Intersectionality (General) 1 6 6 17 31 

 Respectful 0 0 4 22 35 

 Diverse Authors 2 4 25 12 18 

 Authentic Assignment Completion 0 1 12 21 27 

 Cultural Assignments 1 2 11 26 21 

 No Fear of Discrimination 0 1 3 20 37 

 Cultural Self-Awareness 1 1 6 16 37 

 Intersectional Reflection 1 1 8 18 33 

 Respectful Disagreement 0 0 0 13 48 

 Cultural Conflict* 12 10 11 13 15 

 Change Agency 1 1 4 27 28 

 Power, Privilege, or Oppression 1 1 7 17 35 

 Activism or Advocacy 1 3 8 27 22 
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Table 4.2 Response Frequencies by Survey Item  - continued 

  Strongly 

Disagree 

Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly 

Agree 

 Identity Conflict* 17 17 14 9 4 

 Activity-to-Objective Linkages 0 0 4 21 36 

 Diverse Guest Speakers 2 1 14 22 22 

 Participate in Diverse Programming 2 6 9 20 24 

 More Identity-based Courses 2 5 11 9 34 

 Fair and Consistent Syllabus 2 1 1 16 41 

 Clear Grading and Rubrics 1 2 1 15 42 

Leadership Learning Environments      

 Symbols of My Culture 1 5 21 18 16 

 Cultural Heritage 0 2 9 27 23 

 Relevant Terms / Expressions 5 12 18 13 13 

 Educating Others 2 7 13 21 18 

 Climate of Appreciation 0 0 4 21 36 

 Cultural Learning 1 2 5 21 32 

 Perspective Taking 0 2 6 24 29 

 Authenticity is Invited 0 1 3 19 38 

 Creativity is Invited 0 3 0 27 31 

 Empowered to Advocate 0 1 1 24 35 

 Feedback is Taken Seriously 1 2 1 20 37 

 Feedback-drive Changes to Course 1 2 13 17 28 

 Climate of Exploration 1 1 6 9 44 

 Move Tables and Chairs 0 1 3 14 43 

 Give and Receive Peer Feedback 2 3 2 13 41 

 Increased Social Identity Awareness 2 0 7 18 34 

 Continue Out-of-class Learning 0 2 1 16 42 

 Apply Leadership Learning to Life 0 0 2 18 41 

 Reflection 0 0 4 26 31 

Note: Asterisks (*) indicate reverse-coded items 
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 Given the psychometric properties of the survey described above, a decision was made to 

treat the instrument as a single-scale measure of perceptions of cultural responsiveness. As such, 

the analysis of the quantitative data uses a summation of all survey items (Gliem & Gliem, 2003) 

as its outcome measure. This Perceptions of Cultural Responsiveness (PCR) scale had a range of 

149 to 292 (the theoretical maximum was 300; 5 points x 60 questions); the scale mean was 256 

with a standard deviation of 28 among all members of the final analytic sample. 

Investigations were conducted to explore differences in mean PCR by student 

demographic characteristics. An independent-sample t-tests failed to produce evidence of 

significant PCR differences by gender (t=0.56, p=0.58). Similarly, analyses of variance by race 

(F=1.90, p=0.14) and religion (F=0.67, p= 0.62) failed to detect significant differences in PCR at 

conventional levels.  An analysis of variance by year in school (F=4.60, p<0.01) indicated 

significant PCR differences by class standing, but a Tukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis showed only 

the single student in the “other” category as significantly differing from those of other class 

standings. Similarly, an analysis of variance of PCR by referral course yielded evidence of 

significant differences (F=3.15, p < 0.01), however, a Tukey’s HSD post-hoc analysis could not 

indicate which means by course significantly differed at traditional p-values.  

 Ordinary least squares linear regression analysis was used to create a linear model to 

determine the relative impact of student demographic and instructional characteristics on the 

PCR measure. The model used: 

PCR = β0 + β1man + β2latinx + β3black + β4other_race + β5catholic + β6atheist + 

β7other_religion + β8NA_religion + β9sophomore + β10junior + β11senior + β12other_class + 

β13change + β14groups + β15experience + β16complexity + β17empowerment + 

β18latinxleadership + β19peerleadership + β20emergingleadership + β21genderleadership + u 

leveraged as many factors as were measured. Women, non-Hispanic White or European 

American, Christian, freshman, and being enrolled in the Leadership and Theory course served 

as reference groups. The variable other_race (n=5) was constructed by aggregating East Asian or 

Asian American (n=1), Multiracial (n=1), Other (n=2) and South Asian or Indian American 

(n=1). Additionally, the atheist category included individuals who identified as Agnostic or 

Secular. The other_religion classification included those who selected Buddhist (n=2), Jewish 

(n=2), Muslim (n=1) or Other (n=3) when asked which religious affiliation best described them. 

Table 4.3 contains the results of the linear model analysis. 
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Table 4.3. Perceptions of Cultural Responsiveness (PCR) by Student Demographics   

 Unstandardized Coefficients Standard Error 

Gender   

 Man    -1.086   9.92 

Race   

 Latino/a/x or Hispanic American    -4.954   8.59 

 Black, Afro-Caribbean, or African American      39.42  27.48 

 Other     -8.054   16.06 

Religion   

 Catholic     -5.662   9.36 

 Atheist / Agnostic / Secular      4.358   9.85 

 Other    -10.06 15.92 

 Prefer not to Disclose      -88.57* 37.81 

Year in School   

 Sophomore   -0.975 19.23 

 Junior  -9.356 19.78 

 Senior  -4.808 23.03 

 Other     -73.13 ϯ 38.36 

Course   

 Leadership & Change  14.78 16.37 

 Leadership in Groups and Communities    44.88* 18.58 

 Leadership Experience  43.22 27.21 

 Leadership & Complexity -4.853 34.35 

 Leadership & Empowerment  5.324 13.33 

 Latinx Leadership      35.31** 12.94 

 Peer Leadership     35.34** 13.71 

 Emerging Leaders  27.80 30.80 

 Gender & Leadership     56.80 ϯ 30.80 

R2: 0.5648; Adjusted R2: 0.3304   

Note: ϯ p<0.10, *p<0.05, **p<0.01.   
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Overall, the model demonstrated statistically significant predictive ability (F = 2.41, 

p<0.001).  Additionally, approximately 33% of variance in the outcome was explained by the 

variability in the predictors after adjusting for the amount of independent variables included; an 

adequate estimate of model fit. At conventional p-values, some independent variables 

significantly predicted PCR scores. Students enrolled in Leadership in Groups and Communities, 

Latinx Leadership, and Peer Leadership demonstrated higher average PCR scores than their 

comparable peers in the Leadership Theory and Practice course by approximately 45 points, 35 

points and 35 points, respectively.  Finally, at a slightly more liberal p-value (p<0.10), 

enrollment in Gender and Leadership with associated with a nearly 57-point average gain in PCR 

as compared to those in Leadership Theory and Practice, all else being equal. A Breusch-Pagan / 

Cook-Weisenberg test for heteroscedasticity (χ2 = 0.09; p=0.7685) failed to produce evidence 

necessary to refute homoscedasticity in the data set, satisfying at least one of the Gauss-Markov 

assumptions (Wooldridge, 2013). 

Limitations 

 The present study faced a number of limitations in data collection and analysis. As a 

cross-sectional investigation the data collected fail to offer evidence of changing attitudes and 

experiences among instructors and their students across semesters or years. This lack of 

longitudinal information may oversimplify how instructors have taught, and students have 

learned, leadership from a historical perspective with respect to cultural responsiveness. 

Additionally, the site of the investigation was selected because of its history, unique positioning 

within the landscape of higher education, and the presence of an academically credentialed 

leadership studies program. The results obtained, and their subsequent analysis, may not be 

generalizable to other contexts of leadership learning where similar factors do not exist. With 

respect to data collection, the intended academic schedule was altered due to a significant 

weather event which closed campus for an extended period of time.  Subsequently, data 

collection occurred one week later than originally intended to provide students with enough in-

class time to be able to adequately respond to survey items. Nonetheless, the loss of an academic 

week forced instructors to amend their plans, which may have impacted their capacity for 

cultural responsiveness.  
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 Given the description of cultural responsiveness in the literature previously cited, and the 

themes derived from the instructor interviews, multiple factors arising from survey data was 

anticipated. While marginal evidence existed for multiple scales among survey items, the 

preponderance of the data support at least one superordinate cultural responsiveness scale.  The 

survey’s inability to detect multiple latent factors may be shortcoming of the instrument itself, 

the size or homogeneity of the student sample, or both occurring in concert. The linear modeling 

technique used in analysis did not follow a step-wise protocol, which may have helped reduce 

complexity in the predictive function. Furthermore, the demographic variables in the model did 

not include interaction terms which may have been helpful in uncovering significant differences 

in perceptions of cultural responsiveness among students. Although the linear modeling strategy 

employed did yield evidence of some significant predictors, hierarchical linear modeling (Luke, 

2004) techniques may also have been helpful; since students aggregated into courses, the data 

structure suggests a multilevel analysis would also be appropriate. 

 Regarding the student sample, a disproportionate number were in their second year of 

study. This may have been due to the high volume of 2000-level (sophomore designated) courses 

within the Certificate and represented among the sample. Sophomores may still be in exploration 

stages of their own identity development, potentially impacting their ability to detect cultural 

responsiveness in their leadership coursework. No students from the Leadership in Film course 

were in the final analytic sample, therefore; generalization of the findings to those student may 

be inappropriate. A large number of students were enrolled in online-only courses (Leadership 

Theory and Practice, Leadership in Film, Leadership Experience), however; comparatively few 

were represented in the final analytic student sample, calling into question the applicability of the 

results to students enrolled in those courses.  

 Students pursuing the Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies are required to 

take five prescribed courses and one supporting, or elective, course.  However, far more students 

enrolled in supporting courses, rather than core courses, were present in the sample. Greater 

representation of those enrolled in core courses would more accurately inform the analysis to 

reflect cultural responsiveness in the Certificate. Two potentially important control variables 

were not collected as part of the student-centered investigation: major field of study and history 

of leadership courses. Understanding students’ academic degree programs may have shed light 
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on some of the findings, and considering which, and how many, leadership courses students had 

taken previous to the investigation may have predicted perceptions of cultural responsiveness. 

Summary of Results and Findings 

The present study added vital information to understanding the focal leadership studies 

program with respect to cultural responsiveness. The inquiry into instructors’ identities, 

preparation, and philosophies contributed shed new light on who teaches leadership within the 

focal program. Demographically, instructors were mainly White, predominantly women, and 

held master’s degrees from higher education (or related) programs, as well as were employed as 

student affairs administrators. This information represents important contextual factors to 

consider when interpreting the other results obtained from this inquiry 

Insights about pedagogy, course materials and resources, and instructors’ plans for the 

future inform how the Certificate can and should move forward in strategic planning and 

personnel development. As foreshadowed in the culturally responsive pedagogy literature, 

leadership classroom management involved careful considerations of classroom climate, syllabi, 

texts and readings, resources, activities, and discussions, as well as guest speakers, assignments, 

projects, grading rubrics and policies, as well as the construction of learning outcomes. As such, 

questions about each of these elements were included in the student survey. 

Ultimately, the perceptions of students regarding their cultural development experiences 

in leadership was a previously unknown phenomena that the current study describes and attempts 

to predict using student characteristics. Frequency analyses indicated students largely agree that 

their instructors are culturally responsive in the ways they described in interviews. However, 

important in differences in perceptions were observed by course; in particular among some of the 

identity-based supporting courses, as well as in Leadership in Groups and Communities. In the 

next chapter, I briefly review the contributions to the understanding of cultural responsiveness in 

leadership education the present study makes as a precursor to recommendations on how best to 

leverage this information toward quality enhancement.  
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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, AND IMPLICATIONS 
The present study uncovered substantial evidence of cultural responsiveness within the 

leadership studies program under investigation. Instructors’ social identities, personal histories, 

professional preparation, and academic training impacted their cultural responsiveness abilities. 

Similarly, nuanced leadership education philosophies, unique motivations, and varied paths to 

leadership education impacted how instructors approached students’ cultural and academic 

development. Course syllabi, textbooks, assignments, and speakers were just some of the ways 

instructors infused cultural responsiveness into their distinctive styles of leadership education.  

Moreover, a broad spectrum of pedagogical choices characterized instructors’ capacity 

for cultural responsiveness. Augmented by the theory-to-practice-to-theory framework of the 

Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies, instructors were empowered to teach and 

change courses toward cultural responsiveness. The survey resulting from instructors’ reports 

demonstrated reliability and validity for use in the present study and captured students’ 

perceptions of cultural responsiveness. Results of quantitative analyses indicated students 

perceived their instructors as culturally responsive across numerous facets of education. 

Perceptions varied by student identities and among the courses in which they were enrolled. 

Leadership Educators’ Social Identities, Histories, and Approaches to Teaching 

Important similarities and differences existed among the sample of leadership educators 

who participated when compared to the larger body of faculty at the focal institution. Along 

dimensions of race, it was not surprising to find the highest preponderance of leadership 

educators in the sample were White; approximately 75% (n=1636) of all regular FSU faculty 

members identified as White (Office of Institutional Research, n. d. a.), whereas approximately 

53% (n=9) of the instructors in the sample used in the present study shared that racial identity. 

 Less in keeping with the larger institutional faculty characteristics was the gender 

distribution within the sample. While only 44% (n=953) of faculty across the institution 

identified as women (Office of Institutional Research, n. d. a.), the vast majority of the sample 

members in the present study (71%; n=12) reported the same gender identity.  

All of the leadership educators interviewed held advanced degrees which qualified them 

for instructional roles among undergraduates. However, most came from academic backgrounds 
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in higher education generally, or student affairs specifically. Educators in the sample held 

socially constructed identities around being leadership studies instructors that included roles such 

as advocate, mentor, ambassador, learner, and expert. These roles echo those espoused by the 

constructs of culturally relevant pedagogy. Instructors attempted to leverage climate, syllabi, 

texts, readings, and resources, activities, discussions, assignments, projects, policies, and 

outcomes toward cultural responsiveness. 

Race and Racial Identity 

Along dimensions of race, it was not surprising to find the highest preponderance of 

leadership educators in the sample were White; approximately 75% (n=1636) of all regular FSU 

faculty members identified as White (Office of Institutional Research, n. d. a.), whereas 

approximately 53% (n=9) of sampled instructors retained that racial identity. Given FSU’s 

institutional history as reviewed earlier, the overwhelming representation of individuals who 

identified as White was expected. Understanding this overrepresentation of Whiteness among 

institutional faculty in general, and within leadership studies in particular, has important 

implications for culturally responsive leadership pedagogy. 

Students derive benefit when instructors mirror their identities, and race-based identities 

are no exception. While White-identified students in the focal program would have little 

difficulty finding instructors who reflect their racial identities, students of color would have a 

more difficult experience locating individuals of similar race. When faced with a relative dearth 

of racially similar instructors, students are forced to make culturally responsive meaning of their 

leadership learning alone. Among those who practice leadership, and provide leadership 

education experiences, there is a deep recognition that no one can be successful in isolation. 

Presenting students with a wider bandwidth of instructors by racial identity gives students from 

diverse backgrounds opportunities to learn leadership in culturally responsive ways and 

challenges students from majority racial backgrounds to take perspectives different from their 

own in order to more comprehensively address social- and leadership- problems. Greater 

representation of racial identities among leadership instructors has the potential to enhance the 

learning of all students, with particular benefits for students from diverse racial backgrounds. 

Furthermore, Mahoney (2016) argued higher education has become, “…’sanitized’ in 

ways in which the prevailing social and structural ideology reflect or even perpetuate the 

prevailing social and structural stratification and hegemony of the larger society…” (p. 47). 
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Since an important goal of leadership education is to bring requisite knowledge, skills, and 

experiences to students in an equitable fashion, leadership educators are uniquely placed within 

the academy to deconstruct the “walls of Whiteness” (Mahoney, 2016, p. 47) which enshrine 

race-based privileges. However, when educators of color are not well-represented among the 

faculty, a key facet of this deconstruction process is missing. Leadership studies programs, 

including the one under study, would be well-served by recruiting and supporting more educators 

and scholars of color to fulfill the mission and vision of the field. 

Gender and Gender Identity 

Less in keeping with the larger institutional faculty characteristics was the gender 

distribution within the sample. While only 44% (n=953) of faculty across the institution 

identified as women (Office of Institutional Research, n. d. a.), a vast majority of the sample 

members in the present study (71%) reported a similar gender identity. Once again, given FSU’s 

history as a women’s college, this finding is not completely unexpected, but the contrast between 

the leadership studies faculty and the faculty at large remains striking. It is possible that 

leadership studies, either as a field or within the local context examined, acts in a protective 

fashion for women scholars. Considering the underrepresentation of women faculty at the focal 

institution, and in the professoriate more generally, future research should focus on the pathways 

which guide women scholars to programs of leadership education with particular focus on the 

challenges and benefits associated with being a female faculty member. 

A great deal of scholarly and empirical writing has been produced to validate and reify 

women’s ways of knowing in higher education and student affairs. Information related to the 

overlap between leadership theories, pedagogies, and practices with these ways of knowing is 

less readily available. However, important questions related to the feminization of leadership 

studies arise from the context of the present study. Given the representation of women faculty 

among the Certificate for Leadership Studies’ teaching staff, conditions seem ideal for further 

inquiry into gendered ways of leading and teaching leadership. Such investigations could yield 

important discoveries related to the improved creation of women leaders; in college and beyond. 

Furthermore, given the relative dearth of male faculty and students in the study more research is 

needed to understand the impact of the comparative absence of men in the leadership classroom. 
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Academic Background and Training 

  All of the leadership educators interviewed held advanced degrees which qualified them 

for instructional roles among undergraduates. However, most came from academic backgrounds 

in higher education generally, or student affairs specifically. The program managers described 

the Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies as being interdisciplinary in focus, however; 

when a disproportionate volume of educators originate from a fairly narrowly prescribed band of 

academic backgrounds, it calls into question if and how well interdisciplinary perspectives are 

being represented. While the instructors responsible for the undergraduate coursework examined 

may draw upon a wide range of perspectives, disciplines, and perspectives in their teaching, the 

impact of their own discipline-specific biases and predilections are areas where individual 

instructors, as well as the Certificate as a whole, can improve. 

Furthermore, preparation and training experiences reported among leadership educators 

in the sample were uneven for most and completely absent for others. Giving educators the 

responsibility to teach without adequately preparing them for classroom experiences rarely 

results in intended outcomes being met successfully. The heterogeneity of academic backgrounds 

and prior training experiences are areas the Leadership Learning Research Center can confront 

directly to improve the cultural responsiveness of their instructors.  

Recruitment of individuals from a wider range of academic disciplines and educational 

experiences would increase subject area diversity, more plainly supporting the multi- and inter- 

disciplinary spirit of the focal leadership studies program. Additionally, regular training 

workshops, done on an annual- or semester- basis, can provide new instructors with the tools and 

resources necessary to more fully realize their teaching potential, as well as showcase the assets 

and attributes returning members of the faculty can share with others. Furthermore, more routine 

professional development opportunities offered by the Division of Student Affairs to all 

administrators who work in leadership training, education, or development, would raise the 

prominence of leadership- and leadership-related- issues at the focal institution. Finally, 

supporting the independently identified professional development of leadership educators 

(national and international conferences, workshops, symposia, etc.) could be jointly supported by 

Florida State University’s academic and student affairs divisions, thereby reinforcing the values 

of the institution and the leadership studies program along dimensions of cultural responsiveness. 
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Leadership Educator Identities and Leadership Education Philosophies  

 Instructors in the sample held socially constructed identities around being leadership 

educators which incorporated roles such as advocate, mentor, ambassador, learner, and expert. 

These roles echo those espoused by the literature on culturally relevant pedagogy. Just as 

culturally responsive educators are encouraged to do identity work associated with race, gender, 

and class, instructors should be supported as they make sense of their leadership educator 

identities and work through their own personal and professional goals in the classroom. Taking 

opportunities to critically reflect, write, and share with others what it means to be a leadership 

educator can help all who engage in this work. Ultimately, reconciling the roles associated with 

being a leadership educator, alongside more traditional conceptualizations of identities, allow 

educators to be authentically whole persons and subsequently role model the vulnerability and 

discomfort that may arise from identity work when it is taken seriously. 

 Some educators noted how simultaneously acting as expert in the classroom while 

attempting to be a co-learner and share power with their students was internally conflictual. The 

dissonance associated with holding both roles simultaneously seems reasonable, and while no 

universal solution may exist, giving instructors open forums by which they can work through the 

tension between these (and potentially other) roles attendant to being leadership educators is 

recommended. Furthermore, additional research into the nature of role conflict, and its successful 

navigation, among leadership educators seems warranted. 

 Similarly, instructors extolled a variety of philosophies of leadership education. No 

singular prevailing philosophy stood out, leading to conclusions that among leadership educators 

in the focal program, philosophical eclecticism reigned. These wide-ranging approaches to 

leadership education represent both assets and hazards. The major asset associated with having 

instructors who represent diverse philosophies means students who choose to take courses with 

multiple instructors may learn to see leadership from a variety of philosophical lenses, 

potentially broadening their leadership bandwidths. The main hazard of such philosophical 

heterogeneity is faced by students who may only take one course in the focal leadership studies 

program, thereby receiving a comparatively narrow range of leadership philosophies, which 

under-prepares them for a complex reality where those particular philosophies may not serve 

them comprehensively.  
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Furthermore, when educational processes are as diverse as the philosophies of the 

instructors designing and implementing them, measuring the intended outcomes of a given 

course, or the program overall, becomes confounded. It is not clear if the program managers 

intend to homogenize the philosophies of their instructors; the theory-to-practice-to-theory 

framework seems robust enough to accommodate variety in educational philosophies. 

Nonetheless, clearer and more well-articulated philosophy statements by instructors which are 

continually revisited and refined would help educators reflect on their own philosophies as well 

as help program managers understand the broader philosophical mosaic of the Certificate. 

Educators’ Course Tools, Assignments, Pedagogies, and Cultural Responsiveness 

Instructors attempted to leverage climate, syllabi, texts, readings, and resources, 

activities, discussions, assignments, projects, policies, and outcomes toward cultural 

responsiveness. However, most instructors (mainly those of supporting courses) reported doing 

this work in isolation. As many of the supporting courses focus on specific topic (e.g., 

Leadership in Film) or around a particular social identity (e.g., Black Male Leadership), it is not 

surprising these instructors felt as though their colleagues might not be able to assist in a 

meaningful fashion.  

However, as a result of conducting interviews across instructors, it became clear the 

educators faced common issues of relevance, responsiveness, and effectiveness when attempting 

to modify course elements to concurrently fit their learning outcomes and the cultural 

development of their students. Creating more, and more formal, opportunities for instructors to 

connect about class dynamics, instructional strategies, and class elements is supported by the 

findings of the present study. Enhancing the connections between instructors around the 

dynamics of teaching and learning leadership can only serve to reinforce the supportive 

latticework among them and improve the quality of instruction provided to diverse students. 

Cultural Responsiveness in Course Syllabi, Texts, and Readings 

Syllabi were used by instructors to set expectations, establish norms, and invite 

collaboration among their students. However, the extent to which instructors could modify 

essential elements of the courses was unclear to them, and subsequently, remains a murky issue 

for the researcher. Many instructors described wanting to change major portions of their syllabi, 

but were uncertain if they had the agency to do so. Among those who were motivated to make 
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such changes, all expressed concerns about having to resubmit their courses to the institutional 

curriculum committee. This committee emerged as the most impactful hindrance to culturally 

responsive course changes. Greater transparency between program managers and faculty is 

essential to the continued growth, development, and modification of existing courses toward 

cultural responsiveness. Furthermore, clearer guidelines for faculty regarding which changes do 

and do not warrant review by the curriculum committee could empower many to improve their 

courses as they deem appropriate. 

Course texts and reading assignments were intended to represent diverse authors and 

issues of diversity and inclusion infused course content with cultural responsiveness. This was 

often quite difficult for instructors as much of the leadership cannon over-represents White and 

male authors. While instructors leveraged the limited scholarship from leadership authors of 

color they could identify, even these resources were described as less than ideal. To produce 

more writings from leadership scholars of color, the instructors themselves should be encouraged 

and supported to create literature for use in their classes, leveraging the voices of their students 

where appropriate. As the Leadership Learning Research Center, and the Undergraduate 

Certificate for Leadership Studies, engage in short- and long- term strategic planning, strategies 

should include the development of an infrastructure for emerging and established scholars who 

teach to also publish the work essential to supporting and maintaining cultural responsiveness in 

leadership education. 

Cultural Responsiveness in Individual and Group Activities and Assignments 

Course activities and assignments were modified by instructors to honor the identities and 

cultural ways of knowing among their students. However, instructors often fashioned such 

assignments in a reactive, rather than proactive manner, having implemented a more traditional 

version of most assignments before realizing the shortcomings of such approaches. Among 

instructors who ‘inherited’ courses by virtue of changing employment patterns, few preparatory 

materials were passed along from one instructor to the next. Similarly, instructors in various 

courses who sought new ways to implement assignments often reported engaging the rethinking 

and redesigning processes in isolation.  

Regular meetings of leadership faculty could help ameliorate these issues. More regular 

contact between instructors could present opportunities to brainstorm, workshop, reality-test, and 

assess novel teaching strategies, assignments, and course activities. Even though the individual 
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instructors exhibited a great deal of creativity as they worked alone, the production of better 

learning experiences are almost certain when these individuals have had chances to hone their 

course activities before using them to engage students. Peer review and reflection could also 

allow instructors to scaffold activities between courses; especially among sequenced courses. 

Additionally, group projects were identified as opportunities for cultural responsiveness. 

Instructors reported contending with issues of identity, diversity, and inclusion through group 

projects when those issues were core to the content of the project as well as when they emerged 

in response by virtue of students collaborating across difference. However, group projects were 

exclusively conducted within the confines of single courses; none of the instructors created 

group projects which required students to interact with leadership learners across courses.  

A novel initiative might involve students working in groups between courses; for 

example, students in the Latinx Leadership and Gender and Leadership courses could be brought 

together to complete an Intersectionality Project, where the impact of Latinx identity, various 

gender-based identities, and leadership could be examined in conjunction to give students a 

clearer sense of how their social identities are experienced alongside their leader identity 

development. Similarly, students in the Leadership Theory and Practice course could work 

collaboratively with Leadership in the Digital Age course (both are offered online-only), to better 

determine how foundational theories to leadership might manifest differently on social media 

and through other Web 2.0 technologies. These added opportunities for students to engage one 

another across courses could also contribute to their cultural development and intersectional 

understanding. 

Cultural Responsiveness in Pedagogy and Practical Applications of Leadership Learning 

Leadership instructors recounted the use of various pedagogies toward cultural 

responsiveness. Many of these accounts aligned with investigations of signature pedagogies in 

leadership education (see: Jenkins, 2012). The use of many hallmark leadership pedagogies in 

the focal program speaks to its comprehensiveness and flexibility in catering to the diverse and 

varied learning styles of students. However, reliance on what has been done historically, or on 

currently overused pedagogies, represents a risk to innovation in pedagogy; cultural 

responsiveness requires near constant reevaluation and reformulation so as to prevent flattening 

or over-generalizing the leadership student experience or the effectiveness of the strategies 

currently employed. Instructors should be continually encouraged to elicit feedback from 
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students, other instructors, and program managers (many of which are or have been leadership 

educators) in order to overcome complacency in pedagogy. 

Instructors placed great importance on students’ practical application of leadership 

learning, with the intent of developing of social critics with the capacity for positive and 

sustainable social change. However, managing opportunities for practical applications can be 

challenging, especially when mismatches occur between the campus academic calendar and the 

needs cycle of local community agencies. These difficulties are exacerbated in online-only 

courses, where students may be separated from their instructors, and in some cases each other, by 

geographical distances or different time zones. In order to align the academic calendar with 

agency needs, instructors should be supported in selecting sites and projects where the alignment 

is greatest.  

For example, a division of Youth Program exists within the Center for Leadership and 

Social Change, but it is unclear how many, if any, instructors connect with the resources 

represented by this functional area. Greater collaboration between Certificate instructors and 

Youth Program administrators could mutually benefit the work of each. With respect to fully 

online courses, particularly Leadership Theory and Practice, Leadership in the Digital Age, and 

Leadership Experience, the operationalization of ‘practical applicability’ may need to be 

expanded to include digital activism and advocacy, as well as to encompass the examination of 

digital social movements. Such reimagining would not only support the creation of social critics, 

but create new avenues for students to work toward positive and sustainable change across 

obstacles of distance and time. 

Encoded and Depicted Culturally Responsive Leadership Education 

Code switching also factored into instructors’ teaching practice. Instructors described 

taking theories, models, and examples from the leadership cannon and retrofitting them into the 

vernacular of their students to make them more accessible and applicable. The danger in 

applying such a strategy comes in the form of accidental cultural appropriation (Rogers, 2006). 

Instructors must exhibit great care when deciding on culturally-based terms, expressions, and 

modes of syntax or diction when translating ideas across cultures. This danger exists when 

educators and learners share common cultural identities and when they do not. Generalizing 

particular speech or writing patterns among students of specific cultural backgrounds can elevate 

those students’ stereotype threat (Steele & Aronson, 1995) regardless of intent or cultural 
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similarity to instructors. However, the allure of feeling culturally close to students may cause 

instructors to be unintentionally offensive, undermining the very credibility they seek. Creating 

open lines of communication with students and fostering classroom climates where all occupants 

are given freedom to express their authentic communication patterns, understanding 

development as a process and that we each represent different stages in those processes.  

Furthermore, instructors leveraged new and varied forms of popular and social media as 

culturally relevant pedagogical tools. As supplementary mechanisms used to make leadership 

learning relevant and applicable to students, television programs, streaming media, and social 

networking tools were each used to teach leadership in different ways. However, people of 

marginalized social identities are underrepresented in popular and social media, just as they are 

in other facets of society. While instructors may use media in all its forms to highlight depictions 

of traditionally underserved people as leaders, they must simultaneously take care to not 

reinforce the socialization processes which have led to marginalization and oppression. Careful 

cultivation of examples derived from media depictions of diverse leaders and leadership is 

advocated, along with considerable attention to how debriefing and sense-making conversations 

occur around such examples. 

Cultural Responsiveness as Embodied Pedagogy in Speakers and Instructors 

Guest speakers, who represented leadership across identities, fields, and ways of leading, 

featured prominently in courses. Often, these speakers were professionals or administrators the 

instructors knew personally. Since the representation of individuals a student might see in their 

leadership courses was limited by the social capital of their instructor, the most effective way to 

improve the representation of guest speakers is to enhance the social capital of leadership 

instructors in the focal program. Creating and supporting instructors’ attendance at, and 

participation in, training sessions, conferences, and annual meetings of leadership professionals, 

educators, and administrators may significantly improve the social networks of instructors. 

Similarly, creating formal networking opportunities between junior educators and the more 

experienced leadership scholars and educators who attend the International Leadership 

Association, Association of Leadership Educators, or Leadership Educators International regular 

meetings could create avenues of cooperation and collaboration. As leadership educators work 

alongside scholars external to their institution of employment, these ‘outside agents’ could be 
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brought into courses, physically or virtually, to enhance the cultural responsiveness of leadership 

education among students of diverse backgrounds. 

Finally, instructors brought their social identities, personal histories, and professional 

philosophies to bear on their teaching, thereby embodying and role modeling their own values 

and diverse ways of leading. Cultural responsiveness as an embodied characteristic of leadership 

education is an extremely important but woefully understudied topic. Additional research is 

needed to better understand how the ways in which instructors ‘show up in the classroom’ 

impact student leadership learning. One manner of attempting to uncover these dynamics might 

include instructors and students engaging in a semester-long reflective journaling project. 

Members of each population could consider how instructors’ embodied pedagogies influence the 

delivery of leadership content, the shape of critical classroom conversations, and the attainment 

of leadership learning outcomes. The findings of such a study may be helpful to individual 

leadership educators as well as to program managers who seek to make leadership learning 

accessible to all interested students. 

Taken together, individual instructors recounted a vast array of culturally responsive 

tools, experiences, and knowledge sets, answering the present study’s first research question. 

However, additional questions remain associated with if and how these factors are perceived by 

their students.  Each of the aforementioned aspects were included on the student survey.  The 

results of the student survey are discussed in the next section. 

Leadership Students and Perceptions of Cultural Responsiveness 

Participants in the leadership student sample represented a range of racial and gender 

identities, with approximately 38% identifying as Non-Hispanic White or European American 

women (n=23). While only 12% (n=2) of instructors identified as Latinx, 31% (n=19) of students 

in the sample reported the same racial identity. Students represented a fairly narrow band of 

religious or philosophical identities, with over 70% identifying with either the Christian or 

Catholic traditions. All four college years were represented in the sample, with most students 

identifying as sophomores, perhaps due to the high volume of 2000-level (Sophomore-designed) 

courses. Additionally, students in the sample came from all five Certificate core courses and four 

of the five supporting courses offered at the time of study. Leadership and Film was the only 

leadership certificate course not represented in the final student analytic sample. The results 
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obtained from the study are interpreted with these factors in mind and any attempts to generalize 

its findings or replicate its methods should consider this context as well.  

Students’ Social Identities 

Among student participants, 31% identified as Latinx, while only 12% of the instructor 

sample identified similarly. Within the larger institution, approximately 18% of undergraduates 

also identified as Hispanic (Office of Institutional Research, n. d. b.), the closest equivalent 

among institutional measures. Given this relative overrepresentation among leadership students, 

and underrepresentation among its faculty, careful consideration should be given to Latinx 

leadership learning experiences. The responsibility of honoring and validating the culturally 

responsive ways members of the Latinx community learn leadership should not fall solely onto 

instructors of similar identities, however; Latinx leadership educators should nonetheless be 

prepared and supported to bear such a responsibility as Latinx students might naturally seek their 

guidance and advice. As an important and growing demographic of students, all instructors 

should likewise be informed regarding how best to nurture and educate Latinx student leaders. 

Over 70% of students in the sample identified with either the Christian or Catholic faiths. 

Information regarding the religious, spiritual, or philosophical identities of the larger student 

population at the focal institution was not available at the time of study. However, of particular 

note were the approximately 16% of students who identified as either Atheist, Agnostic, or 

otherwise Secular. As a values-based program, leadership studies can unintentionally 

marginalize students who do not identify with a body of organized religion insofar as those 

traditions reify overlapping beliefs. As instructors work with students who may retain a belief in 

no God, or other areligious philosophical structures, critically examining religious and spiritual 

biases in theories, models, and approaches is necessary to reduce the marginalization these 

students may face in their leadership learning environments. 

All four college years were represented in the undergraduate sample, with most student 

participants identifying as sophomores. Sophomore students may not have had enough collegiate 

experiences to accurately diagnose cultural responsiveness in their college courses, therefore; 

results based on year in school are carefully interpreted. Furthermore, some sophomore students 

may have taken leadership studies courses as early as their freshman year, while others may not 

have. No variables were included to control for the impact of having previously taken one or 

more leadership studies courses, either at the focal institution or elsewhere. Future examinations 
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of the impact of year in school on cultural responsiveness should more appropriately account for 

previous coursework taken by students. 

Additionally, the students studied came from all five core Certificate courses and five of 

the six supporting courses offered at the time of study. As such, deeper examinations into the 

supporting courses not offered at the time of study, or offered at the time of study but not 

represented in the final analytic sample (i.e., Leadership and Film), are warranted. Further 

research into additional supporting courses should include interviewing those instructors, 

incorporating their accounts into a revised student survey, and administering the revised survey 

to their students with accompanying analysis as described in earlier chapters. 

Students’ Differential Perceptions of Cultural Responsiveness  

The survey constructed from interview responses was subjected to validity and reliability 

tests to determine the appropriateness of obtained results in the present study. Although it was 

intended to produce subscales along various theoretical and practical dimensions, exploratory 

principal components factor analysis produced evidence of a single 48-item scale which 

measured students’ overall perceptions of cultural responsiveness. These results may have arisen 

due to the relative small size of the student sample, lack of variability among responses, or both. 

For purposes of the present study, results from the 12 questions which did not aggregate onto the 

48-item scale were not excluded from consideration. Further analysis should be conducted with 

larger student samples, using all 60 items, to determine the validity of additional subscales which 

may more accurately measure the various aspects of cultural responsiveness in leadership 

education along theoretical, practical, and pedagogical dimensions. 

Furthermore, results of a reliability analysis using all 60 survey items (α = .96) 

represented appropriate response pattern consistency among members of final analytic student 

sample. This consistency added credence to the assertion the survey measured a single latent 

construct, rather than an array of different but related underlying variables. However, the results 

of the reliability analysis could have also been a by-product of a relatively homogeneous student 

sample. In other words, similar response patterns among like-minded individuals would have 

been expected even if the survey items themselves did not measure related factors. Similar 

investigations should consider using different sampling techniques, such as stratified sampling, 

to further investigate the reliability of the instrument developed in the present study. 
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Results on the Perceptions of Cultural Responsiveness (PCR) survey ranged from 149 to 

292; with a mean of 256, and a standard deviation of 28 among all students in the final analytic 

sample (n=61). Missingness among variables was managed through casewise deletion (Cox, 

McIntosh, Reason, & Terenzini, 2014). Adjusting the mean of the sample to the scale of the 

items yielded a score of approximately 4.27, which corresponds to “Agree”; in the aggregate, 

students generally agree that their instructors are being culturally responsive.  However, some 

important differences in this agreement were uncovered by additional inferential analyses. 

Statistical tests of mean differences by gender, race, and religious identification did not 

produce significant results at conventional p-values. This result was somewhat surprising given 

the cannon of oft-cited research into differential gains in higher education by social identities. 

However, the lack of significant differences by these identities means students may be receiving 

the benefits of their instructors’ attempts at cultural responsiveness in equal measure; the rising 

tide of responsiveness is uplifting students of these identities equitably.  

Significant differences by class standing, were uncovered but difficult to interpret. An 

important class standing factor not examined directly in the current study involved differences in 

perceptions of cultural responsiveness by transfer status. As the focal institution neighbors both a 

community college and a historically Black university, it represents ideal conditions to examine 

the role of transfer student status on educational outcomes broadly as well as leadership 

education in particular. Additional inquiry into the role of class standing in perceptions of 

cultural responsiveness in leadership education should carefully consider transfer student status.  

 Ordinary least squares regression analysis was conducted to test the predictive ability of 

the aforementioned independent variables on PCR. Each variable was included only in its pure 

form; interaction terms were not included despite the understanding that student identities do not 

occur independently of one another. Failing to capture the impact of identity intersectionality is a 

shortcoming of the present study, and additional research into the phenomena of cultural 

responsiveness in leadership education, especially those attempting to leverage the same survey 

instrument, should include interactions of student demographic characteristics to account for 

their relative impact and to improve the predictive ability of the linear model. 

The model tested in the present study demonstrated predictive ability, with approximately 

33% of variance in perceptions of cultural responsive being attributable to the variability of the 

predictors after adjusting for the model’s complexity. The unadjusted measure of model fit (R2 = 
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0.5648) was much higher than the adjusted estimate, raising suspicions that the tested model is 

unnecessarily complex. Since the goal of any multivariate analysis is to develop the most 

parsimonious model possible (Wooldridge, 2013), future examinations, particularly those 

intending to include additional characteristics not included in the present study, should employ a 

step-wise protocol and eliminate any extraneous or confounding variables. 

Enrollment in Leadership in Groups and Communities, Latinx Leadership, and Peer 

Leadership were associated with perceptions of cultural responsiveness score gains of 

approximately 45, 35, and 35 points, respectively. Three possible interpretations of these 

findings are likely.  First, these instructors may be doing a better job culturally responding to 

their students than instructors in other courses. Second, students who enroll in these courses may 

be doing so because of preconceived notions of these instructors due to information in their 

environment (teaching evaluations, prior relationships, advice from peers, etc.) Finally, these 

results could be explained as congruence between instructors approached to cultural 

responsiveness and their students’ perceptions and expectations of such. Each of these 

interpretations are largely positive for educators, students, and cultural responsiveness within 

these courses. More extensive qualitative inquiry into the content and process of these courses 

from both instructor and student perspectives is warranted by these quantitative results. 

With respect to the research questions driving the present study, important answers were 

uncovered. Instructors’ social identities, personal histories, conceptualization and 

operationalization of the role of educator, as well as philosophies of leadership education, 

differential motivations, and varied paths to leadership education were all identified as essential 

to cultural responsiveness in their teaching, which was expressed through syllabi, readings, 

assignments, and guest speakers.  

Additionally, the prevailing framework of the Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership 

Studies created conditions for instructors to realize cultural responsiveness. On average, student 

perceptions of cultural responsiveness aligned with those of their instructors according to scores 

obtained by an original survey instrument with appropriate reliability and validity for the present 

study. However, this alignment varied with respect to the nondisclosure of students’ religious 

identities, year in school, and by course enrollment. Future research should focus on intersections 

of social identities, the unique experiences of transfer students, and with respect to supporting 

courses inaccessible during the investigation period. Practice implications include instructors’ 
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careful consideration of cultural responsiveness among students from marginalized religious 

backgrounds, transfer and nontraditional students, with particular focus on the culturally 

responsive leadership learning environments created in the Group and Communities, Latinx, and 

Peer Leadership courses. 

Final Remarks 

Cultural responsiveness played a significant role within the focal program of leadership 

studies. Among instructors, social identities, personal histories, and the role of educator itself 

informed how they exhibited cultural responsiveness in their courses. Similarly, their diverse 

philosophies of leadership education, differential motivations, and myriad paths to leadership 

education also impacted how they were able to attend to the cultural development of their 

students. Course tools such as syllabi, readings, assignments, and speakers all represented ways 

for instructors to demonstrate culturally responsiveness.  

Furthermore, the inclusion of a wide range of pedagogical strategies characterized 

instructors’ efforts toward being culturally responsive. Finally, the theory-to-practice-to-theory 

framework of the Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies created conditions for 

instructors to exercise their capacity for cultural responsiveness. The survey constructed from 

instructors’ reports demonstrated appropriate reliability and validity, yielding evidence of 

students’ perceptions of cultural responsiveness. In the aggregate, measures of central tendency 

indicated students agreed that their instructors are being culturally responsive across the 

dimensions examined. However, the results of inferential tests demonstrated how this agreement 

varied by student identities and by the courses in which they were enrolled. 
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APPENDIX A 

RECRUITMENT MESSAGE FOR LEADERSHIP STUDIES 
INSTRUCTORS 

Dear <Instructor Name>: 
You are invited to participate in a research study of the role of cultural responsiveness in 

leadership education at Florida State University I ask that you read this form and ask any 
questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.   

The purpose of this study is to examine the role of cultural responsiveness in leadership 
education.  You were selected to be invited to participate because you are indicated as the 
instructor of record for at least one core or supporting course in the Undergraduate Certificate in 
Leadership Studies at Florida State University.  If you are not the instructor of record for one of 
these courses, or have received this message in error, please let me know so you may be removed 
from the study.  

Mr. Vivechkanand “V” Chunoo, is the primary investigator and will supervise the 
research.  

If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to participate in an audio recorded 
personal interview, which will take approximately 30-60 minutes to complete. Participants will 
be provided transcribed copies of the interview recording to ensure their sentiments were 
accurately captured.  The interviews can be conducted in person, via phone, or Skype depending 
on your preference.   
Follow this link to the Consent Form: <Consent Form Link> 
Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: <Consent Form URL> 
By completing the form above, you are consenting to participation in this study. No identifying 
characteristics will be used in this study. If any identifying factors arise they will be kept 
confidential. If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to contact me at the email shown 
below. Thank you very much for your help. 
   
Sincerely, 
Mr. V. Chunoo 
Florida State University 
Dept. of Educational Leadership & Policy Studies 
IRB Approval Number: 2017.20621 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone 
other than the researcher(s), you are encouraged to contact the FSU IRB at 2010 Levy Street, 
Research Building B, Suite 276, Tallahassee, FL  32306-2742, or 850-644-8633, or by email at 
humansubjects@fsu.edu  
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APPENDIX B 

RECRUITMENT MESSAGE FOR LEADERSHIP STUDIES STUDENTS 
Dear <Student Name>: 

You are invited to participate in a research study of the role of cultural responsiveness in 
leadership education at Florida State University I ask that you read this form and ask any 
questions you may have before agreeing to be in the study.   

The purpose of this study is to examine the role of cultural responsiveness in leadership 
education.  You were selected to be invited to participate because you are indicated as an 
undergraduate student who is enrolled in at least one core or supporting course in the 
Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies at Florida State University.  If you are not 
enrolled in at least one of these courses, or have received this message in error, please let me 
know so you may be removed from the study.  

Mr. Vivechkanand “V” Chunoo, is the primary investigator and will supervise the 
research.  

If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to complete a survey with questions 
regarding your experiences in your leadership studies course, which will take approximately 30 
minutes to complete. No compensation will be offered as part of your participation in this 
project.  Additionally, your participation is entirely voluntary and you may withdraw from the 
study at any time without negative consequences.   
Follow this link to the Consent Form and Survey: <Consent and Survey Form Link> 
Or copy and paste the URL below into your internet browser: <Consent Form and Survey URL> 
By completing the form above, you are consenting to participation in this study. No identifying 
characteristics will be used in this study. If any identifying factors arise they will be kept 
confidential. If you have any questions or concerns, feel free to contact me at the email shown 
below. Thank you very much for your help. 
   
Sincerely, 
Mr. V. Chunoo 
Florida State University 
Dept. of Educational Leadership & Policy Studies 
IRB Approval Number: 2017.20621 
If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone 
other than the researcher(s), you are encouraged to contact the FSU IRB at 2010 Levy Street, 
Research Building B, Suite 276, Tallahassee, FL  32306-2742, or 850-644-8633, or by email at 
humansubjects@fsu.edu  
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APPENDIX C 

LEADERSHIP STUDIES CERTIFICATE STUDENT ENROLLMENT 
ACADEMIC YEAR 2007-2008 TO 2016-2017 

 
Course # Title 2007-2008 2008-2009 2009-2010 2010-2011 2011-2012 

LDR 2101 Leadership 

Theory & 

Practice 

 44  57  50  99 112 

LDR 2162 Leadership in 

Groups & 

Communities 

 31  30  60  68   64 

LDR 3215 Leadership & 

Change 

 29  30  37  57   72 

LDR 3263 Leadership 

Experience 

  2  14  21  24   25 

LDR 4105 Leadership & 

Complexity 

  4   7   9  20   24 

Total  110 138 177 268 297 

Credit Hours 330 414 531 804 891 

 
Course # Title 2012-2013 2013-2014 2014-2015 2015-2016 2016-2017 

LDR 2101 Leadership 

Theory & 

Practice 

142  167  171  260  484 

LDR 2162 Leadership in 

Groups & 

Communities 

  69    89    92    96  100 

LDR 3215 Leadership & 

Change 

  79    96    97  125  142 

LDR 3263 Leadership 

Experience 

  29    36    21    36   22 

LDR 4105 Leadership & 

Complexity 

  26    27    25    32   24 

Total  322  415 406  549 772 

Credit Hours 966 1,245 1,218 1,647 2.316 
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APPENDIX D 

REQUIRED LEADERSHIP STUDIES CERTIFICATE COURSES 
 

Course # Title Description 

LDR 2101 Leadership Theory 

& Practice 

Leadership Theory and Practice is designed to introduce 

students to leadership theory and help them come to 

understand their unique role in leadership on campus, in 

their academic discipline, and within our larger society. 

LDR 2162 Leadership in 

Groups & 

Communities 

Leadership in Groups and Communities is designed to 

inspire, teach and engage students in the process of 

leadership through service-learning. The course will be 

highly interactive with student participation and outside 

class involvement as critical components of the learning 

process. 

LDR 3215 Leadership & 

Change 

Leadership and Change is an advanced undergraduate 

leadership course that examines the change process and 

prepares leaders who are effective in working with 

individuals, groups and organizations in leading and 

managing change. The course is designed to be an 

interactive theory-to-practice course focused on 

leadership as a change process. 

LDR 3263* Leadership 

Experience 

This experiential course offers participants an 

opportunity to put into practice the knowledge, theory 

and skills they have learned in previous courses in the 

Certificate program. Students will create and participate 

in an experience which will be coupled with reflection 

throughout the course. 

LDR 4105* Leadership & 

Complexity 

This final course in the Certificate program builds upon 

the leadership literature, theory and experience created 

in the previous Certificate courses. Systematic reflection 
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on applied leadership issues and strategies is an 

important component of this course. 

Various Supporting Course Students in the Certificate also must complete a 3-credit 

supporting course, which is intended to enhance 

leadership learning within their academic field of study. 

Students must send a copy of the syllabus to the 

Certificate Coordinator and complete the Supporting 

Course Reflective Paper before the hours can be counted 

towards the Certificate. 

*These courses are only available for students who are completing the certificate. 

Note: A list of previously approved supporting courses can be found at: 

http://thecenter.fsu.edu/Leadership-Studies-Certificate/Supporting-Courses 

Adapted from: http://thecenter.fsu.edu/Leadership-Studies-Certificate/Courses 
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APPENDIX E 

INFORMED CONSENT AND HUMAN SUBJECTS APPROVAL 
FSU Behavioral Consent Form - Instructors 

Examining the Role of Cultural Responsiveness in Leadership Education among Diverse College 

Students 

You are invited to be in a research study of cultural responsiveness in leadership education at 

Florida State University. You were selected as a possible participant because you were identified 

as the instructor of record for at least one core or supporting course in the Undergraduate 

Certificate in Leadership Studies at Florida State University. I ask that you read this form and 

ask any questions you have before agreeing to be in the study. 

This study is being conducted by Mr. Vivechkanand “V” Chunoo, Doctoral Candidate in the 

Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies in the College of Education at Florida 

State University. 

Background Information: 

The proposed study will focus on the intersection of cultural responsiveness, leadership 

education, and cultural capital. The proposed study seeks to answer the following research 

questions: (1) What do leadership educators identify as cultural responsiveness in their 

instruction?; (2) What classroom experiences do leadership students identify as honoring their 

multiple, intersecting social identities?; (3a) Where do reports of cultural responsiveness among 

leadership studies instructors and students converge, and (3b) where do they diverge? 

Procedures: 

If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to participate in an audio recorded personal 

interview, which will take approximately 30-60 minutes to complete. Participants will be 

provided transcribed copies of the interview recording to ensure their sentiments were accurately 

captured.  The interviews can be conducted in person, via phone, or Skype depending on your 

preference.   

Risks and benefits of being in the Study: 

No known risks will occur through this research. Since this research will examine the process of 

leadership learning already voluntary engaged by students and instructors, this study represents 

an opportunity for members of each sample to reflect on their role in the process of leadership 
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learning. However, this risk is essentially an opportunity for reflection on the experience of 

teaching / learning leadership. 

Participants may benefit from involvement due to reflection on personal and professional 

development and engagement in leadership education. 

Compensation: 

No compensation will be offered for participation in this study. 

Confidentiality: 

The records of this study will be kept private and confidential to the extent permitted by law.  In 

any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any information that will make it possible to 

identify a subject.  All printed interview transcripts will be kept in a locked file cabinet and 

destroyed after three years of creation. All electronic documents associated with this study will 

be stored on a password protected USB drive which will be kept in a locked cabinet. Interviews 

will be digitally recorded and upon completion of transcription member-checking, audio files 

will be destroyed. Transcriptions, using coded identities, will be kept for three years. However, 

research information that identifies you may be shared with the FSU Institutional Review Board 

(IRB) and others who are responsible for ensuring compliance with laws and regulations related 

to research, including people on behalf of the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP). 

Voluntary Nature of the Study: 

Participation in this study is voluntary.  Your decision whether or not to participate will not 

affect your current or future relations with the University.  If you decide to participate, you are 

free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships. 

Contacts and Questions: 

The researchers conducting this study is Mr. V. Chunoo.  You may ask any question(s) you have 

now.  If you have a question later, you are encouraged to contact him at either 

xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxx or xxx-xxx-xxxx. 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone 

other than the researcher(s), you are encouraged to contact the FSU IRB at 2010 Levy Street, 

Research Building B, Suite 276, Tallahassee, FL  32306-2742, or 850-644-8633, or by email at 

humansubjects@fsu.edu 

You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records. 

 

mailto:vsc13@my.fsu.edu
mailto:humansubjects@fsu.edu
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Statement of Consent: 

I have read the above information.  I have asked questions and have received answers.  I consent 

to participate in the study. 

________________  _________________ 

Signature                                          Date 

________________  _________________ 

Signature of Investigator                    Date 
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FSU Behavioral Consent Form - Students 

Examining the Role of Cultural Responsiveness in Leadership Education among Diverse College 

Students 

You are invited to be in a research study of cultural responsiveness in leadership education at 

Florida State University. You were selected as a possible participant because you are indicated as 

an undergraduate student who is enrolled in at least one core or supporting course in the 

Undergraduate Certificate in Leadership Studies at Florida State University.  If you are not 

enrolled in at least one of these courses, or have received this message in error, please let me 

know so you may be removed from the study. I ask that you read this form and ask any questions 

you may have before agreeing to be in the study. 

This study is being conducted by Mr. Vivechkanand “V” Chunoo, Doctoral Candidate in the 

Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies in the College of Education at Florida 

State University. 

Background Information: 

The proposed study will focus on the intersection of cultural responsiveness, leadership 

education, and cultural capital. The proposed study seeks to answer the following research 

questions: (1) What do leadership educators identify as cultural responsiveness in their 

instruction?; (2) What classroom experiences do leadership students identify as honoring their 

multiple, intersecting social identities?; (3a) Where do reports of cultural responsiveness among 

leadership studies instructors and students converge, and (3b) where do they diverge? 

Procedures: 

If you agree to be in this study, I would ask you to complete a survey with questions regarding 

your experiences in your leadership studies course, which will take approximately 30 minutes to 

complete. 

Risks and benefits of being in the Study: 

No known risks will occur through this research. Since this research will examine the process of 

leadership learning already voluntary engaged by students and instructors, this study represents 

an opportunity for members of each sample to reflect on their role in the process of leadership 

learning. However, this risk is essentially an opportunity for reflection on the experience of 

teaching / learning leadership. 
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Participants may benefit from involvement due to reflection on personal and professional 

development and engagement in leadership education. 

Compensation: 

No compensation will be offered for participation in this study. 

Confidentiality: 

The records of this study will be kept private and confidential to the extent permitted by law.  In 

any sort of report I might publish, I will not include any information that will make it possible to 

identify a subject. All electronic documents associated with this study will be stored on a 

password protected USB drive which will be kept in a locked cabinet. However, research 

information that identifies you may be shared with the FSU Institutional Review Board (IRB) 

and others who are responsible for ensuring compliance with laws and regulations related to 

research, including people on behalf of the Office for Human Research Protections (OHRP). 

Voluntary Nature of the Study: 

Participation in this study is voluntary.  Your decision whether or not to participate will not 

affect your current or future relations with the University.  If you decide to participate, you are 

free to not answer any question or withdraw at any time without affecting those relationships. 

Contacts and Questions: 

The researchers conducting this study is Mr. V. Chunoo.  You may ask any question(s) you have 

now.  If you have a question later, you are encouraged to contact him at either 

xxxxx@xxxxxxxxxx or xxx-xxx-xxxx. 

If you have any questions or concerns regarding this study and would like to talk to someone 

other than the researcher(s), you are encouraged to contact the FSU IRB at 2010 Levy Street, 

Research Building B, Suite 276, Tallahassee, FL  32306-2742, or 850-644-8633, or by email at 

humansubjects@fsu.edu 

You will be given a copy of this information to keep for your records. 

Statement of Consent: 

I have read the above information.  I have asked questions and have received answers.  I consent 

to participate in the study. 

________________  _________________ 

Signature                                          Date 

 

mailto:vsc13@my.fsu.edu
mailto:humansubjects@fsu.edu
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________________  _________________ 

Signature of Investigator                    Date 
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The Florida State University 

Office of the Vice President For Research 

Human Subjects Committee 

Tallahassee, Florida 32306-2742 

(850) 644-8673, FAX (850) 644-4392 

 

APPROVAL MEMORANDUM 

 

Date: 4/19/2017 

 

To: Vivechkanand Chunoo 

 

Address: 100 South Woodward Avenue 

Dept.: EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 

 

From: Thomas L. Jacobson, Chair 

 

Re: Use of Human Subjects in Research 

Examining the Role of Cultural Responsiveness in Leadership Education Among Diverse 

College Students 

 

The application that you submitted to this office in regard to the use of human subjects in the 

proposal referenced above have been reviewed by the Secretary, the Chair, and one member of 

the Human Subjects Committee. Your project is determined to be Expedited per 45 CFR Â§ 

46.110(7) and has been approved by an expedited review process. 

 

The Human Subjects Committee has not evaluated your proposal for scientific merit, except to 

weigh the risk to the human participants and the aspects of the proposal related to potential risk 

and benefit. This approval does not replace any departmental or other approvals, which may be 

required. 
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If you submitted a proposed consent form with your application, the approved stamped consent 

form is attached to this approval notice. Only the stamped version of the consent form may be 

used in recruiting research subjects. 

 

If the project has not been completed by 4/18/2018 you must request a renewal of approval for 

continuation of the project. As a courtesy, a renewal notice will be sent to you prior to your 

expiration date; however, it is your responsibility as the Principal Investigator to timely request 

renewal of your approval from the Committee. 

 

You are advised that any change in protocol for this project must be reviewed and approved by 

the Committee prior to implementation of the proposed change in the protocol. A protocol 

change/amendment form is required to be submitted for approval by the Committee. In addition, 

federal regulations require that the Principal Investigator promptly report, in writing any 

unanticipated problems or adverse events involving risks to research subjects or others. 

 

By copy of this memorandum, the Chair of your department and/or your major professor is 

reminded that he/she is responsible for being informed concerning research projects involving 

human subjects in the department, and should review protocols as often as needed to insure that 

the project is being conducted in compliance with our institution and with DHHS regulations. 

 

This institution has an Assurance on file with the Office for Human Research Protection. The 

Assurance Number is FWA00000168/IRB number IRB00000446. 

 

Cc: Kathy Guthrie, Advisor 

HSC No. 2017.20621  
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APPENDIX F 

LEADERSHIP INSTRUCTOR INTERVIEW PROTOCOL 
Thank you for your voluntary participation in this study of cultural responsiveness in leadership 

education. The purpose of this interview is to examine culturally responsive teaching and the 

implementation of these practices in leadership studies programs. I have prepared several 

questions regarding various elements of culturally responsive teaching, as described by Geneva 

Gay (2000). At the end of the interview, I will provide you an opportunity to make any closing 

remarks regarding the issues discussed in this interview. Italicized notations provide support for 

the origination of each question; they are not intended to be shared with participants. 

Interview Questions: 

1) What do you do to understand the cultural characteristics of students from different ethnic 

groups within your course? [Culturally responsive teaching, “…acknowledges the legitimacy of 

the cultural heritages of different ethnic groups” (Gay, 2002, p. 29)]. 

2) How do you go about reflecting on your own attitudes and practices from a culturally 

responsive lens? [Look at one’s own attitudes and practices (Montgomery, 2001)]. 

3) What kinds of things do you do to develop a knowledge base about cultural diversity? 

[“Develop a culturally diverse knowledge base” (Brown, 2007, p. 58)]. 

4) Where do you incorporate multicultural content into the curriculum of your course? 

[“Culturally responsive teaching is comprehensive” (Gay, 2002, p. 31)]. 

5) How does the curriculum in your course provide opportunities for students to investigate and 

understand how cultural assumptions and biases influence leadership? [“Be conscious of the 

power of curricula as an instrument of teaching and use it to convey important information, 

values, and actions about ethnic and cultural diversity” (Brown, 2007, p. 58)]. 

6) What are the multicultural strengths of your instructional materials? [“Be able to identity the 

multicultural strengths and weaknesses of curriculum designs and instructional materials” 

(Brown, 2007, p. 58)] 

7) How could your materials be improved to foster greater culturally responsive teaching? [“Be 

able to identity the multicultural strengths and weaknesses of curriculum designs and 

instructional materials” (Brown, 2007, p. 58)] 

8) What informs your thinking about culturally relevant curricula? [Culturally responsive 

teachers develop a sense of sociopolitical consciousness (Ladson-Billings, 2001)]. 
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9) How do you use students’ culture and experience to expand their understanding of a topic in 

your course? [Culturally responsive teachers demonstrate cultural caring to build a learning 

community (Brown, 2007)]. 

10) Which elements of your course are designed to build a community of learners? How do you 

think your students’ backgrounds impact the nature of that community? [Culturally responsive 

teachers demonstrate cultural caring to build a learning community (Brown, 2007)]. 

11) What steps do you take to build and maintain partnerships anchored by respect, honor, 

integrity, and resource sharing while a learning community? [Culturally responsive teachers 

demonstrate cultural caring to build a learning community (Brown, 2007)]. 

12) How do you go about building effective cross-cultural communications with your students?  

Do you do anything to improve cross-cultural communications between your students?  If so, 

what do you do in this area? [Culturally responsive teachers establish cross-cultural 

communications (Harriott & Martin, 2004)]. 

13) How do you go about deciphering the way students’ thoughts are culturally encoded? 

[Culturally responsive teachers demonstrate sociocultural awareness and recognize the multiple 

realities of their students which are influenced by their locations in the social order (Villegas & 

Lucas, 2002)]. 

14) How do you ensure your instructional examples represent a variety of racial and ethnic 

backgrounds? [“Culturally responsive teaching is validating” (Gay, 2002, p. 29)]. 

15) How do you construct classroom activities to leverage the diversity of the students in your 

course? [“Culturally responsive teaching is comprehensive” (Gay, 2002, p. 30)]. 

16) How do you adapt your approach to teaching to accommodate cultural differences among 

students in your class? [“Culturally responsive teaching is multidimensional” (Gay, 2002, p. 

31)].  

17) How do your tests, quizzes, papers, and other assessments of student learning take into 

consideration students’ diverse cultural backgrounds? [“Culturally responsive teaching is 

emancipatory” (Gay, 2002, p. 35)]. 

18) In what other ways are you a culturally responsive leadership instructor? 
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APPENDIX G 

LEADERSHIP STUDENT SURVEY 
Thank you for your voluntary participation in this study of cultural responsiveness in leadership 

education. For the following questions, please consider only the leadership certificate course you 

are taking this semester. If you are taking more than one leadership certificate course this 

semester, please choose one course and answer with that course in mind. 

Part I: Student Demographic Characteristics 

1)  Which of the following best describes your gender? 

 Man 

 Woman 

 Trans* 

 Other 

 Prefer not to disclose 

2)  Which of the following best describes your racial identity? 

 Non-Hispanic White or European American 

 Black, Afro-Caribbean, or African American 

 Latino/a/x or Hispanic American 

 East Asian or Asian American 

 South Asian or Indian American 

 Middle Eastern or Arab American 

 Native American or Alaskan Native 

 Multiracial 

 Other 

 Prefer not to disclose 

3) Which of the following best describes your religious identity? 

 Christian (including Protestant, Baptist, Methodist, Evangelical, Episcopalian etc.) 

 Catholic 

 Jewish 

 Buddhist 

 Muslim 

 Hindu 
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 Atheist / Agnostic / Secular 

 Mormon 

 Other 

 Prefer not to disclose 

4) Which of the following best describes your class standing? 

 Freshman 

 Sophomore 

 Junior 

 Senior 

 Prefer not to disclose 

4) Which of the following Leadership Studies course are you taking this semester? (Select all 

that apply) 

 Leadership Theory and Practice 

 Leadership in Groups and Communities 

 Leadership and Change 

 Leadership Experience 

 Leadership and Complexity 

 Other 

 Prefer not to disclose 

If you answered “Other” to the previous question, please indicate which Leadership Studies 

course you are taking, please indicate the course title below: 

<Course Title Field> 

Please read through each of the following items and indicate your agreement or disagreement. 

You should do this by checking what most closely represents your opinion about that statement. 

For consistency, please consider only the leadership certificate course you are taking this 

semester. If you are taking more than one leadership certificate course this semester, please 

choose one course and answer with that course in mind. Notes in italics are not intended to be 

included on the final instrument. 

5) For the following questions, which course are you referring to? 

 Leadership Theory and Practice 

 Leadership in Groups and Communities 
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 Leadership and Change 

 Leadership Experience 

 Leadership and Complexity 

 Other 

 Prefer not to disclose 

If you answered “Other” to the previous question, please indicate which Leadership Studies 

course you are taking, please indicate the course title below: 

<Course Title Field> 

Who is the instructor for the course indicated in #5 above? 

<Course Instructor Field> 
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Examining Cultural Responsiveness in Leadership Education 

Please read through each of the following items and indicate your agreement or disagreement. 

You should do this by checking what most closely represents your opinion about that statement. 

For consistency, please consider only the leadership studies course you are taking this 

semester. If you are taking more than one leadership certificate course this semester, please 

choose one course and answer with that course in mind. 

 

Leadership Instructors: 

1 = Strongly Disagree   2 = Disagree   3 = Neutral   4 = Agree   5 = Strongly Agree 

My instructor is aware of how their social identities show-up in the classroom 

My instructor understands how race, ethnicity, culture, language, and social class interact 

My instructor is knowledgeable about the history and culture of diverse ethnic, cultural, and 

racial groups 

My instructor modifies their teaching so students from diverse background have an equal 

opportunity to learn 

My instructor organizes activities / projects which enable students from diverse backgrounds to 

work together 

My instructor informs students about stereotyping (or other related biases) that have negative 

effects 

My instructor cares about both my leader identity and cultural identity development 

My instructor uses their own experiences appropriately to explain leadership concepts 

My instructor role models vulnerability 

My instructor holds me appropriately accountable for my own learning 

My instructor validates cultural ways of leading beyond those represented as the majority 

My instructor explains concepts using language that appropriately reflects my culture (i.e. My 

instructor "code-switches") 

My instructor attempts to deconstruct the power dynamics of the classroom 

My instructor positions them self as a co-learner 

My instructor addresses campus and community events relevant to our course 

My instructor seems to engage in self-reflection 

My instructor encourages students to engage in self-reflection 
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My instructor takes complicated concepts and makes them more accessible to me 

My instructor challenges, or encourages me to challenge the ideas from our reading materials 

My instructor wants me to be a successful leader 

Leadership Teaching: 

1 = Strongly Disagree   2 = Disagree   3 = Neutral   4 = Agree   5 = Strongly Agree 

In my class, we address the intersection of culture and leadership 

My instructor presents information in ways that are respectful of my culture 

My instructor selects course readings from authors that reflect my culture 

I am able to complete course assignments in a culturally authentic way 

Assignments take into consideration my cultural background 

I am able to express what I am learning in class without fear of discrimination 

My instructor encourages me to be culturally self-aware 

My instructor encourages me to reflect on how leadership intersects with my cultural identities 

My instructor expects students to be respectful even when they disagree 

What I learn about leadership from class conflicts with lessons from my culture of origin 

My class prepares me to be a change agent or wrestle with long-term problems 

In class, we confront issues of power, privilege, or oppression 

In class, we discuss issues of activism or advocacy 

Discussions are conducted in ways that challenge my cultural identity 

My instructor clearly links course activities to learning objectives (i.e., I know why we do what 

we do in class) 

Guest speakers represent a variety of social identities 

I am expected to participate in events and programs that showcase cultures different from my 

own 

I would like to see more identity-based leadership courses offered (e.g., Black Male Leadership, 

Gender & Leadership, Latinx Leadership) 

The course syllabus is fair and consistent 

The course grading policies or rubrics are clear 

Leadership Learning Environments: 

1 = Strongly Disagree   2 = Disagree   3 = Neutral   4 = Agree   5 = Strongly Agree 

In my leadership learning environment, symbols of my culture are present 
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I feel welcome to incorporate pieces of my cultural heritage into my leadership learning 

environment 

I have been specifically asked to explain or define terms or expressions that are relevant to my 

culture 

I have spent time in my class educating others on issues of diversity, multiculturalism, or 

inclusion 

My instructor tries to create a leadership learning environment where all students are appreciated 

I have learned about another student's culture (different from my own) in my leadership learning 

environment 

I have been challenged to see leadership from the point of view of a student whose background is 

different from my own 

My instructor creates conditions for me to be open and authentic 

I am encouraged to be creative in my course 

I am empowered to advocate for my point of view in class 

My instructor asks for, and takes seriously, my feedback 

I see changes in my course based on feedback I (or others) have provided 

My instructor helps create an environment where I can explore cultural ways of leading 

We move tables and chairs to make the room more inviting 

I have opportunities to give and receive feedback to and from peers 

As a result of being in this class, I have increased belief in my identity as a leader 

As a result of being in this class, I have increased awareness of my own social identities 

I am encouraged to continue learning leadership outside of required course activities 

I am encouraged to apply what I learn in class to life outside of the classroom 

What I learn in class reflects my experiences or the experiences of others like me 

 

Is there anything else you would like to share about how cultural responsiveness plays a role in 

your leadership course? 
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